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AOSTRACT

Studiies are presented of subsYstems, performing one single atmosphere
control funct iion and! of compilete atnmospheri c, control systems., The sub-
systems, consideredt are the followiing: gas, supplIy, humidity control', carbon,
dV;oxide management, trace. contamil'nant removalty and' oxygen recovery from,
carbon dioxide. Parametric data are presented, whereby the subsystems and
systems, are characteriized iFn terms of vehicre and mistion parameters;
lnterf aces 6etween, the atmospheric control system, and other vehicre systems
allso are taken, into account.,

Comparison of the subsystems considered are performed on! an equivalent
weight basis& where the equivalent weight includes hardware weight as well
afs penair]tites for material balance, power consumption, and heat rejection
Ioed., Areas, of utiizration of the various subsystems are defined in terms
of mlssion' duration'y crew complement, and cabin atmosphere parameters.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION*

THERMAL AND ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL STUDY PROGRAM

This report is one of a series summarizing the results of a study
entitled "Space Vehicle Thermal and Atmospheric Control" being performed
for the Aeronautical Systems Division of the United States Air Force.
This study comprises a broad program concerned with analytical and ex-
perimental investigation of the problems In providing suitable thermal,
and atmospheric control for men and equi~pment !ýn future military space
vehi cles.

The, Space Vehicle Thermalt and Atmospheric Control Study has three
general, objectives:

1, Development of improved analytical methods for predicting the
requirements for, and performance of, space vehicle thermal
and atmospheric control systems.

2. Development of improved methods, techni'ques, systems, andI
equipment for thermal and atmospheric control.

Se Development of criteria and techniques for the optimization
of thermal and atmospheric control systems and integration of
these systems with other systems of a space vehicle.

To attain these objectives requires that program studies employing
"a wide range of technical disciplines be conducted on several levels.
Thus, on the one hand, the basic characteristics of processes and equip-
ment conpon-ents required for thermal and atmospheric control are being
analyzed and organized to permit rational synthesis and optimization of
thermal and atmospheric control systems. On the other hand, to guide
study endeavors along lines which would find immediate and practical ap-
plication, the thermal and atmospheric requirements associated with a
series of hypothetical manned and unmanned space vehicles are being in-
vestigated. These vehicies,_representative of a number of earth orbiting
and cislunar missions, are being carried through the preliminary design
stage and used as thermal and atmospheric control models for system/optimization and integration studies.

7M*anuscript released July 1962 by the author for pUblication as an ASD
t ITechnical|Documentary Report



PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF REPORT

The principal purpose of this report is to analyze and compare com-
pet'i:ng systems and subsystems for space vehicle atmospheric control. An
atmospheric control system includes those component~s which supply re-
quired oxygen, which maintain humidity and contaminant concentrations at
optimum levels, and which, for missions of extended duration, recover
oxygen from contaminants. Systems a~re compared on the basis of weight
as a function of crew complement and mission duration, where the equi-
valent weight of power penalties, associated with req-irements for heat-
"ing, coolling:, fl'uid' circulation, and control, are included. Other system
characteristics, suchý as safety', rel iabi l ity, considerations, and con-
venience, also are emphasizedF.

Initial comparisons will be made on the basis of subsystems, the
subsystem being an arrangement of components servng a: single function
such as carbon dioxide management. Final compa.rison will be made on
complete systems which perform the entire atmospheric control function.

Space vehicle, atmospheric requirements are rev'iewed briefly, for
both manned and- umanned space vehicles, as a basis for the subsequent
system and subsystem design and analysis. These designs also are based
on the process and component analytical methods developed in the ASD
Technical Report entitled "Ana.lytical Method's for Space Vehicle Atmos-
pheric Control Processes, Part I and Part ft." These reports, coner ned
With the analysis of comp6iieitts and processes, log:ical ly preceded the

completion of the present study. :
In some cases$ information pertinent to certain atn5spheic contr|6l

processet Is Incomplete or prelimifi raiy. In this case estimates vwere made
On the basiTs of theoretical consideratlons 6r simpi•lfied' assuiftplbhs..
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SECTION III

GENERAL APPROACH TO- SYSTM DESIGN

SYSTE4 REQUIREENTS

In determining the requirements for an atmospheric Control system
for a space vehicle, it, is important to learn the relations between
these requirements and the particular events included in the anticipated
mision of the space vehicle. A method of ,preSenting this is shown in
Flgure i. On this chart, reading from the left, are listed all ex-
,pected, events and their probable sequence. Events occurring as part of
ar normal flight plan are shown in circles. Those eventS which must be
allowed for but which are Considered erergency conditions are shown in
ShexagOns. Any rendezvous between one vehicle and another is rep-re-
sented by a diamond.

By setting up this Chart and later filling in the periods of ti-me -
|involved for each event, and the resulting requirementS, a fullr Dicture
iS presented of the relation between the space vehicle mi~ssiOn and the
requirements for the atmospheric Control system. In expressing the re-
quirements, it is important to consider both the rate of use of the
particular requirement and its total use over the entire mission.

The following consitderatiOns are apropos of such a Chart as Figure 1:

1. 'It will be necesSary to plan for the possibilities Of a flight
abort from almost any Condition, and the succeeding events
must be anticipated to result in safe recOvery of the astronautst

2. It Will be necessary to allow for the pOssibility of depres-
Surizing and repressurizing the capsule at least once due to
lekage, fire or cohtafinhation, With this event likely to
occur anywhere within the flight plan.

3. ]If the crew are to get into their suits rapidly, as in a de-
pressurization operation, then excess oxygen will be needed
to scavenge the :suit system. If the men must leave the vehicle
in pressure suit, then this must be shown on the chart; in
computing the req4ukiements for the use of pressture sits, the
air used in the airlock must be iniluded.,

4i After takeoff, a typical flight, such as shown in Figure 1,
would probably first go into earth orbit, then, with further
acceleration, start a transit to the moon; on approaching the
moon) it -would go Into a luhar orbuit, and,r from this orbit
after proper observation, would Initiate the mooft-landihg
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sequence,. After land~ing, probably, one or more of the crew
would leave the vehicle for expl'oration. Subsequently, take-
off must be made from the moon to a lunar orbit, a transit
made to an orbit above the earth, and then the final re-entry,
landing, and recovery operations accomplished.

5. At almost any orbit or stationary location, as on the moon,
rendezvous with other vehicles, manned or unmanned, may well
form part of the flight program. If such a rendezvous is made,
there will probably be an exchange of supplies, equipment,
energy, or other items whi.ch can: be allowed for on the chart.

Although this chart resembles the PERT chart used for program evalu-ation, it is rot necessary to make as much detailed use of the chart as

is done in that program. Rather, the chart is presented to form the
basis of a clear definition of the entire problem, so that no likely event
will be overlooked in studying the requirements for the atmospheric con-'
trol system.

In determining the detailed atmospheric requirements for specific
pieces of equipment in thevehicle, especially an unmanned vehicle, the
most important considerations usually are the presence of an atmosphere
and the handling of the load of the equipment. It should be remembered
that any energy going into a piece of equipment used on a space vehicle
will eventually appear in the form of heat; that is, any electrical
equipment drawing a current will have a heat output exactly equal to
that of the electric current operating the equipment. In case the equip-
ment is hydraulic or pneumatic, then a similar situation applies. In
the case of heat loads, the temperature level, the type of coolant, the
coolant flow rate, and the coolant pumping method all are likely to in-
fluence the actual requirements. In some cases, of course, the coolant
may be a liquid. When the coolant is a gas, then it is probable that
its control system will be similar to that of the atmospheric control
system for the.men.

In studying the loads, it is considered easier to aisume that the
loads introduced by the environmental control systems themselves are
part of the systems and affect system operation directly, rather than
considering them as external loads on thl. Y/Stenu. By this is meant that,
if the atmospheric temperature rises in passing through a compressor, it
should be represented by showing a temperature change in the circuit it-
self, rather than reducing it to a certain number of Btu's of load.

The type of equipment will have a large effect on the type of atmos-
pheric control necessary. Photographic equipment, for example, has
temperature and humidity requirements similar to those of a man. Elec-
tronic equipment generally is relatively sensitive to temperature, par-
ticularly affecting high reliability and long life of the equipment. In
some cases, a difference of a few degrees in temperature may mean a change
of 50 per cent in the reliability of the equipment. In this connection
also, it may be desirable to arrange the system so that the air passes
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successively over higher temperature limit equipment and makes the most
efficient use of the available cooling.

In a manned space vehicle, it is necessary to determine the relative
metabolic loads on the atmospheric cont-rol system at each of the various
levels of activ;ity which will result from each of the events contained
in the flight plan. A chart on Figure I indicates typical metabolic loads
in Btu per hr per man. It has seemed desirable to divide the crew's work
into five different levels of activity: rest, duty, stress, "heatIT and
emergency. For the rest activity, the total load is low, representing
a basal metabolic rate of slightly less thaii 1. For normal duty, the
load is higher but by no means stressful. Under some conditions, it will
be necessary to go to a stress load nearly twice as high as the duty load.
All of these loads show a variation in sensible and latent heat.

When a man is i-n a pressure suit and working in the sunlight, during
and immediately following re-entry, and possibtly at other times, the
load can best be expressed as "hot," a condition in which the inlet air
through the suit 'is at a temperature high enough that transfer of heat
from the body must take place as latent heat, and none of it can take
place as sen-sible heat. In other words, in such a condition, the' air
does not change dry bulb temperature, but cools entirely by picking up
a large amount of moisture. This effect is, of course, much more promi-
nent- at the low pressures which will probably be used in any pressurized
sui t.

The highest loads, or the emergency conditions, will occur when some
unplanned event takes place; in this case, the latent load goes very high,
leading to a total perhaps three times as high as that of normal duty.
It should be noted that tolerability to the three highest load levels is
limited, both at a specific time and also limited in their total extent
within a particular mission. Although the probability of these inter-
valst becoming extended does not seem high, the capability of handling
them for reasonable periods of time must be part of the atmospheric con-
trol system.

Figure I aliso contains a chart showing the probable load types identi-
fied by Roman numerals, ranging from I to X. The lightest load likely to
occur for a three-man vehicle would be Type I: two men at rest and one
man on duty. The highest load would be Type X: three meri under emergency
conditions. The probable normal operating load during orbits and transits
would be Type II: one man at rest and two men on duty. The other types
represent various estimates of the loads involved in landings, takeoffs,
rendezvous, and various operations outside the vehicle or on the moon.
Each type is indicated by a Roman numeral at the appropriate location on
the main chart of Figure I.

In actually planning the-operation of the atmospheric control system,
the psychrometric chart is a very useful tool. It is necessary; of course,
to have a chart made for the particular conditions which will exist with-
in the vehicle. Such a chart is shown- in Figure 2, whichhas been drawn
for a total pressure of 7.5 psia with 50-volume per cent oxygen and
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50-volume per cent nitrogen. Other reports show it desirable to maintain
temperature close to 70OF and relative humidity at about 50 per cent.
Experience shows it is better to compute the results relative to the la-
tent heat load and then determine their applicability to the sensible
heat load. In Condition II of Figu~re 1., the normal orbit or transit
Condition, the total heat loads will be a sensible heat load of 780 Btu
per hr and a latent heat load of 620 Btu per hr, or 10.3 Btu per min.
This is equivalent to 69 gr of water per min. At the inlet to the equip-
ment, the limitatio6 is the dew point temperature which can be readily
obtained, as in an evaporating water-td-air heat exchanger. This may be
conservatively estimated as 456F, since the evaporating temperature is
controlled to 350 F to prevent freezing. A dew point of 45OF (Point A on
Figure 2) corresponds to 84 grains of water per i-b of dry air. The
water content at the operating. point (Point B of Figure 2) is 105 grains
per lb. Thus, there is a possible pickup, in passing through the cap-
sule, of 21 grains per lb of dry air. This would give a dry air flow
requirement of 69 divided by 21,. or 3.-29 lb of airflow per min.

Regarding: the sensible heat load, if the air enters at 45 0 F and
the sensible load is 780 Btu per hr, or 15 Btu per min, the dry bulb
temperature of the air will rise some 176p. If the air enters at 456F
dry bulb, the crew would raise the temperature, due to sensible heat,
only to 620F, rather than the 70OF originally estimated. However,
other heat sources likely would contribute further to the indreaSe in
dry bulb temperature of the capsule air. If not, it becomes a question
of studying the air conditioning system to determine whether there is
some other, more satisfactory arrangement of flow and dew point or to
incorpOrate within the air conditioning system a dry reheating cycle
which would i-ncrease the dry bulb temperature of the air but not in-
crease the humidity, before the air is returned to the capsule for use.

The psychrometric chart in Figure 3, drawn for a pure oxygen at-
mosphere at 5 psia, relates to men in the suits at lower pressure. Ex-
periments with pressure suits tend to indicate that for moderate work
loads the air coming from the man'ts suit Will be on the order of 85 0 F,
regardless of the exact inlet temperature. In Other words, the human
metabolism changes somewhat to allow for various amounts of pickup.
Also, in actual practice, it is found that 1-0 cfm per suit at the oper-
ating pressure is about the maximum which can readily be aCcommodated,
At 5 psi OXygen, this is a flow of about 0.29 lb per min per suit. A
latent heat load of 600 Btu per hr, or 10 Btu per min, will require the
evaporation of 65 grains of Water per min. Since the flow is 0,29 lb
per min, it will require 226 grains per lb change in moisture content
of the oxygen to provide the necessary VewlporatiOn for cooling. Oxygen
entering the suit at 450F saturated (Point A), or 121 grains per ib,
would leave the suit at 347 grains per lb, which corresponds to a temper-
ature of about 84OF and 70 per cent relative humidity (Point B6) This
corresponds to a sensible heat pickup of about 115 Btu per hr. If this
is insufficient, the metabolic processes will change slightly to pro-
vide a higher latent heat load. There is still €onsiderable leeway for
this, since the humidity at 840F and saturation Ist 5.16 grains per 1bi
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Although a less comfortable condition, it certainly would be acceptable
in an emergency. Once the, cycle has been worked out onta psychrometric
chart, it may be advisable to check it by hand, since even small changes
in total pressure in the circuit itself may make some little difference
i-n the, psychrometric conditions for these relatively low total. pressures.

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Significant criteria to be considered in evaluation of an atmospheric
control system include:

W(eight
Power requirement
Volume
RelIi abi Ii ty,

Development status
InterfaCes with, other systems

For any given applicationy, it will: be necessary to Consider all of
these criteriar since no single one can be assumed to be contro'lling in
the selection of the opti-mum system. Also,. the criteria, are not indepen-
dent of one another.

Weight

Weight includes the weights-of fixed equipments ducts and: connect-
ing fi:xtures, any supplies, such as act.ivated Chardoal, necessary to the
Operation of' the system, and related Control .mechanisms and instrumentation.
In addition, the power-requi remen iUs often considered in terms of the
weight required for the power soiaeesj of wiateVer kind.

Power Rejuiremehts

Power requirements include mechanical or pneumatic power for circu- _.
lation of the atmosphere, heat power for use in the catalytic burner,
mechanical or pneumatic power for the wateor separator, and pneumatic or
electrical power for operation of control elements and instrumentation.
Mechanical power may come from electric motors, and heat power may Come
from electric resistance elements; that isj the entire power supply may
be electrical. Pneumatic power is customary In capsule pressure controls
and pressure relief valves.

The preferred type of power will depend Upon the design of the equip-
ment and on the relative availability of the different types. For con-
tinuously rotating devices, such as compressors, electrical power may be
better than pneumatic, While for periodically actuated devices, such as
Water separator sponges or control valves) pheufmatic power may have dis-
tict advantages.

Both the maxiMum rate at which power will• •be used and the average
tate must be considered. The penalty Imposed 'by any power source will
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be a combination of the influences of the maximum rate and the average
rate times the use.

Two philosophies are used i-n computing. power. The first, which i's
machine-oriented',, is to set up the flow circuit and then compute the.
total' gross, power required by' the components to maintain operation of the
circuit. In practice, one assumes a flow rate,. composition, density,. and
temperature. The p-ressure drops of the individual' equipment and ducts
are computed and added to give the total pressure drop in the circuit.
A compressor capable of providing a pressure rise equal to, the computed'
pressure drop, is then chosen. The power requli red by the compressor driv-
i-ngl means (an electric motor) is then saiAd to be the power required to,
maintain the desired fluid circulation inm ihe circuit.

The second methOd,, which, is function-oriented', determines. with re-
spect to each equipment and duct sectioni, the power equivalent, at 100
per cent efficiency,. of the pressure drop in the device. The resulting
total power equivalent is then modifi~ed to- reflect attainab'le power
convers'on efficiencies-, and the required total power is found. This
function-oriented method has two, drawbacks when compared with the machine-
oriented method. The resulting-calculations are more complex, without
being more accurate. Alsoy-unless great Care is used, ViolatiOn of the
principles of continuity and conservation of energy may occur, resulting
In meaningless values.

Voi ume

The volume of an atmOspheric control system is relatively difficult
to determine at an early stage of the program. This i's due to the fact
that a substantial percentage of the total volume is necessarily devoted
"to ducts and fitting, the actual size of which is very dependent upon
thei layout or arrangement of components. The total volume includes:

a. Core volume or volume of heat exchanger elementj or VOlUme of
reacting substanCej such as lithium hydroxide

b. Volume of the supports for the core

C, Volume of the pans and manifolds

di Volume of associated or integral ducts

ei Volume of auxilliary itemsj spare parts, toolbsand replacement
chemicals such as lithium hydroxide

fi Volume, space clearance necessary for access to equipment and
for repairs, on the ground or in flight

It is essehtial that a layoUtj or better a mock-up, be used to
agraih cirtUit coinpobnhts for minimum vo|Ume.
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Rel iabI ity

Reliability is an important criterion in evaluating atmospheric
control systems. Although, in certain cases, there is little information
on which to base component failure rates, the use of good engineering
judgment will tend to give reasonably valid system reliabilities, espec-
iallywhen these results are to be used primarily in a relative, rather
than absolute, comparison.

Reliability studies should be made with full. cognizance of the criti-
cal nature of specific malfunctions and the results of failures of parts
and systems, Advantage should be taken, and reflected in the reliability'
calculations, of the possibilities of redundancy and of replacement and
repai r of components when a human operator i s present.

Development Status

The development status of each component and subsystem should be
determined to provide an evaluation as to the probability that thetotal
SyStem can be developed within the known limitations of time and budget.
For example, the design of some components, such as heat exchangers, and
dUCts, is so well advanced that they may be assumed to perform as re-
qUi'red, withlittle or no development, On the other hand, a regenerative
chemical system for space application will require extensive develop-
ment, together with some risk that it will not be possible to reach the
goals at the desired time. A closely related problem is the adaptability
of the system to different mission profiles, a requirement which is be-
Coming essential.

interfaces with Other Systems

There are numerous interfaces between the atmospheric control
System and the other vehicle systems. All of these must be taken into
cohsideration in arriving at concluSions relative to the advantages and
disadvantages of competing Systems. (Interfaces also may be conSidered
as placing restraints or requirements on the system; hOWeVer, the emphasis
Is different.) Typical interfaces Includei

a. Thermal loads to and from other vehicle syStemS, Including
vehicle structure

b. Power requirements, including quality, type, amount) and vari-
ation of rate

to Supplies of oxygen, nitrogen, and any other gases required.
This is especially important When the gases ate stored re-
motely or depend upon another process, such as fuel cells.
Each gas should be separately considered, Also, the energy
connected with the storage and delivery of the gas must be
taken into actounti
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d. Metabolic inputs from occupants,, carbon dioxide, water vapor,

odors and the like

e. Water from water separator,. and water to evaporators in the
atmosphere control circuit

f. Chemical process supplies, such as lithium hydroxide,, molecular
sieves, activated charcoal,. and catalysts

9. Vibration and shock loads, including those generated within

the system and those received f.rpm outside

h. Nloise generated by operation of the system

i.r Control linkages for operation of the atmospheric control
system itself

j. Space and relativ, location requirements within the vehiclte.
The resolution of this item usually requiires the use of mock-
ups and trade-off studies with other spacecraft SyStems.

k. The gr0mnd checkout system

I. Onboard display instrumentation

m, InstrumentatiOn providing information to be telemetered

n. Provision for supplying an atmosphere for use in a backpack
to provide atmospheric Control for a pressure suit used for
extravehicular operation

o. Provision for use of an airlock to enable occupants in pressure
suits to leave and re-enter the space vehicle

p. Detection of malfunctions within: the system and the trans-
mission of the information to the astronauts

q I Interaction with operator; Manual control requi red; -extent
and scheduling of operatOr's time; special skills required,
if any

r. Mechanical support of system co6Vnents on Vehicle load-bear-
ing points

SYSTEM EVALUATION CRITERIA

In the preceding discussions, the numerous parameters that must be
considered to realistically assess the relative merits of competing
systems are reviewed. From these parameters, general evaluation criteria
must be derived that Will make possible system comparison on an inte-
grated basis, taking into account major system variables as weil as the
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interfaces between the system under consideration and other vehicle
systems.

The most important system parameters for space vehicle installation
are the weight, volume, power requirement, heat rejection load, and
system material balance. These have all been discussed above. As pointed.
out, the volume Of a system is very- difficult to determine in. a study of
this type; it depends to a great extent on the designer's ingenu~ty; for
this reason, it wilt be ignored i.n this study.

In the analyses conducted in this report, competing, systems and sub-
systems are compared on an equivalent weight basis. The equivalent weight
is vmd4e up, of several terms and is defiried algebraicallly by the equation

S= wH W wp + w, + AT (1

The terms of this equation are in turn defined and discussed below:

a. WV, is the system hardware weight comprising' heat exchangersy
H

canisters, valves, ducts, etc. This weight is the aCtual
system weight, including all its components and associated
hardware such as sensorS and system flow Controllerso

fy. WV is the weight of the vehicle power sOurce chargeable tco

the system under consideration. It can be expressed as the
product of the system power requirement by the vehicle power
penalty. The systetn power requirenwint incltides the power
expended to circulate the process air through the Circuity
the power necessary for system contro'land the power required
for heating or any other process used in the system.

The vehicle power penalty depends mainly on the size of
the vehicle power installation and on the mission duration.
Short mission durationf vehicles have relatively high specific
weight power sources, on the o-rd'er"of 400 lb per kilowatt of
installed power. -On the other handy for long mission durations,
the p6Wer penalty Is lowerj in the range df 200 to 300 lb per
kiiowatt.

ti V- is the Weight of the Vehicle cooling system that Can beQ
charged to the particular system or subsyst6M considered. i,'

Q
is the product of the vehicle cooling system specific weight,
ýin lb per watt, by the system heat rejection load. However,
this penalty depends not only on the size of the heat load but
also on the temperature level at which the heat load Is re-
jected to the cooling system., This temperatUr-e 0e0l must, bE
taken into accoUnt when determinting the term W 4.
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d. WMAT depends on the system material balance. As an example, if

a' non-regenarable absorbent i:s used for the removal of carbon
dioxide from the cabin atmosphere,. the weight of the absorbent
must be charged against the system. Also, if water is used in
a system, either absorbed or evacuated overboard, then the
system,; in certain cases, must be charged for this amount of
water expended, On the other hAnd,. i~f a system produces water
or oxygen,, it can,, dependingI on the; application, be. credited
for the production of these materials..

All the possible interface conditions cannot be examined in a general
study of thiS. type; however, subsystem comparisops. can be. conducted along
the lines defined here, which yield realistic results. Vehicle param-
eters, such as. power penalty used in the foflowing analysesy were deter-
mined mainly on the basis, of mission duration, Where the interface
parameters play an important role in the choice of competing systems,
data are presented for several values of the penaltfies involved,

SUBSY'STEH CONSIDERATIONS.

in Sections IV through IX, space vehicle atmospheric control sub-
Systems are analyzed,y compared, and evaluated, A subsystem is defined
as- anr assembly of compOnents performing one Single6 function, From this
definition, several subsystems can be recogniZed as i'nteggial parts of
i complete atmospheric control SyStem,,

Gas. Supply Subsystem
Wcmtidity Control Subsystem
Carbon Dioxide Management Subsystem -

Trace Contaminant Removal Subsystem
Cabin Leakage Detection Subsystem
Oxygen Recovery Subsystem

All these stUbsystems incorporate a number of componernts which, when
integrated, can be analyzed as a unit in terms of parameters related to
the CabIn atmosphefej to Eli•l e,, t•I, -s . ..lfo t1o LOh vehi|cle mission.
these subsystems are not all affected by the same parameters, since their
particular function differs greatly, However, most of the systems are
affected by design varlables, such as mission duration) number of crew
members in the vehicle, cabin pressurej, etc,.

The ahalyses presented in this report are based on data assumptions
relative to the cabin atmobspheric c€mpositi6n and the crew metabolic be-
havior which can be found in the literature. Reference is made here to
two reports prepared as part of the Thermal and Atmospheric Control of
Space Vehicle Study: ASD TR61"i62 and ASD TR6i-240 (References I and 3)1
from which design data assumptions were obtained, Table I lists the
main system and subsystem de §h varlableb and the particular values as-
tighed to tome of them in this study,
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TABLE 1

SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS
AND DATA ASSUMPTIONS

Parameter Va I ue.

Cabin temperature 70°F

Cabin total pressure 5 to 14.7 psia

Leakage rate from the: cabin Variable (0 to 20 lb/day)

Oxygen partial pressure in the cabin (See Figure. 4a)

Carbon dioxide partial pressure in the cabin 3,8 to 7.6 mm Hg

Relative humidity Within the: comfort. zone-
defined by Figure 4b

Metabolic oxygen consumption 2,0 lb/man-day

Carbon dioxide production by respiration 2.25 lb/man-day

Water vapor generated by respiration and 2-.2 lb/man-day
perspi ration
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PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE CHARTS

Figure 4a is a physiological performance chart presenting the
physiological effects of the relation between the percentage of oxygen
in the atmosphere of an airplane. or space vehicle and the total pressure.
of that atmosphere. It is. based on continuous exposure or occupancy
for one week or more.

Atmospheric air contains 21 per cent oxygen by volume. At sea
level, this leads to a blood saturation of 95 per cent. To maintain the
same degree of oxygen in the blood at lower pressures, the percentage
of oxygen in the atmosphere must increase as shown by the'seaý level eqUri-
valent curve. The Unimpaired Performance Zone indicates the range of
variations that can be tolerated without performance decrement.

The maximum tolerance for long periods has not been investigated
extensively but is believed to be about as shown., At points to the left
of the Unimpaired Performance Zone, acclimatization is required. Acclii-
matization is considered to be continuous exposure to conditions of
successively lower pressure, with no intermediate return to. higher pres-
sure. For example, if a person is to remain for one week at 25,000 ft
with 21 per cent oxygen, he will, require, an acclimatization period of
four to six-weeks.

The minimum tolerable total pressure is based upon the effective
partial pressure of oxygen, disregarding aero-embol ism which may occur
below 300 mm Hg total pressure in the absence of adequate denitrogenation.
The aero-embolism limitation is shown by the interrupted horizontal line.

Figure 4b is a physiological performance chart presenting the
physiological effects of the relation between the dry bulb temperature
and the humidity of the atmosphere of a space vehicle or airplane. The
humidity is expressed in terms of the dew point temperature, or vapor
pressure, thus providing a chart which is valid for any of the pressures
shown in the oxygen-pressure graph.

For a shirt-sleeve atmosphere, the conditions should be within the
Unimpaired Performance Zone. The limits of this zone are (1) a dew
point of 350 F, below which excessive drying of the respiratory pass-
ages takes place, (2) a relative humidity of about 70 per cent.,, above which
skin and clothes are uncomfortable, (3) a dry bulb temperature of 650F,
below which extra clothing is required, and (4) a dry bulb temperature
of 80 to 85OF depending upon dew point.

At points to the right of the Unimpaired Performance Zone, appreci-
able perspirationwill occur as the body seeks to maintain a heat balance.
At the normal limit, the perspiration rate will be of the order of one
pint per hour; at the extreme limit, to which many individuals are unable
to adjust, the perspiration rate will reach one quart per hour.
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To use the charts to establish long.-term,, efficient, shirt-sleeve
conditions,. an atmosphere is selected whose characteristics lie. within
the Unimpa.i red Performance Zones, of both charts.. The carbon dioxide
partial pressure should not exceed. 4 mm Hg, the. odor should be unobjection-
ab-le,, and. the a&ir movement should be 10 to, 50 ft per mi,-nu.toý.

The Lovelace Foundation was consulted in the preparati~on of Figures.
4-a. and 4b,,.

SUBSYSTEM COMPARISON

Subsystem comparison is made on an equivalent weight basis as de-
fined previously.ý The field of application of each subsystem 'is Jefined
in. terms, of mission duration and cabin parameters wherever possible.
This si'mpl ifies considerably the se-lection of a particular system. for
a given application. In the system discussions and comparison, due con-
sideration is- givern to crew safety and: system reliability;. although the
full influence of these, factors. On system sel'ection is diffficult to
assessy they certainly play an|important role. in system, evaluation.
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SECTION IV

BREATHING AND PRESSURIZING GAS SUPPLIES

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY'

In this section are reviewed various means of supplyi~ng the cabin
with the oxygen and nitrogen necessary for respiration and1 cabin pres-
surization. Storage techniques considered are:

High-Pressure Gas Storage
Supercritical Storage of'Cryogenic Fluids
Subcritical Storage of Cryogenic Fluids
Chemical Generation of Atmospheric gases, including Water Electrolysis

These storage methods are analyzed and compared on a subsystem basis.
Subsystem evaluation is performed with the parameters discussed in Section
III, e.g., weight and size of the subsystem, reliability, safety' and
control problems associated with use in a zero-gravity environment. For
mission durations in excess of ar few days, supercritical storage of at-
mospheric constituents appears the most attractive. High-pressure gas
storage technique finds its application in emergency systems and in blad-
der expulsion systems. For extended missirons, water electrolysis pre-
sently seems the only means of hydrogen production applicable to the re-
duction of carbon dioxide.

HIGH-PRESSURE GAS STORAGE-

Genera l

Storage of atmospheric constituents as a high-.,pressure gas offers
several important advantages over other storage techniques. First, it
is the most reliable storage method available at the present time. The
state of the art in the design of high-pressure gas vessels is advanced,
and vessels satisfying space vehicle requirements have been thoroughly
developed and tested for use on the Mercury capsule. Second, high-
pressure gas storage methods offer the advantage of being considerably
less sensitive to standby time and to ambient temperature than are cry-
ogenic storage methuds. Third, gas mixtures can be stored and de-
livered from high-pressure bottles at constant composition. Finally,
this storage method is insensitive to gravity environment.J

Several studies of high-pressure gas vessels haye been conducted.
The most recent and comprehensive treatment of the subject is given iPn
ASD TR 61-162, Part II, (Reference 1), where due consideration Is given
to gas compressibility factor. In addition, the effect on the maximum
vessel charge of the :temperature and pressure tolerances at f IlI and
at the end of vessel operation are considered.
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Storage Vessel Weight and Volume

Following the analytical methods presented in ASD TR 61-162, the
weight and volume of spherical oxygen and nitrogen vessels were calcu-
lated to determine the optimum storage pressure. Fatigue failure was
used as the vessel design criterion, and the working strength of the
materials, namely C120-AV for nitrogen storage and SAE 4340 for oxygen,
was taken as 60 per cent of the material yield strength. The weight
and volume penalties thus calculated are plotted in Figures 5 and 6 as
a function of pxessure.

Here it ;s assumed that the vessel volume penalty has the same
importance as the weight penalty. Thus, the optimum vessel is selected
on a minimum (W'V) product, which under these conditions defines thp
vessel optimization criterion, This parameter is also plotted in Figures
5 and 6. It should be noted that the minimum vessel weight occurs, at a
much lower pressure than the minimum vessel volume, and consequently
than the minimum optimization criterion.

In Table 2 are listed the optimum values of the weight and volume
penalties for oxygen and nitrogen vessels. These Values. correspond to
a minimum optimization criterion.

TABLE 2

HIGH-PRESSURE "AS STORAGE OPTIMUM DESIGN

Parameter I Oxygen Nitrogen

Optimum pressure, psia 10,500 9,500

Weight penalty, W lb per 3.46 3.66
lb of useful fluid

Volume penalty, V, ft5 per 0.0296 0.0446
lb of useful fluid

Optimization criterion 0.1025 0.163

It should be noted here that the weights plotted in Figures 5 and 6
do not include the weight of the lines, brackets, or Valves; an allowance
should be made for these accessories.1, The valve Weight depends only on
the number of vessels and on the number of Valves installed on each vessel
for redundancy and for installation requirements. Mounting bracket design
depends primarily on the size of the vessel, on the number of vessels,
and on the installation. These weights, in generalI are small; an ailow-
once'should be made, hWeVer 1 On the total Veilb1 weight for acdcessry
weight.
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SUPERCRITICAL STORAGE OF CRYOGENIC FLUIDS

General'

Storage of cryogenic fluids at~sypercritical pressures offers the
same general advantages as other cryogenic storage techniques> namely,
(1)' high flui:d density at moderate pressure and (2). low-temperature
storage which provides a potential heat sink. The first advantage leads,
to low storage vessel volume and weight. The second one makes this stor-
age method very attractive for space vehicle system integration. In
addftifon, supercritical storage methods do not suffer from the phase separ-
aton problems associated with subcritical storage of cryogenic fluids.
Since the fluid is stored and delivered as a single phase, it greatly
simplifies the metering and quantity measurement of the stored fluid.
Other advantages of supercritical storage over its subcri-ti-cal counter-
part are its increased standby potential and its reduced sensitivity
to heat leaks because of the higher Stored fluid temperature. A thermo-
dynamic treatment of supercritical storage is given in Reference I.

Supercriticai storage methods are divided into two broad types, der-

pending on the vessel pressurization method,

I, Thermally Pressurized Vessels

PresSurization under delivery conditions is achieved by additlon
of 'heat to the mass of the stored fluid. The total amount of heat input
into the fluid is made up of the parasitic heat leak through the lines,
InSulation, and pressure shell supportsy plus the heat introduced for
the purpose of vessel pressurization under delivery conditions., This
additional heat input or flow control heat input can be derived from
several sources discussed later in this sectioni

2, Positive EXpUlsion Vessels

In this case, the fluid is contained in a bladder within the pres-
sure shell, The fluid is pressurized by introducing a high-pressure
gas between the shell and bladder. The pressurizing gas, for reasons
of weight, safety, and thermodynamic behavior, is usually helium. Such
a system is depicted In Figure 7.

Previous studies (Reference 2) have shown that on a weight basis
Alone, these two types of supercritical storage are competitive) with
the thermally pressuriZed vessel being slightly heavier. ,HoWever, ther-
mally pressurized storage vessels are simpler in design and operation.
The use of a high-pressure gas bottle, with Its reduction and safety
Valves, tends to reduce, somewhat, the reliability of the positive ex-
pulsion system. A reliability problem arises from the use of a bladder,
and vessel fabrication and Insulation space evacuation is further com-
plicated by the presence of the bladder inside the pressure shell. in
addition) accurate fluid quantity measurement within the vessel is
eomptltcatd by the poesaene of the bladder; an estimate o'f the fluid
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left in the bladder can be made from the pressure in the gas bottle; this
method, however, does not take venting into account and lacks accuracy.

For these reasons, thermally pressu'rized vessels are,. at present,.
technologically more advanced and show more promi~se.

Methods of Thermal Pressurization

Several alternate methods of controlling, the heat input into a
-thermally p~res-surized storage vessel are possible; the more interesting
are listed and discussed below,.

a. Electrical power can be supplied to the fluid through heating
e'lemcn'ts lrocatedý inside the pressure shell. This method is
somewhat wastefu-ly, since electrical power aboard a Space
vehicle is, in general, at a premium. Also, it does not use
advantageously the sizeable heat sink potentia,1 of the stored.
fluid. Other heat sources are usually preferred for normal
vessel operation and el:ectrical power heat supply is attractive
as an emergency heat source.

b. A preferred method of vessel thermal pressurization makes
use of waste heat from the vehicle atmosphere or from other
vehicle systems. In order to simplify the vessel control
system, the fluid itself is used to ca:.ry the vehicle waste
heat into the pressure shell. Two different types of control
systems are shownr schematically in Figures 8 and 9. In the
system depicted irn Figure 8, a portion of the delivery flow
from the vessel is heated externally with cabin a ir or other
vehicle waste heat and returned to the sto-rage space by means
of the fan. The heat is Supplied to the stored' fluid by mIix-
ing of the hot recrrculated fluid to the maSs of the colder
stored fluid. in the system shown in Figure 9, the pressuri-
zation heat requirements are satisfied by directing a portion.
of the delivery flow through two heat exchangers in series:
in the first oneý waste heat from the vehicle is dumped into
the circulated fluid; in the second One, this heat is trans-
ferred from the circulated fluid to the stored fluid. In
this system, fluid circulation is insured by the pressure
differential existing between the vessel and the system.

Pressurization by means of an internal heat exchanger offers several
important advantages over fluid recircuiation by means of a fan, These
advantages are listed below.

., Reliability - No fan its necessary to circulate the pressttrz-
Ing floW through the internal heat exchanger. This leads to
a more reliable system.

b, Power Requirements - No power is req-uired by this syStem other
than that necessary for system valve controi,

,• 29



c.ý Safety' - The system i s. iherentl y safer as. leakage shoul d present
no, -p robl em.- Unles's. a canned fan-motor were used i'n the, re-
ci rcu~lati~on sysl'em, 'leakage of gates, would' occur' w~i'th its, as-
s~clated: I~aza'rcis.

di. Si mp Ii ic'i ty' - The f an, of the rec-i rcu~at i~on sys~tem, ha-s. to, handlte
a wide range of fl~ow, at hi~gh pressure;, in additiony the temper-
ature, of the fluid' rec-irculfated will increase' considerablty du~r-'
ing taýnk operation, Fan reliabiiity', undetr these, operat~ing
conditions,, is. a seiu-problem.i !Snce the' fan-conitrolled' Pores-'
sur~at ion, systemi has only d'ubio~sý ad'vantages over the, simple
ntetrna~l' heat eXchanigetr system, and, since. the- fan! itself fintro-

d'uces, reli-ability and' safety poroblemst tw. sofmottr heat ec-
changer pressur60izatio method rs-F preiferred for sapercritrcaf

Storage Ve'ssel %fai'4~i jht an Vo'lo

The' vweight and, v~oulume penalties' of thennal' y predssurizedd super,-
cri~tical' vessel's we'ew computed for a' range of Use6ful ffuild toads, Th~e
ewfa'lcalfohs. wwere 6ased 6vV tOe Afieyticaf mathod'; of RWeren~ee I and the,
daif a'&atWfo.'. fabuf&Cid (tv Tafre S,

S(PERRITICAI. VESSL OESI(6N DATA

ParaeterOxyge" N~itrogen

De'sgn pessue, psia 00 72

Iiner sheflf materilf Rdfie 41 Reme1 41

AIOWOO~U Itn~4tdi6ii thf~kei&!&§ 1&, 0.,I 0415

insulatfion denstity1 l/ft' 516

utder shell fvt-erela M1666146 A16061-1'6

0icuid fractioi atit fill 6195. OAS

Ve§661 shape Spherlcial Spherical

Tke resultt of these computtlonst ire plofttd In FIfgures 10 and 11
orbxygeti vesselt mid Piqiurets 12 Anid 15 fdr tiltrogen,
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SUBCRITICAL STORAGE OF CRYOGENIC FLUIDS'

Methods of Pressurization

As for the supercritica'l storage techniques, two types of sub-

critical storage of cryogenic flui~d:s can be recognized, depending on
the method of fluid pressurization.

a,. Positive expulsion vessel's, where the-faid: is stored in a
bladder Contained w'ithin the vessel inner shell, and fluid-
delivery is insured by introducing a high-pressure gas in the
space between the bladder and the pressure shell. The Sche-
matiC diagram of this syStem is shown in Figure 7.

b5. Thermal l y pressurized vessel s,ý where theý pre- sirl iS. Mai.il-

;tailned' during fluid delivery by means of heat addition to the
mass of the storedd fluid. The methods, of heat addition are
the same here as for supercritical storage vesse.ls that have
been described previously. Figures 8- and 9 are .schematic dia-
grams shoWing two, types of heat input Control loops.

In subcritical thermally pressurized storage vessels, the fluid is.
stored under two phases. Delivery of a single-phase fluid under zzero
gravity conditions is possible by means of phase separation devices lo-
cated within the inner shell. Among these are ce-ntrifugal type sepatat-
orsand internal heat exchangers3, where the fluid is circulated after
throttling and heated up by the mass of the stored fluid, thus insuring
Vapor delivery. Other suggested methods involve use of Capillary forces,
and,, for oxygen vessels, of the magnetic prOperties of the fluid. None
of these methods of phase separation are developed or have been tested
ast present. Prev0ios studies (Reference 2) have shown that little weight
adVantages, if anyj are to be expected from thermally pressurized sub-
critical storage systermsr as co0pared to either the simpler sUpercritical
storage system with thermal pressUtrilati0n or the sUbcritical storage
system With positive eXpUlsion,

Storage Vessel Weight

Positive expulsion subcritical storage vessels do not present the
6im phase separation problem, since the fluid iS stored as a subcooled
liquid. An analysis, based on the methods developed in Reference Ij has

6een conducted to dittefflihe the weight of this type of vessel. The cal-
ulatiions were baoed on the data assuitJons for oxygen and hltrogeni

MhoW In: table 4i



TABLE 4

SUBCRITICAL VESSEL DESIGN DATA

Parameter Oxygen Nitrogen

,Design pressure, psia 100 100

Maximum pressure, psia 120 120

Inner shell material Al A]

Insulation thickness, in. 1.0 1.0

Insulation density, lb/ft "  5.0 .5.0

Outer shell material A16061-T6 A1 6061-T6

Liquid fraction at fill 0.95 0.95

Accessory weight (gas bottle), lb 7.0 7.0

Pressurizing gas Helium Helium

Liquid residue, %3 3

Vessel shape Spherical Spherical

Using a factor of 2 on the maximum pressure, calculations show that
the inner shell thickness is determined by the minimum gage compatible
with present fabrication techniques. Aluminum alloy 6061-T6, because of
its liw density, is, in this case, the material choice. Pressure shells

Up to 20 in. in diameter fabricated of 6061-T6 minimum gage material
(.020") can withstand the maximum specified pressure of 120 psia.

The weight of ,oxygen and nitrogen subcri-tical vessels is shown
plotted in Figures 14 and 15 as function of the total vessel loads. These
weights include the weight of the pressurizing gas subsystem; the accessory
weight used in the calculations includes the Valves associated with the
pressurizing helium system.

CHEMICAL GENERATION OF ATMOSPHERIC GASES

General

It is possible to generate atmospheric gases for breathing and leak-
age make-up from chemical compounds either by reaction or by decomposition.
The interest in these methods springs from the fact that these compounds
are, in general, stable and storable as liquids or solids at normal pres-
sures and temperatures. In Reference 1, various methods of generating
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oxygen and nitrogen are discussed;. here, only a, brief review' of the most
promising chemical processes is given wi'th their pertinent characteristics.

Kethods of chemical generation of atmosphericd gases cOnsiidered in.
th4s. section are li~sted beltow'.

a,., Oxygen Generation

Reaction, of carbon dhOxide and/or water with sodium or
pOta'ssium superoxide w'i th, generation, of' oxygen,

Li;thi umr perchlorate decomposit ion

Hydrog'en, peroxide decomposi't ion

Water eTectrolysis in ion exchange membrane efecteoiyti.
ce I' I

b'. N'i'trOgen generation by alkali metal' azides

The use of sodium and potassium superoxide as a source of oxygen is_j .-I .

discussed in a subsequent section of this report in conjunction with
carbon dioxde, management s.ubsIstems.

OxNyen Generation by Decomposition of Lithium ParChlorat.tF

Lithium perchlorate decomposes into lithium chloride liberating
oxygen (66.1 per cent by Weight). The following e6uation describes the
theffical reaction.

LiCO4 OP Lct + 2 02 (2)

The temperature necessary to initiate the reaction is approximately 7200 F)
Which is approximately 2800 F higher than the melting point ofthe per-
chlorate. A heat inpUt of 991 Btu per lb-of oxygen produced is required
tO sustain the reaction.

A problem of separating the gaseous oxygen from the liquid compound
Ift the decompositlon ,Lamber arises in a zero-gravity environment. Sepa~r-
atlon can possibly be achieved by use of a porous diaphragm. The rate of
oxygen production' appears difficult to control) since lIttle is known
about the decomposition mechanism. This can probably be achleved, how"
everj by controlling the heat input Into the decomposition chamber;

A rough estimate of the weight of a simple lithium perchlorate de-
CoMpositioh system is given In Reference 2 and is shown here as Figure 16.
The calculations feow which this plot was obtaihed are based on the follow-
inh data assuMnptlohs.
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Ullage• 50 per cent

Decomposition Chamber wall: stainlesss steel, 0.050 in. thick

Decomposition chamber insulation: fiberglass, 1.0 in. thick

Porous diaphragm for phase separation: ceramic, 0.15 in. thick

Even with this simple system, lithium perchlorate does, not appear on
a weight basis alone to be competitive with other sources of oxygen for
use aboard space vehicles.

Oxygen Generation by Decomposition of Hydrogen Peroxide

Hydrogen peroxide, H 02 , is available commerc'ial:ly at a concentration
of 90 wt per cent or lowe•.. A concentration of 98 per cent is now avail-
able on a semi-commercial basis. Higher concentrations are desirable since
they have a higher content of oxygen and greater stabfilty,

TO generate oxygen, hydrogen peroxide decomposes according. to the
equatIon,

H120 (liq.)---H 2 0 ( iq.) + 1/2 02 (gas-) + 1242 Btu per lb (3)

The water produced in the reaction may be found useful in the vehicle
water management system. Catalyjts are required for smooth and rapid de-
composition of hydrogen peroxide. These materials have been thoroughly
investigated in connection with propellant uses of hydrogen peroxide so
that few problems remain. Silver screen packs appear to be the most ad-
Vanced catalyst at the present time. Zero-gravity conditions increase the
complexity of the decomposition and feed system.

Disadvantages of hydrogen peroxide include its high toxicity. Con-
centrated peroxide blisters the skin on contact. Vapors-and aerosols en-
trained with the oxygen are deleterious to the respiratory system. On
contact with most structural materials, the decomposition of peroxide Is
Catalyzed, Storage in pure aluminum appears practical for long durations
in vented tanks; however, accidental contamination could be disastrous.

Figure 17 shows an arrangement nf a peroxide decomposition system.
Hydrogen peroxide fs stored in a positive expulsion type tank and expelled
through a silver-screen type gas generator. The water vapor and oxygen
produced are then circulated through a heat exchanger where the water
vapor is condensed and subsequently renmoved as a liquid.

The temperature of the gas at the outlet of the gas generator depends
on the heat leaking from the gene-rator and on the purity of the hydrogen
peroxide used. The adiabatic temperature of decomposition of a 90 per cent
purity solution is estimated to be 13640 F,

An estimate of the weight of the hydrogen peroxide storage vessel and
pressurizing system wasmade based on the aisumptions listed below.
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Spherical storage vessel
Hydrogen peroxide purity: 0.90
Tank material: aluminum
Utilization efficiency:, .98
Pressurizing gas: helium
Pressurizing gas subystem control valves: 7.0 lbr

System is credited for the water evolved in the reaction.

The results of these calculations are given in Figure 18, where the hydrogen
peroxide storage vessel weight penalty is plotted vs the useful oxygen
load. It should be noted that the weight penalty plotted i's lower than the
tankage and pressurization subsystem weight by 1.125 lb per lb of oxygen gen-
erated due to the credit given to the water of reaction.

Oxygen Generation by Electrolysis of Water

Electrolytic processes have been treated in detail In Reference 1.
The electrolytic cell considered here is an ion membrane type cell which
appears promising for zero-gravity operation.

Reported parameters for a system satisfying the oxygen metabolic re-
quirements of a three-man vehicle are as follows:

Power input: 702 watts

Weight: 112 lb
Volume: 1.97 ft3

It is believed that the voltage across the cell electrode was on
the order of 1.8 volts, and that the gases were delivered at approximately
50 psia. The heat rejected by the three-man cell is estimated to be 447
Btu per hr and the cell operating temperature as 122 0 F. Water is pumped
to the electrode by means of a wick.

-The weight of an ion membrane electrolytic cell, including a positive
expulsion type water storage subsystem, has been estilmated from the data
given above and the following assumptions:

Water storage vessel pressurizing gas: helium
Pressurizing gas subsystem control valves: 7.0 lb
Hydrogen is discharged overboard, and no credit is given for its

production.
Water storage tank material: aluminum

The results of these computations are plotted in Figure 19.

This oxygen production technique does not appear competitive on a
weight basis with the other storage methods discussed previously, especially
for short duration missions. In addition, the high power requirements of
the electrolytic cell are a serious disadvantage for space vehicle instal-
lation.
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Nitrogen Generation by Decomposition of Lithium Azide

On decomposition at 550 0 F, lithium azide yields 85.8 per cent nitro-
gen and 95 Btu per lb. To provide heat for initiation and maintenance of
decomposition, a reactant can be provided which produces a more stable
lithium Compound as reaction product. Oxidants. such as lithium n-itrate
or fluorocarbons have been used to form nitrogen-producing sollid propel-
lants. In: the case of lithium nitrate, the chemical reaction is g-lVnr by'
Equation 4.

5 LUN 3 + LINO -4-3 Li 2 0 + 8 N2 + 1720 Btu per lb (4)>

This reaction produces 71.5 per cent nitrogen. For practical use, ex-
tensive filters must be provided to remove lithium oxide and heat exchang-
ers to cool the product. nitrogen. Because the reaction operates more
smoothly at elevated pressures, the n-!trogen-producirg mixture would be
used to pressurize a small storage tank, required nitrogen being obtained
through a pressure-regulatl~ng valve on the tank. The nitrogen-producing
axide mixture burns like a solid propellant and is not amenable to simple
control.

Material balance alone, without considering any weight penalty for
the storage of the aZide or the disposal (or storage) of the lithium ox-
ide, shows a weight penalty (WIWN ) equal to 1.14 and is not competitive

2
with the cryogenic methods described previously,. In addition, the re-
action is difficult to control and presents a safety problem which makes
the process prohibitive for space vehicle usage.

COMPARISON OF GAS SUPPLY SUBSVSTEHS

COmponent Intearation

In addition to the stOrage vessels and their pressurization subsystem1
other components such as v"lves, heat transfer eulpment, etc., are inte-

... gral parts of the complete gas supply subsystems. AS these aCCessories
can contribute a large percentage of the total gas supply system Weight,
comparison of the various storage techniques discussed previously Can only
be made on an integrated basis.

The Weight and size of the accessories is, fn general, independent
of the size of the storage vessel and, in most cases, of the delivery flow
rates. While this is true of valves and sensors, it does not apply to
items such as heat exchangers whose weight is a direct function of the
flow rates in the system. Schematic diagrams shoWing the arenhgembt of
the following subsystems are given here:

High-pressure gas storage: Figure 20
Supercrltical storage of cryogenic fluidwith thermal pressurizatloh:

Figure 21.
SUbCritical storage of cryogenic fluid, with positive expulsion:

Figure 22-.
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These arrangements are typical of space vehicle i-nstallati:on. In some
cases, components are duplicated to improve the subsy'stem reliab4ility, by
redundancy. The estimated weight of the accessories shown in the sche-
matics, is listed in Table 5.

SubsyStem Comparison

Since weight is usually the determining factor in the selection of
a space vehicle system, a plot of the gas supply subsystem weight con-
sidered in this report is presented. for comparison in Figure 23. This
plot has been prepared using the accessory weights tabulated above and
the storage vessel weights plots of Figures 5, 10'0, 14, 18,. and' 14. The
curves are given for oxygen only, since the conclusions drawn from i t
also apply to nitrogen stOrage vessels.

Other parameters of importance inr system selection are listed in
Table 6. These include maximum subsystem pressure (excl~uding the pres-
surizing gas components), maximum estimated temperature in the subsystem,
power requirements, the heat eVolved'f and the heat sink potential of the
subsystem. Also listed in Table 6 is the water Consumed (or produced)
by the subsystem. Complete system evaluation cannot be made without tak-
ing' into account these paranieters. Normally, the gas supply subsystem
w'-il.. bepena-Id... (or cred'lted)' f~r ea¢h One of the items 1-sted above
the p-enalfties invoived are di'scusse6 in Section- i of this report.

Cryogenic fluid storage subsystems areton a weight basif superior to
all the other subsystems considered., This weight advantage increases
markedly as the capacity of the supply system decreases. At a total fluid
load of 100 1b6 the weight of the two' cryogenic subsystems is about the
same. Above 100 lb of fluid storage capacityj the subcritical system 'is
slightly lIghter than Its supercritical tounterpart. Below 100 lb's the
weight picture Is reversed. The weight difference Is so small that system
selectlion must be based on other considerations.

The weightpenalty of the high-pressure gas storage sUbsystem Is
approximately 3 times as large as that of cryogenic subsystems at large
fluid ldoads. For this reason high-pressure gas storage vessels are not
Very attractive for space vehicle applicatiows other than emergency gas
supply. In this case, maximum reliabiity, indefinlte stand-by periods,
and short-duratii Usage are the design crlteria, and weight Is a sac-
dndary conslderatIon. At a stored weight lower than approximately 6 to 8
tb, the high-pressure gas subsystem shows a lower weight penalty than ail
the other subsystems analyzed.

None of the chemical systems are competitive on a weight basis
With either of the cryogenic storage techhiqUes. No suitable chemical
peheration method for nitrogen supply has been fouhd to date.

Oxygen generation from* hydrogen peroxide decomposition could find a
Use oh vehlcbes Where the Water management subsystem shows a Water defcict.
This WoUld OccW it hlisslhs of shoet dueationh whom Watet Is hot WecoveOed



TABLE 5,

TYPICAL GAS, SUPPLY SUBSYSTEMS: ACCESSORY WEIGHTS,
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from the waste or wash products.. In this case, however, the small gas
storage capacity requirement and the high hydrogen peroxide subsystem
weight offsets the advantages, of water generation as a by-product of oxy-
gen production., In addition, hydrogen peroxide systems, for breathing
oxygen supply, are comparatively underdeveloped, are not easily controiled,
and lack safe operational cheracteristics.

Because of the high electrolytic cell we-ight, oxygen production from
water by electrolysisý is attractive only for missions in excess of one
year, Tha i ,ght. of this system, as shown, greatly improves, if, In the
overall vehicle material balance, an excess of water is produced which can
be used for the electrolysis process.. The weight plotted can, in this
case,, be reduced by the amount of excess water production. In a misslon
of this type, it is very likely that vehicle electrical, power would be
derived frc nuclear or solar sources, and that a very low penalty would
be paid for supplying power to the elec-trolytic cell. This type of gas
supply system, therefore,, offers, potential ities for long mission duratton,
especially if hydrogen is required for carbon dioxide. reduction,

As shown .in Figure 23, the two cryogenic gas supply subsystems are,
cowretitive on a weight basis. However, other advantages of the super-
rltical system make it the preferred storage system for space vehicle

Installatton. These advantages are briefly discussed b•.•.:'-

aS The bladder of the subcrltica.l liquid delivery system introduces
problems of fabrication and reliability which have already been
discussed In conjunction WIth positive expulsion supercritical
storage systems. These problems are particularly difficult In
large storage vessels in the range where subcrittcal vessels
wfth positive expulsion are competitive with supercrttical yes-
sels.

b, The presence Of a bladder makes difficult accurate fluid quan-
tity measurements inside the vessel. This also has been pointed
out in the discussion of subcritical vessels.

0i Since heat is leaking from the ambient atmosphere and from the
pressurizing gas into the cooler stored fluld, a problem of
fluid temperature stratification within the bladder and conse-
quent fluid vaporization on the bladder wall arises. Presence
of vapor within the bladder defeats the purpose of th" design
and could hardly be tolerated,

CONCLUSIONS AND DESIGN DATA

From the above discussion, It appears that even for missions of long
duration supercritical storage of cryogenic fluids In thermally pres-
surized vessels is the most attractive method for breathing and pressur-
izing gas supply. For extended missions, oxygen production by water
electrolysis could find its application. High-pressure gas storage appears
attractiv, for emergency syStem gas supply.



Parametric. Data

Data pertinent to supercrltica'l thermally pressurized gas. supply
subsystems are given here in graphIcal form. The plots for spherical
vesselsa are based on the data assumptions lsted on Page 30 of this report.
Irn addition, the oxygen and nitrogen weight fraction fn the cabin atmbs-
phere is. here assumed to be 0.339 and 0.638,. respectively.

The following plots, are given:"

a,, Oxygen supply subsystem weight as. a function of the mission
duration with the: leakage rate as, a parameter. This plot Is
g:iven for a number' of crew members from 1 to 6 (Figures 24
through 29).

b.. Same plot for nitrogen (Figure 30).

Co. Oxygen and ni'trogen weight penalty for redundancy (Figure 31).
Here the added vessel weight incurred when the total gas storedý
is divided equally between two vessels is plotted as a function
of the total. gas storage load.

d, The estimated stand-by period without venting of the, supercrti'tcal'
oxygen and nitrogen vessels designed on the data of Page 50 IA
plotted as. a function of the total fluid load in Ffgure 32..

•e-, Heatm sink potential (Table 6)), -
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SECTION V

HUMIXDTY CONTROL SUBSYSTEMS

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

-Humidfity control of a space. vehicle cabinr atmosphere involves the
removal of the water vapor produced by the crew' members. As discussed
in Section I of thils report., the rate, of production' of water vapor by
respiratfon, and perspiration varies greatly, depending on the occupants'
,etabol'jo rate and also on" the.r activintyo. n' this section, the rate of
water vapor earlt-ted. Irý taken as ther a-6vrage: val'ue of- 12• lb per man-day.

If water is produced at a rate higher than average, the cabin relative
hualddity will rise siightly; this does not present any disadvantage,
s6rice the requirements for rL|ati've humidity are- very broad, as seen by
the comfort zone definition in Figures ! a and 4b,

The water recovered from the cabin atmosphere is relatively pure
and can easily be made potbale, The purification process Involves simple
flitrattion through activated carbon beds., This; fact should be borne in
mind when comparing the possible means of moisture removal.

.n thIs sect eion, the various methods of control ing the moisture IT.

level in th&e glpae Vehicle cabin are- reviewed And compared, on a subsystem
basls, A smi•Mry of the conclusions drawn from this study follows.

S(1UNHARY

SHumidity control by moisture condensation in a cooler-condenser with
subseqcuent liquid Water separation is the best process available at this
time, Simplicity, low specific weight, relatively low heat rejection
loads, and pumping pOwer'-requirements are the attributes of the cooler-
conidenser process which make it a preferred method of humidity control
of space vehicle cabin atmosphere. In addition, the water recovered Is
easily processed for drinking.

Cooler-coridenser heat exchangers have been developed for some time,
and no special problems are anticipated for zero-gravlty environment,
sinde the water conidensed 1n the cooler 1s blown through the exchanger
by the process air being cooled, Of the several possible methods of
lt4uid water separation from the process air stream, cyclone type separ-
ators appear promising. They have -_parts, are simple in design
And fabrieatlon, and are essentially lightweight. Although cyclone
separators have. been extensively used in industrial, applications, they
are still in the development stages for operation under zero-gravity

bgi Sture. eoval_. by Chemi cal AbsoratIon

Water remfoval by absorbent materials is not attractive for space
vihicle |i tallatioh because of the several serious disadvantages common
to toit abiorblng matertals, These are listed below.
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a. The reactions involving water absorption by a solid liberates
an amount of heat equal to the heat of condensation of the
water, plus the heat of reaction. The total amount of heat re-
jected in the process Is in general much higher than that In-
volved in a simple condensation process (Reference 1).

b. For long mission duration, absorbents must be of the regenerable
type to minimize weight. Most chemical1 absorbents need temper-
atures on the order of 400 to 500°F or above for regeneration.
A heat source at these high temperatures Is not readily avail-
able aboard space vehicles; electrical power would most prob-
ably be used for regeneration of the absorption beds And this
at a considerable penalty, since the heat of regeneratici Is
the sum of the heat of reaction and the heat of condensation. ';

L C. The specific weight of the chemical absorbents Is, in general,
'heavier than that of the available adsorbents which have lower
heat rejection load and power requirements.

d. The water removed cannot be recovered as a liquid even in re-
generable systems.

in conclus-ion, It seems that for space vehicle app-lications, no
specific advantage favors the use of absorbing materials In preference to
the other methods of moisture removal.,

MOISTURE REMOVAL -BY ADSORPTION

Humidity control by solid adsorbents, such as silica gel or molecular
sieves, is more attractive than water removal by chemical absorbents. No
heat of reaction is involved in the process, and the heat of adsorption
released is roughly the heat of vaporization of the water. The saturated
adsorbents can be regenerated by addition of heat to the bed at a much
lower temperature level than required to regenerate the chemical absorb-
ents; 250°F is usually quoted for silica gel. Regeneration also can be
achieved partially by evacuating the bed to vacuum; this process, however,
is relatively slow, and its dynamic characteristics are not well known at
the present time. It appears that heat addition to the saturated bed,
coupled with evacuation to vacuum, would be very satisfactory for systems
In which water is dumped overboard. A desorption temperature of 150°F is
sufficient i:n this case.

The characteristic adsorption curves for silica gel and three types
of molecular sieves are given In Figure 33. Silica gel has a much higher
capacl~ty than the molecular sieves at the waiter vapor pressures encount-

ered In space vehicle humidity control systems; it is the only adsorbent
considered for moristure removal.
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'Non-Regenerable Silica Gel Subsystem

For missions of brief durati.on, a system in which the humidity is re-
.moved from the cabin air by circulating it through a silica gel bed is very

attractive because of its simplicity. This system requires no valving,
heati:ng Ioops., nor cooling. The weight of such a system is readily' esti-
mated from 'Figure 33, and is shown plotted in Figure 354 as a function of
the mission duration.

Calculations show that the' caniste!r we-ight iVs only a small portion of
the total subsystem weight. It varies between 3 and 5 per cent, depending
on the pumping power expended to circulate the process air through the sili-
ca gel bed and also on the pressure level of the air in the system. Here,
it was assumed; that the bedd utitlization efficiency,, based on the isotherm
adsorp-tion capacity of t•e silica' get. was 075. The weight of the system,
neglecting, secondary effects, is proportional' toý the number of crew' members.
it should be noted that, for high uti ii'zat ion' effic.iency, the length' of the
silic-a gel bed muSt be kept above a mini'mum lengthf which depends on: the bedd
face area and on the process gas superfi'ciai' velfocity.

Since the weight of this non-regenerable silica' gel' system its roper-
tibnal to the mission durationy ifts fitCd' of appi'fCa'ion'S severely
res, ricted to- -short-du~rat ion mi:ss ions.

SRegenerable Siliica Gel Subsystem'i

"'A
f. System bescriiption.

For missiOn durations in' excess of a few days, regeneration' of the
silica gel bed is Indicated. A water removal' system of this type Is- depict-
ed in Figure 35. Two Identical silica gel beds are required, one adsorb-
tng and the other desorbing. Operation is fairly simple: when the process

water concentration at bed outlet teaches a certain preset value) all the
valyes of the system are turn'ed 900 from the posit ion' showny and heat is
applied to the saturated bedl which is then evacuated to vacuum. ThKe pro-
cess air is routed through' the other silica gel bed. Water vapor ftom the
saturated bed is dumped overboard. Switching of the valves is ustually
automatic at fixed time intervals. The valve actuating mechanism can be
a cam shaft driven by an electric motor.

The heater provided for bed desorption can serve a dual purpose: it
Can, be used for removing the heat adsorption from the bed during the
"adsorption period, thus increasing the capacity of the silica gel. However,
-this adds to system complication and is possible only when the heat of
desorption is provided by a hot fluid. Oftedi no suitable fluid loop at the
temperature required for desorptloi(i500F)ls available aboard the vehiclet1
and. electrical power must be usedi

It is to be noted here that water is not easily recovered from a
saturated bed and Is evacuated overboard. if the regenerable silica gel
system is considered for installatlon aboard a vehicle where no excess
water is prodUcedj then the system must be penal ized by the amount of
water dumped overboard.
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2. Sil ica Gel Bed Characteristics

Calculations were performed to determine the wei-ght of a system such
as that depicted in Figure 35. The following assumptions were used in the
computat ions:

a. The silica gel is dry at the beginning of the adsorption cycle.

b. The water vapor concentration in the air exhausting from the
system is negl igible.

C. The rate of water adsorption is taken as 2.2 lb per man-day.

d. CalculatiOns were performed' for isothermal adsorption; an allow-
ance of 20 per cent on the bad length is made to account for non-
isothermal operation.

e. The pressure drop through the sil ica gel bed is cialfcufated by the
method presented in Reference I.

f. The pumping power is calculated from the pressure drop assuming
a fan motor efficiency of 0.45,.

Ig. Canister weight is calculated from a model using, the followinqg
express ion:

W -= 3.6 A + Z. 552 F L, lb (5)

h. The system was not penal ized for the water dumped overbo•arde

I. The weight inciudes the average water content of two beds over
the cycling period. This is about equal to the water content
of one bed at the end of its adsorption period.

, The silica gel particle size Is taken as 6 to 69-esh.

he .....y l g •tir IS one hour.

The results of the computations given in Figure 36 show the effect on
the silica gel bed weight of the pumping power expended to circulate the
air through the bed. The plot is given for three vatues of the cabin I
relative humidity) namely, 50, 60, and 70 per cent, and cabin pressures of
5, 7, 10, and 14.7 psia. Low pumping power results from large face areas
and short bed lengths for a given adsorption period. Short lengths, In geh-
eral, lead to low Utilization efficiency and correspondingly high weight.
On the other hand, high pumnpng lbsses ot•:u at the highei stjpeificiaIl a-It
velocities which also produce low bed Utilizationl efficiencies.

3. SUbsystem Integrat Ion

The weights of the components of the regenerable silica gel humidity
control subsystem depicted in Figure 35 are listed iii Table 7. in addition
to the accessory weight, the total subsystem we-ight tnclUdes the weight of
the water contanl.ed iN the bed dui-ng oper.tiono

7 I
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TABLE 7'

R(EGENERABLE -SILICA GEL SUBSYSTEM' ACCESSORY~ WEIGHT

(3-KrAN SYSTEM)

Number To'ta!
Component Required Weight, lb

Heater 2 .

Swvitching, Valves 12*

MVal actuator and' drive 12.5

fowf cOntrol valve 10.

Flow contrfdl ler*'2.

Sensor10.

f~tal Weight 1.

Fixed weight atatsucry

it reddunntwie for safbty' reastwn



Since the fixed port ion of the accessory weight is a s-Neable percent-
age of the total subsystem weight, the total weight of the system cannot be
averagedd on a number-of-crew-member basis. Instead,, the variable portioný of
the accessory weight is taken as proporti~onal to the square, root of the num-
ber of crew members,. and the total subsystem weight is expressed' by

W T -W*B. N + .41 4 iF4+5-.l1,lIb (6)

where it i~s the number of crew members, and W' it. the, weight of the two,
si4llca gel caniisters. VS can be obtained -101 various, cabin atmosphere con-
diltlon from the pl~ots of Figure 56.

Another subsy~stemn characteristic of importance for spaicef vehrcle instal-~
lation is the heat requ-ired by the system. for desorption of the bed& As,
pointed out previously, the silitca gel desorpt iOn temperature ist approxfmate-
ly iWO0F. If dl-ct-ri~cal piWer is. used as, a heat source for bed desorot' ion,
the Penafty fincurred by the subsysteme canv be expfessed by the folfol ~ng
equati on",

QD N'PP') l7

Wfieuere is; the heat requirement for detorptionr asý giVen in Tabila 8., M is
-the uh r of crew membersv, and (PP) the v46iehile power penalty fin I~b perWat of er cnsumed.

After desorption, the bed temperature It, 150F, and the heat stored In
t6e bed Is rejected partly to the enivironmenht and partly to the process a! rY
stream after valVe switching, In any caise1 this amount of heat consttftutes
at heat load on the Vehicle thermal management systems 1-n addition) sOnce
no tobl Ing of the bed is pfrvided, the heat reead duInadrto I

da bdIntothe process air., thus raising Its, teMpierdturiý par 0 heLlý
of adsorption ls expended in warming the bed Ittdfif This amount of heat.,

h~ee~is small compared to the load rejetedd to the alri The totair heat
0i. rectton From. the silica 0el sytemt~t to the vehicle thermal, management sys-'
temf Is the same as requireda for bed destorption, wh Ich is given fin- Table Si
The penalty associated with this heat redetionbi load Is given by the expres-

Sibb

where Uj is listed in Tabie 8, and (R0) is, the Vehicle heat rejection penal-
ty in lb per- Btulhr-

The water removed from the pricess air Is dumped overboard upon desorp-A
tIon of the silica gel bed. In vehicles whOJ-e no surplus Of water exlsts,
thist it a serlous disadvantage for which t'ne systemi bhould be penalized.i
This penalty is obviously a fUnction of the nuniber of ieaw blembers iitid of
the missioth duration; it can be- expressed by

w0= gig Nt)j b (9



TABLE b

HEAT REQUIRED FOR DESORPTION AT 150°F
AND

HEAT REJECTED DURING ADSORPTION
(BTU/IAN-HR)

System Pressure, psia 5 { 7 10 14.7

Cabin relative humidity 50% 148.0 148.5 148.7 1.49.1

61* 144.5 146.2 146.4 146.6

. 700 143.7- 1".2 144.3 145.0

TABLE 9 1

TYPICAL SILICA GEL SUBSYSTEM PUMPING LOSSES (WATTS)

System Pressure, psia 5 7 I10 14.7

Cabin relative humidity 50% .655 .657 .632 .622

60% .484 i546 .534 .1 671

I0% . ,46 451 i444,

7i
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where -, is the mission duration ii days.

Another factor, which must be accounted for in the system equivaletnt
weight, is the pumping losses incurred for circulating the process air
through the system. The silica gel bed' weight was, pl-otted against the
system pumpring losses which can, in turny, be translated' into system weight
by the expression

W p2 = (PL) T (PP) t0

where (PL)T is the system pump-ing losses in watts, and (PP) is the vehicle
power penalty. Here the subsystem power loss is, made up of the bed,.
valves, and piping losses. Table 9 gives the pumping iossesr in the systemtf
valves and- piping for a fan, motor efficiency of 0.a5.

The subsystem total equivalent weight., taking i'nto account alBl the
penalties associated with its installation aboard a space vehicle, can
then be, expressed by collecti ng all the weights defilned in the fprecedfng;
paragraphs;, the subsystem is then characterized fully by -

An. N
"WE.= s,1t + 34-1Ni+ WB N + (PP) + (PL

+ (R0) 4R N + 2.2 N1T

it should be noted that the vehl-e power penalty can be a function6 i

Of the mtssion duration (e.g., if the power sog"rce is chemlca-ly fuele-d),.

MOISURE R.040VAL BY COO LER-COMIWkJNE
•- General-

A relatively Simple method of controlling the humidity of the cabin
afr is to COndense the moisture in a heaft &Xchanger and to retniVe thC

.. ondensate from the prbceses ale gtreafm. fi- gur- V1 is a s-chenfatic di-agram
of such a systemr. Water from the moist air stream condenses on the surface
of the €ooler-cb�-denser and is blown downstream by the air flowing through
the heat exchanger. Part of the liquid water droplets are separated from

the main ai~r stream in a water separator; the air is then returned to th -
cabin or to another subsystem for further processing. The condensate Is
channeled to a reservoir (shown here as a bellows), pumped to the water
management subsystem, and dumped overboard or returned to the cold side
of the cooler-condenser, Where it is evaporated at low pressutdre, to pro-
4de part of thLe heat sink for hum"id.ty condensation.

The system diagram illuStrates a possible arrangement for the collec-
ion and d,isposal of the water separated) suitable for operation, in a

zero-gravity environment, The condensate is ducted by means of wicks from
the water separator to a bellows-type reservoir. As the water in the res-
ervoir accumulates, an electrical contact activates a solenoid actuator
which compresses the bellows and thus pumps the water through a check valve
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to the watee managemient subsystem., As. the bellfows Is, depPress9ed, the cot t
i-s broken andý the cycl~e repeated'.

In the fol'lowing. di'scussifonsy the charaicteri'stfcs of the cool er-,
condiense~r a~re. given fn terms of sys-tem parameters, and the various means
of sepa~ratitngý the: condensate f rom the- prlocess ailr stream are reviewed and

6Coolter-odne efrac

The fl~ow requi red' through the; systemf for t~he removal of 2.-2 lb ofr
water pe-lr Man-day fsý a, functioon of the finlet and outlet, water Concentrat-Ions.
InL the, protet! Sir strleamfi" of the: tabifn pressure, anid of the water 50parai-
tori effic f d~y'd TheW dx:ress Ion for the- flow requfirement 1s- given by the

Graiphic solut 1on of this equationv 19s hown 'In F~igures 38 to 40,# where
the flow requfrement- is Not-ted'againist the cabim relative humidity for
e~ler.coridenser outlet temperatures of 3'5, 40, and 45*F and cabin pressures
o6f 6., 1 loy mnd 14.7 psia. Alsgo, the flow requirement for water removal
4s p!6tted against. cool or-conderuser outlet- ttmperatura In Figure 41.. In
F11ures, So to Of, the humfidity control system cool Ing requirements are
&1§6 plotted at aý fUntctjio of the, cabin relative humidity and cabin pressure._/f-Uw 2 §h6W the C~oolrin requirements~ as; a function Of condenser outlet

The tfharp rite-in flow requirement and cooling load at low cabin
relative humidity with A flattening characteristic at about 60 per cent
relative humidity points to the des] rability of maintaining the cabin humivld-
I'ty at high as 0699ibledi The comfort Zone Inside the cabin extends over
a wideti ragd of relative humildities with the maximum values comipatible6 with

utilhlphiredd cetw performance varying between 60 and 70 per cent (see Figure

These plots also rindicate the savings eheuring from low condenser' out-
let tmetue This, however, it more difficult to satisfy than high
ieetdtiVe humidlty, H'eat sink temperatures lower than about 40 to 45OF
hoemally Impose v~ey high weiriht penalties on space vehicle, Ilquid cool Ing
166ps. Thitte Oenalties result from the large radiator are~s required to
cool the hieat transport fluid to the temperature level desired for operation
6f the humidity tontrol system, Temperatures, on the order of 4.0 to 450F
eah, howevder be achieved by evaporating Water or another fluid at low
pressUre ahd dumping the va6or overboard. This process can be advantageous-
ly used aboard vehlesle where material balance shows a surplus production
Of watder WhO-re a refrigeraition system Is installed, It Is advantageous

*to oper'ate the heat exchangier at a temperature as low as possible. it
should 6e hbtdd here. that thei surfate temimerature, of the cool er-condenser
must be kept above the freezing temperature of the Water. The operating
temperituri, range of thei cooler-condensier sur-fate is, therefore., restricted
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The weight of the cooler-condenser was. estimated by the methods. p~re-
sented in Reference I., The calculations were performed assuming, al heat
exchanger effectiveness of 0,.8S f'or cabin relative- humi~diti~ds- of 60, arid; 70'
lier cent. The plate fi'n arrangement used i~n the design wlth. the ai~r side.
extended: su rf'ace def ined is, gjiven bel'wý.

Fin type: rectangular

.frfset: 1/71 i~n.

Fin heigqht: 0,.1553 ii..

Fin thickness.: 0.020'O ir.

Number of fins pdr i'nch:,- 16

Plate thickness,. 6.06O in.ý

M'aterial: aOumninumn

Construction: double sandidi~ch arrangemhent

The col d f1 lud' was assumed' to' be ethiylene glydb'Iy and the heat
transfer su-rfade on the liqurid' si'de was. the same as the: air si'de, fi[ny -but
i'n- a sing-le sandwich arrarn-gem'ent. The r-4sults of the dafciUratiOns- are
presented' in Fi'gures 43ý And 44 where the, total' heat exchang-er weight is
pf'ottfc as a fu'nct if6n of the- pump'ijn jyo66"r txondd t& f fow the mioefst
eir th~rough the exdharn-jer- ThecurVes: are pl6tted` forr cabin' pressuest

O5,1'6' ad , .a eff icienKy of #fi and motor dri've
... ta.e as. .. 5. T- heise pl'ofs fdf~t.6 t6af noi thmcl w'ill be- ja'ified by.

ihftt,6slngr the pumpingy tosses a&6ve about. Z ore 3- Watts.

telecftio of the heat itexian~r,1 can 6nrly be made on. t-e 6astIs of a
trade-of study between the pumpitti fosses anrd the heat excharitere we I gt.
As an 6nim'id of such- a, study, hofat exchanger vieight and pumpingh p'o64 ar, ie
016tied 'If Pfqt&6 45 ayalinsft he Vehice pWer penaltky exptessed Iftf w

watt Tha rade-off stUdy W/as toftdicted fde a ol-odevrot1
temraft6r of 466P and 6106 t iff.tiVir fi~iSlfi bf 6U Or&V ttei;

the tdWLdensatb blownt out bf thit' todne by~ the pecfcess air
wtwwa 'k paetty efitralti~d hr the idrm o~f soull drailetst and pattly dt
dedps df tilqud water attadced to the duct walls. Sevttail medfi5 of remdv-
ing the f lqUid Water fromf the airt stream i kabe66e3 Otrobtos for zero-
YtaVity bpbtatiLaon Among these are the filt~ae septtbesi giuch as sftbflgej
alld the ceitfifjgat typbsj sUch as 6end sb~ldrtatsi ctl ne sbatatorsi
mrid tbtati-ng sepatators. A-ll of thest types§ red dittusted dand anamlyzed in I
kfteott~ 1. At pi~esttitj a toiftali amwout tif txprietlcii dti thie tpwi
tepatortds has betth dbvolopid f ebm Its Usei Iii tfib Mbettuty taIosult;sboatda

tomts Ustni artlflcially Ithd~c~d cttit~Ifupi fhildsj dii the uthter hatidi A~
Iti vaious -stages of develbopettt

Sipohg sepaim-tors are knberently hilgh-eiietgy Iloss devices; theirI
slumez~iio timtedlhishi Is rielatlvsly corple6xi ahd thieir weiaght it hightt tHiih

ntr~fUSil-tyt sjraos. of the tl~ht~ifilol toOdeiartues thi ostt
itti~itIde to ~itol Ityt ihd H~ila1MtIty it thio tycit WiMOS~ rto x
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felt that with a moderate effort, a low-loss cyclone separator can be de-
vel6ped for z'e.ro-gravity operation. The analysis of Reference I suggests
that pressure drop on the order of 1.5 in. of water is within the expected
performance. of these. separators., However, a] I of the I iquid water entrain-
ed by, the air stream into the separator is not in small droplet form,
as assumed in the analysis, and. an experimental program is required to con-
firm the results of the analysis of Reference I. Because of all the devel-
opment work being pursued presently in the area of water separation, it is.
safe to, assume in this report, for the purpose of systems analysis, that a
water separator of' the centrifugal type can be: used in space: vehicle humid-
ity control systems.- The weight of the separator in the following analyses
will be: assumed to be 0..5 lb per man,), and It will further be assumed that
the power losses, in the. separator are equivalent to a, process ai;r pressure
drop of 1.5 in. of water.

Subsystem Integration

The weight of the accessories of the 'humi~dity control subsysteml shown
diagrammaticall'y fin Figure 37 Is I isted In Table T0. The total weight of
the. subsystem hardware can be expressed as a function of the, number' of crew
mmber s by

W 2.6 + W" -Hry + " ' 2.,1'9 ;N lb (13)

The various penalties to be, charged against the subsystem and added' to
its basic welght can be found below.

If -Heat Rejection, Penalty

The cooal frg load requi rement of the cooler-condenser, aRn is plotted
In Figure 38, 59, and 40, forcabln pressures of 5, 7, 10, and 14.7 psia,
and cabin relative humidities of 50 to 70 per cent. The corresponding
equivalent subsystem weight Is expressed In terms of the vehicle heat
rejection penalty, RP (in lb per Btu/hr) as

W Q N %RP),l l~b (

9- Pumping Power Penalty

The weight of the cooler-condenser, W x is plotted in Figures 43 and
44 as a functlon of the pumping losses thr ugh the heat exchanger itself.
The total subsystem pumping power is made up of the losses In the cooler-
condenser Itself, and the losses in the rest of the clircuit. These calcu-
latlons, for air temperatures of 40°F and /.5FC ae,+.tegl In Table I1. The
s$bsystem weight equivalent to the pumping losses Is, thereforet, expressed
as

W - (PL)T (PP) (15)

where (PL)y Is the totalr pumping power through the: system from Figures 43
or 44 and Table 11.
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TABLE 10

COOLER-CONDENSER SUBSYSTEM ACCESSORY WEIGHT
(3-MAN SYSTEM)

Component Weight, lb

Flow control valve 0.6

Flow controller 2.5

Relative humidity sensor 0.1

Water separator 0.7

Check valves 0.6

Pump reservoir 1.2

Solenoid actuator 0.7

Total Weight: 6.4 lb

Fixed weight accessory

TABLE 11

PUMPING POWER LOSS IN THE SEPARATOR AND PIPING OF A
COOLER-CONDENSER SYSTEM-(WATTS)

Pressure, psia 5 7 10 14.7

Relative humidity 60% 2.69 2.81 2.74 2.68

70% 1.76 1.85 1.80 1.765
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3. Electrical Power

The electrical power required to activate the solenoid actuator is
negligible.

The total subsystem equivalent weight can finally be written as
WE = 2.6 + WHX N + 2.1i94+-.R N (RP)

+ ( PST (pP) 16)

It is interesting to note that the total subsystem; equival~ent weight'is Independent of the mission duration as such. Mission duration can,
however, indirectly influence the weight if it has an effect. on the vehicle
power penalty.

SUBSYSEMunupMDADTC nIlU

The two competing humidity control subsystems consi;dered in this sec-
tion are compared here on the basis of their equivalent weight and other
characteristics pertaining to space vehicle installation.

".Equivai-ent Weight

The hardware weight, heat rejection load,, heating requirement, power
consumption, and' water balance for the cooler-condenser and the- sil-ica gel
subsystem were calculated for the following typical vehicle and mission
paramete rs:

-Cabin pressure: 7 psia

Cabin relative humidity: 60%

Number of crew members: 3

Cooler-condenser subsystem air outlet temperature: 450F

For these conditions, the subsystem parameters are listed in Table 12.

TABLE 12

COMPARISON OF SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Parameter Si ica-Gel Cooler-Condenseer
Subsystem Subsystem

Hardware weight, lb 28.1 10.3
Pumping losses, watts 1.55 4.81
Heat rejection load, Btu/hr 439 569

at a temperature of, OF 70 45
Heating requirement, Btu/hr 439 439

at a temperature of_ _ _F 150 ---
Water balance, lb/day -6.6 6,6

*Dumped overboard

**,Recovered
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The equivalent weight of the subsystem Is plotted In Figure 46 for
various penalties considered. Here it is assumed that the heat rejection
penalty (RP), in lb per watt, is 10 per cent of the power penalty, (PP).

From this plot, it is seen that even in the best of light, the
silica gel subsystem is heavier than the cooler-condenser subsystem for
vehicle power penalties below 300 lb per kw. If heat rejection load is

taken into account, and moreso if the water balance is introduced into the
p-icture', the silica gel subsystem is not at all competitive with the sim-
ple cooler-condenser subsystem On a weight basis.

Even at high vehicle power penalty, the slight weight adv'antage of
the sil ica gel system (In ideal conditions) is not enough to offset the
other advantages of the simpler cootler-Ondenser system, as discusrddl
below.

Rel1abi-.ijy

The cooler-condenser subsystem is orders of magnitude more rel iable
than the regenerable silica gel subsystem. Operation of the silica gel
subsystem valves requires a complex mechanism. The number of valves, in
itself, makes the system unreliable. In addition, all the valves seal
against the vacuum to wh.,k the bed is.esor.ed; this presents a serious
safety problem. in practice, two valves in series would be installed
everywhere. Although single valves are shown I:n the subsystem diag'ram, of
Fi'gure 35, the accesso'ry weight estfa1t& N based on the use of two.

Process Air Outlet Temperature

An undesirable feature of the regenerable Silica gel subsystem is the
temperature cyclIng of the process air at subsystem outtlet. At the start
of the adsorption period, the bed is hot, near 150PF, and the process air
temperature will rise through the bed approaching the temperature of the
bed at outlet. As the bed Is Cooled, the air temperature will decrease;
the cyclic temperature of the outgoing air depends on the bed dynamic
characteristics.

inteqration Potentlal

Removal of the moisture from the cabin air by. cooler-condenser offers
the possibility of integration of the humidity control and cabin tempera-
ture control subsystems. This greatly reduces the installation number of
cOmponents as well as control complexity. In actual practice, these two
functions, humidity control and temperature control, are unified and
effected In the same atmospheric control loop. in this report, the
humidity control Is assumed to be divorced from the-temperature control to
better asses~s the penalties involved in the process of ccmtrollih§ tabin
humidity.

9'
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SECTION VI'

CARBON' D1)IOIDE MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTIEMS,

INTRODUCTION

This. sectilon describes and characterl'zds carbon dioxide removal1 sub-
systems suitable for use. In spacecraft atmospheric control systems.. Only
the most pr~misi~ngL processes analryzed i~n Reference 1 are considered here:
for Hlmted 'misslo n duratiodns m lithiumn hydroxide absorption,~ potassium
and sodium superoxide absorption, with generation of oxygen;~ for moderate
to long: mis~sionm durations - regenerable ad'sorb-en-tsx freeze-out heat ex-
changer processeýs,ý and' coitinuous 6electrod'iaysi's. Open-cycle carbon
d16ioxde remoVAl can be discarded because of excessive fluid requi~rements-.
Oný the other hanide 0-6sed-dydcie carbon, d'I:&_dde management s~ystemst us ingý
a-lg!ae or p47antIs can: be d-ttardkd for reasons of wiei-ght and development

The s~ystemfs are ditcus~sed~ *in terms of veh-icle6 and mission parameters.
The we ight penal t ies assoc iated wi`th power consamptifon will play an impor-
tant role in. selection, of an optimum system. Otherv factors considered
in-c iude heat d~itssipat ion- penrait ies, ttatd-o'f-the-artv' lfimiat ions, rel ia-
bilifty,, and integrationr probfems.

RecoVery of oXygenv fromt thei cat&Wf dloxide is treated separatelty in
the next section of this re~pbtt

SU$(AY AND CONCLUSIONS

For short missiont durations1 lithium hydroxide absorption appears the
m-ost attractive meanhs of space vehicle atmosphere carbon dioxide control.
Successfully used arn th6 Mercury captule, this method represents the state
Of the art. Oxygeni-peodudifty superoXide systems are at best heavier than
c~offeing Iithioto hydroxide6 systems. 1it addition, the tendency of super-
oxide b~ds: to Plug creates, a control problem which does not exist in
lithium hydroxide beds.

Regenerablb adsorbentsj ý;Uch as 'moilecular sieVes,"i can be used as
the basis for regeherable carbon dioxide removal systemns. The poWtr
retuitemitnts fPor these tyst~tns represent a serioUs limitation for mission
durations on the order of two weeks and under. The main problem arises
from the necessity of drying the process gas to a very low dew point With
the presehtly aVailablt carbon dioxide adsotbtntso Systemsh Of this type
tequire a large num' 9 oeO bee of ValVes s Im ofWhich must seal tightly against
A tPacet VACUUtn This Poses a reliability problem.

Prbbze-out heat exchangers can be used foe carbon dioxide renoval
Where a low-temhperature heat sink is available. The most logical heat
sink foe these systems is the atmospheric make-up fluids stored as cryogenic
Illquids.; At preseiint, there his ihadoiquate infoehiation toncernhing heat



transfer to a subliming solid under conditions which exist in a
freeze-out system to. permit complete evaluation of freeze-out methods.

Diffusion and electrodialysis cells are potentially very attractive
in that they are essentially static, continuous-flow devices. At present,
however,. they' are i-n a fairly early research and development stage and
have excessive power consumption and other operational Limitations.

CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL BY LITHIUM HYDROXIDE ABSORPTION

Genera I

Lithium hydroxide absorbs carbon dioxide accord.ing to the reactlion:

2 LiOH 4 C02 _-. Li 2 CO3 + H2 0 (17)

Some water vapor is necessary for the reaction to take place. The
amount of water vapor present in space vehicle cabin atmospheres (from
50- to 70 per cent relative humidity) is suitable to catalyze the reaction.
Absorption of carbon d'ioxide by lithium hydroxide is exothermic, 1305
Btu per lb of carbon dioxide absorbed being released. Under normal
operating conditions, some of this heat is expended in vaporizing the
water of reaction. The amount of water Vapor produced by the reaction is
0.41 lb of water per lb of carbon dioxide, and the lilthium hydroxide con-
sumption is ideally 1.059 lb per lb of carbon dioxide. Lithium, hydroxi'de
it corimiarcisal iy avai l1ab-le at a pur ityr ofe about. O7 per cen-t and a bu-l-k
density of, 25 to 30 lb per ft 3 .

The heat and mass transfer performance of a granular lithium hy-
droxide bed may be visualized by referring to Figure 47, which shows
temperature and carbon dioxide concentration profiles at two different
times in a typical canister. Most of the reaction takes place in an
absorption zone which slowly moves from the inlet end to the outlet endr

of the canister. When the leading edge of the absorption zone reaches
the outlet end of the granular bed, the so-called breakthrough point
has been reached; after this point, carbon dioxide content of the gas
leaving the canister rises fairly rapidly with time.

The theoretical capacity of lithium hydroxide for carbon dioxide
absorption cannot be achieved in an atmosphere control system because of
the bed dynamic characteristics. Typical closed-circuit test data are
shown in Figures 48 and 49.

A closed-circuit procerss involves recirculation of the process gas
and addition of carbon dioxide at a constant rate. The inlet and outlet
carbon dioxide concentrations in the process air are plotted against
test durations in Figure 48 for a typical bed design.

It is interesting to note that the relatively constant difference
between the inlet and outlet concentrations, even after "breakthrough,"
indicates that all the carbon dioxide added to the air stream is removed.

9O
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The carbon dioxide concentration at bed outlet is about constant for a
long period of time and increases rapidly before "breakthrough."

The exact shape of the curves presented in Figure, 47 and the position
of the "breakthrough" depend on the air superficial velocity, the canister
dimensions, and the: process air inlet temperature.

The carbon dioxide absorption capacity of several lithium hydroxide
canisters of different configurations is shown as a function of inlet
temperature in Figure 49. The two high values (0.88 and 0.87 lb carbon
dioxide/lb lithium hydroxide) represent prototype canister tests using
fresh lithium hydroxide. Production canisters of similar design provide
capacities on the Order of 0.825 lb of carbon dioxide/lb of lithi-un hy-
droxide. This last 'value Corresponds to a bed utilizat:ion efficiency of

92.8 per cent.

In this report section, the characteristics of the lithium hydroxide
carbon dioxide, removal systems are based on the test data presented above.
The bed utilization efficiency is taken as 92.8 per cent and the carbon
dioxide part~ial pressure at bed outlet is assumed to be 0,5 mm of mercury.
This last value is somewhat higher than shown in Figure 48.

The lithium hydroxi-d particle size iz genera1lly kept between 4 to

8...sh size for high utilization efficiencies and low bed pressure drops.
It appears that no channel ing occurs with th its parti:lIe siZe at gas
velocities up to 1.0 ft per Seco

Subsyst•em Character• si•Cs'

I. Flow Requirements

The process air flow requirement for carbo.di'dkide absorption- by
lithium hydroxide has been calculated for the following conditions and
assumptions:

a. The carbon dioxide partial pressure in the process air stream.
leaving the absorber bed is 0.5 mnu Hg.

b. The carbon dioxide production rate in the cabin is L.25 lb/man
day (Reference 3).

c. The Labin air molecular weight is calculated assuming a cabin
relative humidity of 60 per Cent and an oxygen concentration
given by Figure 4.

The results of these calculations are plotted in Figure 50 for

various cabin atmospheric pressures.

2. Temperature Rise

The process air temperature rise across the canister is shown in
Figure 5.1 against the cabin air carbon dioxide concentrationi The flows
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calculated above were used in the computations. None of the heat of reac-

t~ion is assumed transferred to the bed.

3. Subsystem Arrangement

The consumption of lithium hydroxide is a function of the number of
crew members in the cabin and of the duration of the mission. Under
normal average conditions, 2.728: lb per man-day are consumed; the corres-
ponding volume consumption is 188 in. 3 per man-day. This leads to
packaging. problems as mission duration increases. In view of this, the
use of rechargeable canisters is advisable for missions of long duration.
It is reasonab•le to assume that an Interval of one day between charges
will not hamper crew operation unduly. Consideration of potential
composition transients, particularly during, emergency situations when
suit circuJt operation is required, leads to the recommendation of a system
using two LiOH canisters in parallel for carbon dirOxide removal. The two
canl-•srs are normally on stream, and operation on one canister involves
a loss of system performance. Such a subsystem is illustrated in
Flgure 52.

4. Canister Weight Optimization

The weight of the canisters of the subsystem depicted in Figure 52
is optimum when the sum of týe canister weight and the weight equivalent
to the pressure loss in the LiOH bed is minimum. A canister design
method based on this criterion is presented below.

Assume two cylindrical canisters as follows:

Material: Aluminum

Cylindrical wall thickness: 0.050 in. thick

Circular end plates: 0.200 in. thick

The weight of the two canisters based on this model can then be expressed
by:

,C= [5.76 AF + 2.552 AiF L] , lb (18)

Note that this weight includes the weight of the mounting brackets, flang-
es, filters, springs for loading-the lithium hydroxide charge, etc,

The pressure drop through the lithium hydroxide bed is calculated by
the method of Reference 1:

G..4 3 L lb/fta (19)

2gp 
Dp

where
f 850 850(20)

fR - GD
• p
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Theraefore,

AP = 3400 G L lb/ft 2  (21)
2 pzP

The Iithium hydroxide volume consumption in one day is:

w
V . O 2.728 N AFL, ft 3  ('22),

V ,825 PLiOH PFLi0.

where pLiOH = 25 lb per cu ft

Noting that G = w/ 2AF, where w is irn- i-b/se,, andý introducing

Equation 22 into Equation 21, the following expression is obtained:

242.2 p.L
AP = ' N , l b/ft 2  (23)

p

and the pump ing power, assuming a fan-motOr efficiency of 0.45, is given
by:..

( P 7)) 2 1• 2 watts(P ) _ g- ; - (24)

where D = 0.00909 ft for a 6 to 8 LiOH particle mesh size.S~p

IntroduCtion of the expression for AF from Equation 22 into Equation
18 yields

= 1 .256 -+ 1 i684 4ii (25)
C L

The optimum canister design is then found for a minimum of the
funct ion

(F) = 884 x 101 (p-- ( Lz + 1.256 + 1,684 4

p' N L

where (PP) is the Vehicle power penalty.

Differentiating (F) relative to L, the criterion for canister design
'is found:

10 p - PP 1.256 N 0.842 N

1768 x 10 L + 0 (26)
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The first term of Equation 26 is small compared to the other two,
and its effect on the bed length is negligible. This .means that the
canister weight itself is much higher than the pressure 'loss weight pen-
alty. For the purpose of system tValuation, Equation 26 reduces to

1.256 N F (27)

yielding the optimum canister length:

L =7 1.305 N"/. ft (28)

The pressure drop, the power loss in the bed, and the weight of the
bed are obtained by introducing the above va~lue of L in equations 23, 24,
and 25. Noting that w = N w, the following expressions are obtained:

&P ' 5 x 106 (.)42/'3 lb/ft2  (29)'

;2
(PL) = 1.501 x 10o (P--) NS'i, watts (30)

W = 2.885..23 lb. (31)

In the above equatitons, ) and (-p-) are functions of the
cabin pressure and carbon dioxide concentration in the cabi'n. Equatioon
31 is plotted in Figure 53, and solutions of Equations 29 and 30 are
given in Figures 54 and 55.

For missions of short duration, no problem arises from packaging
all the required l'ithium hydroxide into a single canister. Redundancy
is not necessary in this case, since the canister is in the circuit at
all times. Results of an analysis of single canister weights are shown
in Figure 56. Also shown for comparison is the canister weight of a
double canister arrangement. On a weight basisj the. use of single
canisters is limited to mission durations of less than alppoxi'mately
two days.

5. SubsystemEquiva[ent Weight

The total subsystem equivalent weight is •a•de uo of the tehnis
beliow:

a. Lithium Hydroxide Consumption

This is readily calculated from the carbon dioxide production rate
in'the cabin and the lithium hydroxide bed utilization efficiency. An
additional penalty is incurred for storing the charges aboard the vehiclea.
this is taken here as 3.0 per cent of the lithium hydroxide weight. The
total Weight of the stored hydroxide Is then

WLiOH = 2.891 Nor (32)
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.b. Can~ister Weight

Thaý can ister we-i~ght hasl been: found previ-ouslIy toý be, a function. of the,
'number of crew, members, and is expressed by' the equation

W-= 2.885 N2/3

c. Accessory' Wight

The we~ights of the a-ccessories shown in Figure 52 arer listed in
Tab~le I1S for a three-mdan s~ys.tem. The, total, accessory' weight isv a- functioshý
of th* number of crew, members- And' cani be estifAtedr from the epeso

'WA= 2.6+I.6~~ 3

d. Power Loss Penalty

The total subsys~temf pressure drop- is made, up of the losýses in- the
bied itself (see Fi-gure 55),,, and- in the pipingy mfianifolds, and Valves of
the system. The weigqht equivalent of the pressurer dropr can 6e calcularted
dhl'ywhen, the vehiclet power penialty in lb6 per Vatt is specified. it
ean- bt expressed' as

= (PL)T. (PP),, lb cs-

eF. Hfeat Rejection Penalty

The absorption process generates a total of 1305, BW per lb- of
carbon dioxide absdrbe. 'this is the heat load which Muist be disposed
of by the thermal controld system, since tf he water evolved int th6 reactiot
i Is tatfietey condenstd fo~r huff'dity d~fittdi Odtrodse. The6 h~at rejectio6h
foard canj thbrefore, be Wrifttey As

=g_ 122.3 R, BOI/hr (6

mid t6e heat rejectiont Weight peOthbit as

=q (Q (RP), lb-~1

Where (RP) is the vehicle heat rejectioft penalty 1h lb pet gtu/he. Thli
heat is rejected at a temperature level above 106F. t1io exact tempei-k
Were depends on the atmoispheric Afid tdermal cohtrol brrafigement.

f. Material Balancte

Water is produced iti the carbon dioxide absoeption process at the
rate of 0.41 lb pbe l16 of carboh dioxide a~bsobed. This watteit Is elatlv.-
ly W4I aiid caii be Useid 1ToI dthikuig IOU~idseS AfteI f~ltttloh thitoigh
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TABLE 13,

ILITH'IUH HYDROXIDE SUBSYSTEM ACCESSORY WEIGHT

(5S-HAN, SYSTEM).

Component Weight, lb

Flow' control• valve" 0.-6

Sensor , 0 0.

Flow controller 2..5

Shu'toff v~alves' (*)1.

vipinh 0,2

Total Wight:. 414 1b

*Fi'i(d m~ight accessory
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activated charcoal beds. The system should be credited by the weight of
the water evolved in the- reaction. In addition, a further saving on the
water management subsystem results fron the use of a smaller contaiiner..
Assuming the water storage weight penalty to be 8.,5 per cent of the water
stored, the total weight saving becomes

WH20 = 1.0 Nr, lb (38)

The total subsystem equivalent weight i's the summation of all
terms given above and i-s written as:

WE = 2.81 NT + 21.885 N 2/3+ 2.6 + 1.16 ýfjj+ (PL) (PP)

+ (122.3 N) (RP) - 1.0 NT (39)

where T is the mission duration in days.

The equivalent: weight of a li'thilum hydroxide carbon dioxide removal
subsystem was evaluated by the above equation for a typical case defined
by the following parameters and data assumptions:

Cabin pressure:: 10 psia

Cabin carbon dioxide partial pressure: 7.6 mm Hg

Vehicle heat rejection penalty: 10 per cent of the vehicle
power penalty in, lb per watt.

Pressure losses through the system other than lithium hydroxide
bed losse 0.8 rN-,in H20

Accessory weight: (2.6 + 1. 16 FrN), lb

The results of the calculations are given in Figures 57 and 58, where
the subsystem equivalent weight is plotted versus the mission duration for
the number of the crew members up to 5. Figure 57 applies when the sub-
system is riot credited for the water evolved in the process. Figure 58
shows the same plot applicable when the system is credited for the water
of reaction. From these curves, it is apparent that for mission durations
in excess of 10 days, the weight penalties due to pumping losses and
heat rejection are only a small percentage of the total equivalent weight.
The subsystem weight is mainly the hardware weight and the expendable
lithium hydroxide weight. The plots presented can, therefore, with
discretion, be used for estimating lithium hydroxide subsystem weight at
operating conditions other than those defined above.

For mission durations shorter than two days, the weight of the lithium
hydroxide subsystem is lower than shown by the difference in weight
between the double and single-canister arrangement. The difference
between the weight shown and the actual subsystem weight can easily be
estimated from the data presented.
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Conclusions

The lithium hydroxide carbon dioxide removal subsystem whose charac-
teristics have been presented. in the preceding paragraphs is simple in
cons.truction and con-trol. Its reliability has been proved by use in the
Mercury capsule and numerous ground tests. Handling problems might arise
from the necessity for charging the canister; however, if this operation
i:s performed only once a day, it can hardly be considered to interfre"

with other crew activities. Reactant storage can in some cases present
difficulites for missions of long duration.

As the absorber is expendable, the system weight is time-dependent.
This limits its use to relatively short mission durations on the order
of a few weeks. Because of its simp-licity and reliability, the lithium
-hydroxide subsystem is attractive as an emergency system for long
duration vehicles.

The water generated in the absorption process is not always a credit
to. the system. In- vehicles where .a.water excess is produced from fuel
cell power installation, for example, the water supply is already plenti'-
fult, and- the water produced' by carbon dioxide removal can hardly be
treated as, a subsystem credit.

CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL BY ALKALI METAL SUPEROXIDE ABSORPTION

General'

Alkali metal superoxides such as potassium superoxide anu sod ium
superoxide act as both carbon dioxide absorbents and oxygen sources.
This makes them very attractive for s-pace vehicle usage , since it appears
to dispense with the necessity of carrying oxygen for breathing purposes.
However, as oxygen is required for leakage makeup, the oxygen produced
in the carbon dioxide absorption reaction is not, in general, sufficignnt
to fulfill all the space vehicle oxygen requirements. In some special
cases when no leakage occurs, the process is of interest,

The use of such materials in atmospheric control is generally
similar to that of lithium hydroxide in that they are packaged as granular
beds through which impure gas is circulated. Superoxides are highly re-
active, with strong oxidizing and alkaline properties;, they appear to
provide for odor control and sterilization of process air. Although this
factor makes such materials promising for space Vehicle use, This
advantage is offset by handling problems incurred by their chemical
reactivity.

In contrast to lithium hydroxide, the superoxides absorb both water
and carbon dioxide; a variety of reactions is possible, depending upon
operating conditions. Possible reaction products include carbonates,
bicarbonates) and hydroxides, as Well as hydrates of these compounds.
The primary reactions of interest, yielding the carbonate and bicarbonate,
are indicated below for sodium superoxide,
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3ý2 NaO2 + CO2 w-iNa2CO3 + 1 02 + 2150 B~tu/lb CO2  (40)

3
2 NaO2 + 2 CO2 + H2 0 -- 2 NaHCOr + 2 02 + 1700 Btu/l'b CO- (41)

Analogous reactions exist for potassium superoxide; corresponding
heats of reaction are 1875 Btu and 1625 Btu per lb of carbon dioxide
absorbed.

In the carbonate formation reaction oxygen i's produced at the rate
of 1.09 lb/lb of carbon dioxide, while the bicarbonate reaction corresponds;
to the production of 0.545 lb of oxygen/lb of carbon dioxide. it appears
possible to match these two reactions, by proper control of the process
air humirdity, to yield the amount of oxygen necessary for respiration
while absorbing the carbon dioxide produced in the cabin, Assuming 2.25
lb of carbon dioxide is absorbed and 2.0 Ib of oxygen is produced, such
metabolic matching corresponds to an overall reaction of the form:

gNa0 + 1.,227 CO2 + 0,27 H2 0J-*,O7773 Na2 CO3 + 0.454 NaHCO 5 + 2 02

(42)

The heat released in this reaction is 2048 Btu/lb of oxygen; sodium
superoxide expenditure is ZZ9 lb per lb of oxygen, The analogous reaction
for potassium superoxide would have a heat release of 1817 Btu/lb of oxygen
and a potas'ium supefoxide expenditure of 2.96 lb per lb of oxygen. The
water absorbed in the reaction is 0M0758 lb per lb of carbon dioxide removed.

As it has not yet been shown possible to achieve reliability in
control, some designers resort to the use of parallel beds of superoxide
and lithium hydroxide, Where all oxygen required is generated by the
superoxide which handles part of the process air, The lithium hydroxide
is then used for partial carbon dioxide removal. Such an arrangement
is not considered here, since it can be shown that, under the ideal
conditions described by the above reaction (Equation 42), a superoxide
system is not competitiVe with the simple lithium hydroxide system
described previously,

Test results summarized in Reference i have shown that, with careful
bed design and appropriate control of the process air humidity level)
Utilization efficiencies on the order of 0.90 are attainable. Since the
purity of available sodium superoxide and potassium superoxide is about
0.95, the consumption rates of these substances in carbon dioxide control
systems are 5.36 and 6.93 lb per man-day respectively=

subsystem Characteristics

1I Flow Requirements

The flow requirement is taken here to be the same as for the lithium
hydroxide subsystem, Smial Variations ih the carbon dioxiddcoforcentratlin
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at outlet will not change the process gas flow rate appreciably. This
flow is plotted in Figure 50 as a function of the carbon dioxide partial
pressure in the cabin.

2-, Process Air Temperature Rise I

Based on the flows shown in Figure 50 and on the assumption that all
the heat of reaction is dumped into the process air stream, the tempera-
ture rise of the air fl-owing through the superoxide bed has been calculat-
ed and is shown plotted in Figure 59 for a sodium superoxide and a
potassium superoxide subsystem. The air temperature rise is much higher
(double for sod'ium superoxide) than in the case of the- Iithium- hydroxide

subsystem.

3-. Subsystem Arrangement

The use of a two-bed arrangement with daily replacement of one charge
iS considered, although this presents serious handling problems relative
to lithium hydroxide. The subsystem arrangement is also more complicated
because of the requirement for humidity control of the process air at
canister inlet. A typical superoxide subsystem is ilTlustrated in
Figure 60.

Here, the water content of the process air is controlled by mixing
of two air streams, one from the cabin and the other from the humidity
control subsystem. The air entering the system is relatively cold under
these conditions, and some preheating might be necessary at the start of
the operation.

A preheater is not shown- here, however. A catalyst mixed with the
superoxide in the upstream, portion of the bed will initiate the reaction,
and the bed will bt warmed up by the heat released in the reaction.

4. Canister Weight Optimization

The design problems for superoxide canisters are generally similar
to those mentioned previously relative to lithium hydroxide; in addition,
because of the highly oxidizing nature of the superoxides, stainless
steel or plastic construction is indicated.

Canister design optimization follows the same lines as for lithium
hydroxide. The model expressing the canister weight is assumed here to
be the same as for lithium hydroxide. Using a 2 to 4 superoxide mesh
size to reduce the tendency of the bed to plug up, the equations derived
for lithium hydroxide become for sodium superoxide canisters:

L = 1.422 NIi3, ft (43a)

W = 3.423 NZ/3, lb (44a)

AO= 1S37 x 106 () NI/3, lb/ftI (45a)

pi
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(PL)I 'C I0' N5'/3, Watts 4c

*4i for- potastiiuift sapero'Cide canis~ters,

IL. I.,'1% W`/-" ft (43b)

-V = Sw&7l Wtr/3"ib~ (44b)

AP 1.466 x 06' 1i6/ft;' (45b)

(PL) = ý0 x~1 to,, (- I;watts (46b)

tigure 61 showt thc% canvistte weight of sodiam- superoxide andý potassiuio
Sqtpdroxwde * Žo optimuv* design.

Since the fixed weight and also the expendable superoxide weight
of the potassium6 subsystem it contiderable higher than that of the
t~camv tuperoxidde subtyttern, only the latter will be considered in the
fdodi owry discussions. The only advantage of the potassium superoxide
Is its s~iihtly lower canitter, pressure drop and heat rejection load.
Theis. twd palramete-rs accouht for an 1Y a si"I pOrcintEgi of the tdtal
subsystem ecquiValcot welqht, as will be seen amter.

g ubsystefa tEuivaleiwt Veicht

The I tems to consider i1H computing the subsystem equivalent weight
oev discussd below,

Ali Sodium Superoxide Cohsuffption - This has already been gilven,
ditufiwlhg a purity of 0.9 and a bed dtilizationi efficiency of
6,06. Using it Atoeagi weight penalty of 3 p~e cent, the total
Wiglht 6# the bodium superoxide becomes6

M 52 Nt (47)

bi balfltiste Wilght. - 'The optimfUmn canister desitp weight has Ween

fbuiid Oretyiusly to be

W = 34423 Nl4/'ý lb (48)

ts A~tesýsoiy Weight - The welght of the accessorieS shOWh in the
tischeatIc dlagtaff of Pl~Ig-e 60 is tabulated for a three-mah
Systemt ih Table 14. The variable part of this Weight is taken
tb be a fUhttlbh 'of the numboe of ceew ftembersi. the: following
uiess~loh Is ah ethimate of the systeim hardware weightj other

thais the can4iter.

W, -5,4l 1~4 0 1,b (9
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TABLE 14

SODIUM SUPEROXIDE SUBSYSTEM ACCESSORY WEIGHT

(3ýMAN SYSTEM)

Component Weight, lb

Flow control valves (3) 1.8

Flow controller (2)* 5.0

Sensors (2)* 0.2

Shutoff valves- (4) 1.0

Piping 0.3

"lotal Weight: 8. 3 l7b ]
PFbed weight accessory

d. Power LosS Penalty - The total subsystem power loss is esti-
mated from the canister pumping power loss and the subsystem
val~ves, pipi:ng and manifold losses. The weight equivalent to
the subsystem power loss is given by

Wp =PT (Pp), lb (50)

ilr Heat Rejection' Penalty = All the heat of reaction genera.ted in
the absorption of carbon dioxide is transferred either to the
superoxide bed or to the process. air, This heat is eventually
rejected to the vehicle thermal management sys-tem. The carbon
dioxide control subsystem must be penalized for this heat load.
This penalty is calculated here from

WQ = (QR) (RP), lb (51)

where QR 1 i70.6 NBtu/hr (52)

f. Material Balance - Water is consumed in the reaction at a rate
of 0.1706 lb per man-hr. In vehicles Where a shortage of water
exists, this constitutes a subsystem weight penalty which can
be calculated by

WH2 0 =o185 NT, lb " (55)
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assuming- an 8.5 per cent storage weight penalty. On the other hand,
oxygen is produced by the reaction at a rate of 2.0 lb per man-day,
assuming. the conditions for Equation 42 are satisfied. Consi, dering.
astorage weight penalty of 1.14 lb per lb (Reference:, Section IV
of this, report),, the system i's credited: by

W 2 2.28ý NT, Ib (54),
02

* The- total subsystem equivalent weight is the sum of the above terms,
and' is expressed by

S-.2'62' NT + r .425 N' + 5.2. + 1.7 + (PL) (P) + 170 N (RP)

(55).

Equation 55 has been solved for a typical set of conditions. defined
by' the following data assumptions:

Cabin pressure: 10 psia
Carbon dioxide partial pressure in the cabin: 7.6 mm Hg
Vehicle heat rejection penalty: 10 per cent of the vehiclre
power penalty in lb per watt
Pressure losses through the sysitem other than, MaO 2 bed
loss: 0. 8a-JNin H2 0

Accessory weight: (51Z + 1.794[N), Ib

Figure 62 is a plot of the sodium superoxide subsystem equivalent
weight as a function of time. Number of crew members considered is
from I to 5. in Figure 62, the system was assumed not penalized for
the water consumed nor credited for the oxygen produced while re-
moving the carbon dioxide. The plots were prepared for vehicle
powAP penalties of 0.1 and 0,4 lb per watt. The same parameters are
plotted in Figure 63 when the system is credited for oxygen and
penal ized for water; here the vehic-e po"r penalty its 0÷. lb per
watt.

Conclusions

Although oxygen is produced by the superoxide while carbon dioxide is
removed, the rate of oxygen production is not sufficient to supply the vehicle
breathing and leakage gas. As an additiOnal oxygen sUpply must be provided
aboard the vehicle for cabin pressurization, the gas supply subsystem is in
no way simplified by the use of superoxides for carbon dioxide removal.

Superoxide carbon dioxide removal systems have been tested and shown
applicable to space vehicles; however, they have a tendency to form a hygro-
scopic hydroxide under certain conditions. This tends to plug the bed. The
control problems associated with their use have not yet been solved completely.
Usually, a lithium hydroxide bed is used in parallel with the superoxide bed
to insure complete carbon dioxide removal, This, however, adds to the system
control complexity and weight.
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Handling of the: sodium superoxide charges is more of a problem than in
the case of the lithium hydroxide.

Like the lithium hydroxide, the sodium superoxide subsystem weight is
time-dependent, and its application limited to relatively short mission dur-
ations. The system, however, is attractive for use in emergency situations
because of its. capacity for supplying oxygen. Superoxide sub-ystems might
prove more reliable than lithium hydroxide for this application.

The water absorbed by the reaction might not be a penarfly"to the sub-
system, where excess water is produced aboard the vehicle; this wouli occur
irf a fuel cell were used for power generation.

Lilthium hydroxide and sodium superoxide subsystems are comparable on
a mission duration basis. Figure 64 shows such a comparison for a 3-man
system, a cabin pressure of 10 psia, and a cabin carbon dioxide partial
pressure of 7.6 mm Hg. This plot shows that even in the case when the
sodium superoxide subsystem is credited for the oxygen produced, ilt is
still much heavier than the lithium hydroxide subsystem.

CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL BY MOLECULAR SIEVE

General

Carbon dioxide removal by the use of regenerable solid adsorbents is
a means of obtaining low environmental control system weight in moderate-
to-long duration applications. Materials considered suitable for this use
include silica gel, activated alumina~and synthetic zeolites. The synthetic
zeolites are most promising for space vehicle use and are the subject of
consideration here. For ease of discussion, reference is made only to
"Molecular Sieves" manufactured by Linde, although other manufacturers
produce equally satisfactory materials. "Microtraps" by Davison Chemicals
are another example.

Present regenerable carbon dioxide adsorbents also adsorb water; their
affinity for water is considerably greater than for carbon dioxide. Thus,
in adsorption, water will be picked up in preference to carbon dioxide, dis-
placing carbon dioxide previously adsorbed if necessary. The capacity of the
zeolites for water adsorption is shown in Figure 33.

Molecular sieves require temperatures on the order of 400 to 600°F for
the desorption of water. This in itself prohibits their use for gas drying
aboard space vehicles. Their greater affinity for water than for carbon
dioxide also establishes a requirement for drying the process gas to a very
low dew point if they are to be used for carbon dioxide removal. Silica gel
is commonly used to dry the gas. Very low dew points are attainable by care-
ful desiccant bed design, and silica gel can be regenerated by purging it
with dry air at temperatures of approximately 250 0 F.

The carbon dioxide adsorbents can be regenerated by applicat!on of.,a
vacuum with the bed at ordinary temperatures. A vacuum less than 50 microns
is required for desorption at reasonable rates. In practice, it will not
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usually be practical to completely'desorb the, bed, because of the time this
process requires. As a. consequence, there wil, be an initiaial- carbon dioxIde
loading at the start of the adsorption cycle.. This must be taken into account
in bed design.

Figure 65 shows the comparative carbon dioxide adsorption capacity of
molecular sieves at a temperature of 770F. Other adsorb~i~ng materials also
are shown. The temperature at which the adsorption process; takes p'lace has
a-marked effect on the molecular sieve loading capacity'; this. i~s. shown- in
Figure 66, where the isothermal adsorption equil ibrium, capacity' of molecular
sieve Type 5A at various temperature levels i's given.

Under dynami'c adsorption cOnditions in an adsorber bed, the usable capa'-
city is substantially less than the values given by the equilibrium curves..
A large number of variables influence performance. These include superfci'al
velocity, carbon dioxide partial pressure, temperature, bed' lengfth,$ partcle
size3, and' process gas composition.

Carbon Dioxide Removal System Description

Figure 67 shows- a typical regenerable removal system configuration. To
avoid poisoning the carbon dioxide adsorbent with water vapor, the process

, is,-r, drie to' an- ^, ,eiey 1ow dew po i n a disiconh cant ster
The heat' 9enerateddby dehydration oI the air causs an in-creia-se, in irtem.-
perature, and the air is cooled prior to entering an adsorber where the car-
bon' dioxide is removed. The process air is reheated in the recuperative heat
exchanger and is additionally heated by the compressor and an' electric heater
before entering the desiccant bed being regenerated. The carbon dioxide
adsorbent is regenerated by application of a high vacuum.

The main internal design trade-off associated with the regeneration
cycle of the desiccant beds involves the cycle time and purge gas temperature
level. For example, using silica gel as the desiccant, the desorption time
will be approximately 75 per cent of the adsorption= tiue, using a purge gas
temperature of 2500 F. For a higher gas temperature, the deSorption time will
be shorter and, convetsely, for a lower temperature, the desorption time will
be longer. It is not necessary to completely desorb the desiccant bed with
every cycle. As a means of reducing the power requirements, the desiccant
bed can be partially desorbed for a number of cycles with periodic complete
desorption at a higher temperature level. This will be reflected in a some-
what increased fixed weight. Many other trade-offs between power and fixed
weight are to be found in the design of regenerable systems. The recupera-
tive heat exchanger provides utilization of the heat stored in a freshly
regenerated bed for regeneration of the bed being desorbed. Also, most of
the heat of adsorption is recovered for the desorption of the saturat'ed'bed,

Figure 68 shows a modification of the preVious system in which waste
heat is used for desorption of the desiccant as a means of reducing the
electrical power input to the system. The temperature level for the waste
heat will be aan important parameter in system design. if the cabin air is
pre-coored to a sufficiehtly 'low value, the heat exchanger WilI hot be re-
quired.
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Subsystem Characteristics

1. Flow-Requirement

The flow is determined on the assumption of complete removal of the
carbon dioxide present in the process air at subsystem inlet. This flow,
based on a carbon dioxide removal rate of 2.25 lb per man-day, is shown
in Figure 69 as a function of the carbon dioxide partial pressure and the
cabin total pressure.

The amount of water to be removed in the desiccant bed, assuming com-
plete removal of the water, is plotted in Figure 70 for a dew point temper-
ature at bed inlet of 45 0 F. The heat released in the adsorption process is
shown in Figure 71. These two parameters, water adsorbed and heat load, are
not functions of the cabin pressure but depend on the carbon dioxide partial
pressure and on the process gas dew point.

2. ir Temperature Rise Through the Desiccant Bed

The heat and mass transfer processes taking place within the silica
gel bed are very complex. At the beginning of the adsorption process,
assuming the bed is cold, the face of the bed will, be heated by the heat of
adsorption. Some of this heat will,,be entrained downstream by the process
air warming the rest of the bed. As the adsorption front moves downstream,
the face of the bed, which is then saturated at some equilibrioum temperature,
will be cooled by the cold incoming air. Its capacity thus increases, and
it adsorbs more moisture. At the end of the bed cycling period, the front
portion of the bed will, be relatively cold while the back portionwill be
warm. The same phenomenon will take place if the bed is warm at the begin-
ning of the adsorption period. In this case, however, the bed is coo'led
somewhat by the process air to a temperature at which it can adsorb water
at the partial pressure present in the process air.

Since at the end of the adsorption cycle most of the bed is at the
inlet air temperature, only the downstream end being warm, the greatest
part of the heat of adsorption is dumped into the air stream. In Figure
72 is plotted the process air temperature rise, assuming all the heat of
adsorption is rejected to it at a constant rate.

Since the curve was plotted for a constant inlet dew. point of 45 0 F,
.the temperature rise is the same for all values of the carbon dioxide
partial: pressure in the cabin, although the air flow through the subsystem
varies with this pressure.

Only steady-state conditions are considered here. It should be noted
that if the bed temperature is 250°F at the start of the adsorption period,
the air temperature at bed outlet would approach the bed temperature. Since
the adsorption efficiency of the warm bed is very poor, most of the water
vapor present in the incoming air will not be adsorbed until the bed is
sufficiently cooled; soon, poisoning of the molecular sieve beds will occur.
Therefore, the heat stored during desorption of the silica gel bed should be
removed after each cycle.
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53. Silica Gel Canister Design

The silica gel bed utilization efficiency depends on the silica gel
particle size, on the process air superficial' velocity, and on the actual
bed dimensions. However, for reasonable canister dimensions and air
superficial velocities yielding acceptable pressure drops, the bed utili-
zation efficiency based on the equilibrium capacity shown in Figure 33 is
on the order of 30 per cent. This value was obtained from calculations
performed assuming isothermal adsorption and outlet dew point temperatures-
on the order of -70*F. The particle mesh size used in the calculations was
6 to 10.

Using this value of the bed utilization efficiency, an estimate of the
silica gel bed canister weight was made for the pur'pose of system
characterization. The following assumptions were used in the computations:

a. The canister is assumed to be cylindrical- The walI of the cyl-
inder is 0.050 ine thick and the circular ends 0.125 in. The
canister material is aluminum. Using this model, the weight of
the canister is expressed by

W, = 3.6AF + 2.553 () L

b. The pressure drop through the canistrer is taken as a function of
the number of crew members and equal to

6P = 0.7 + 043N, in H2 0 (57)

C. The canister length is calculated from the equation:

P 4f G& L (58)

where: f _850
wheree f-=.R(59)

e

d. The temperature of the process air is taken as average between
bed inlet and bed outlet. The air temperature rise of Figure 72
is used here.

e. The adsorption-desorption cycle is taken as one hour.

f. The calculations were performed for a silida gel particle mesh
size of 8 to 10.

The resullts of these computations ai~e given in Figures 73 and 74,
where the sili.ca gel charge weight and the canister weight are plotted as
a function of the system pressure for three values of the carbon dioxide
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part~ial pilessure in the cabin: 7.6, 5.7, and 3.8 mmn Hg,. rhe canister
weight is gviven for a number of crew members fromn 1 to 5, The weight of
the cani'ster varies between 30- and 50-per cent of the si~li~ca gel weight,.
depending. on the amount of si~lica gel contained&. The sili-ca-gel wei~ght
i~s plotted in Figure 73 as a function of the' cab~in, pressure anid, the carbon
dioxi~de partial pressure in the cabin.

Basedý on, the above assumptions, the power loss i~ncurred for pumping
the process ai~r through one bed during the adsorpt-ion cycle is plotted in
Figure 75. Here the comp~ressor-motor efficiency is taken as 30 per cent.
During desorption, the friction power loss in the canIstdr is about I.8 to
2.0ý times as large because of the higher process a~ir temperatu-re.

4. Recuperator Optimi-zation

The recuperati Ve heat exchia-ng-er shown i~n tlh=e udlagram-- of Figu~re 67f can
in some operating conditions be u~sed' as a means of redurcing, the power nec-
e:ssary to heat the process ai r to the temperature requi-red for bed'
desorption. While heat is transferredý from the a~ir leaving the adsorb~ing
bed to the rel-atiVely to-ld ai r f romr the molecular sidVe, the load on the
cooler is al so reduced; the recuperator, therefore, ha-s ar dual function.
The power saved by the recupe-ratore is espec-ially la~rge when the bed is not

;Cooled after d'esorrf- -Mný I-n thi's da-se, the he-At s-tored, inh t-he Md- 4t th6
end' of the dsýo~rptio6n cycle6 is u-sed' 6\er aqairn for desorpti on of the6 other

A trade-off study between power savingý, cool rng loaid reductionh, and
heat exchanger weig'ht was -ýondu'cteff f6 determine iThe 6pti'mum-ircueao
sf ize and' effectiVeness. The weiq!ht of the exchangqer &hd' the fYs4s~tie dtrop
Weret estimated by the method d~eive-d inr kefrerece f. lh-efi~at trairsfte
sUirfa-ce6 used i'n the study is defined as follows:

tohstraction: Plate ffift same fift f 6onbtii sides

Pfin type: kectangqUlar

Njimbee of fins: 16- finstv per Ift.

PInT dimension": U53 Iti. "hii 1/1 dff oset~i 0.064 fet. thick

The systemr equivalenvt weight saviing due to the use of the regeneraitor
obviously depends oil the vehicli! powet- penalty (PP) and totdling load pen-
11lty (RkP) 4 For the putp "ott of systemcf Iete-zaih these raafinetee
Were takent as (PP) M'0.00 lb- Pee Watt of 06WeP and (0) 0.02Oo lb Pee
watt of toblirig.
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The :power reduction due to the recuperator is expressed for a one'-man
system by

W0.24
max , , watts (60),

-wheree i's the heat exchanger effectiveness,

ET. is the temperature difference between the hot and cold streams
at inlet. ATmax obtained from Figures 72 andý 77,, assuming the air

temperature at silica gel bed. inlet is 45F,. and. at molfecular sieve
bedr inlet, 50 0 F

w is the air flow from Figure 69

The cooling load reduction, QRS, altsO is expressed by the same
oquat ion.

The equivalent system weight saving for any operatiing. condjitions can
be written as

WE = WHX - PS (PP) - S (RP) (6Q)-

Calculations of heat exchanger weight and system penalties show that
in the range of conditions considered here and for the penalties defined
above, the optimum recuperator effectiveness is about 0.82. The system
equival:ent weight saving per man is shown plotted in Figure 76. Also shown
in Figure 76 are the cooling load reduction and the heater power savings
for optimum system weight. It should be emphasized that these calculations
were performed for steady-state operation or average conditions, when the
bed is cooled after desorption.

5. Air Temnperature Rise in the Molecular Sieve Bed

The air temperature rise in the molecular sieve bed was calculated in
the same manner as for the silica gel bed. The carbon dioxide removal rate
was taken as 2.25 lb per man-day, and it was assumed that the heat released
in the adsorption process was entirely dumfped Into, the a0,r, The results of
these calculations are shown in Figure 71.#

6. Molecular Sieve Can.ister Design

The characteristics of the molecular sieve canisters were determined
in the same manner as for the desiccant canistersi Here the basic design
assumptions are as follows:

Molecular sieve type: 5A

Bed utilcization efficiency: 0.50
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Particle mesh size: 8 to, [0

Cycl ing. ti~me:, 30ý mi nutes

Canister weight: W: = 3.6 A F+ 2'.553 [A. L (6-2)

(Reference: Eq~uation 56).

Pressure d~'rop, througK, the bed:

= 0. + 0. 3 N', I n. H z0'

The si~gnificant results 67f the computations performed, basedd on the
abbVe assumptions, are shown in Figures 78, 79', andý 80', i-n which the mo-lec-
ular si ev.e roateri a-] wei ght, can ilster we-ight, and' pumping. power losses are
p'lobttedý against the system p*ressureý for three Values of the carbon di'oxide,
part i a-1 p~ressure in the p~rocess a ir:. 7.6, 5'.1, and, 5.6 mm R§-. T'hese, Oara'-
meters are 6nly' sI ightl'y' dependent 60 the caebon diox'i-de concentrationt in-
the a-Ir stream.

Y' Sub-system Power R'eguiretent

For space Vehicle applfications,, it is i~mportant to Mirirnimife the power
consumption of Various systems because of the high weight penalties. asso-ý
ctiated wi'th power extraction. in the regenerable6 carbon diaxide removal
sy'stem under consi~deration, el.ctiicdl po6Wer is u~sed- to preoVide gasr cir-
tulati~on, and' gas heating for desictcant bed desorpti~n. The power input to
the compressor will appear as a temperature rise i-n the gas flow. Thus,
the compressor power inpuot t6reorsents a di rect contribution to des-i cant
bed dfesorptiony in the arrangements sh~wn in Figures 67' and 68. For the
d IOsiceaht beu tou underq& daesorptio6n in a period shorrter than the adsorptibn
cytfe, the Pro'cess gas must be heated to, a temperature of 2504't before it
6n'terg the desiccan~t canister breih§ desor~ed. The powi~r requireud ford tKIs,
procest Will d-bUermin* the power In~put to the system. From the- temperature
effects Pr6VIbusly cakIulated for the adsorbehit beds, the total, power input
tequitred td provide desiccaht bed dttorptiorr tan be calculatedi This it
shown iny Figure 91 as-a function of the cab-in pressure- fot three different
ValUe-s of the c'arbon dioxideý concetrfationi in the cabin,; Nere- it is
assumed that the silica gel bed is cooxled after diesorption! and that the
t~ffptatufes at silica yel 'bbd inlet anid moleculat sievb bbd itfet ale 456p,
afid 50P ebsc6tlVo-ly' A large pOrtion of th-it ObWer is Used toy drivef the

6. ileat KO-1ecti~n Load

ffThrUghout the carbon dioxide remo'~al ty~stbM, heat is transfeIrred from
the 6dsdortlodh beds to thea al t strteat and I hvtstl y; heat alsto i s exchange-d
lh theý recuperatorcmrssr and he-atte tf~iaeht; A tqm. lete ahalysis of
ite heat tt sfet lih the tIftuit It Very tib .10x; for the pupsofste
evalwitibh, hieat It assumed toi 600ar in the- sYstemf at three- locatiodhs of
ihiberest hy

d.i Ni the tbooer, Ubstreaiti of thoe folecular ieveio 6ed, Whoreb heat it
rebjetbd frmý the protess Ail tot the V~hi bib todlithy 1bop; Were
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it is assumed that the air temperature at bed inlet is kept at a
temperature of 50 0 F; the recuperatOr optimum effectiveness for a
vehicie power penalty of 0.2 lb per watt was found to be 0.82.
Under these conditions, the heat rejected to the vehicle cooling
system is plotted in Figure 82.

b. Heat is entrained by the process air exhausting from the system;
this heat appears somewhere in the thermal balance of the vehicl-e.
and is considered here as a system penalty. The average value
of this heat load is plotted in Figure 82.

- . To prevent molecul•ar sieve bed poisoning by entrained water, the
siiica gel beds are cooled before the adsorption cycle. The
beds are not cooled during the adsorption process, since the
heat of adsorption is partly recovered in the recuperator, thus
reducing the system power requirement. This is achieved at the
cost of a slight fixed weight penalty. The heat rejected to
the vehicle cooling loop for bed cooling is calculated based on
an initial bed temperature of 250OF and a final temperature of
70 0 F. It is plotted in Figure 82.

9. Subsystem Equivalent Weight

The subsystem equivalent weight is made up of the subsystem hardware
weight and the various penalties or credits associated with, material bal--
ance, power requirements, heat rejection load, and heat sink potential of
the subsystem, In the case of the molecular sieve subsystem, the total
equivalent weight is expressed by

WE = WH + (PR)(PP) + (QR)(RP) (64)

WH is the hardware weight including all the subsystem components.
This weight can be estimated from the data presented in this section and
from the weight of the accessories. The accessory weight of the subsystem
depicted in Figure 17 is listed in Table 15 for a three-man subsystem. It
is here, for the purpose of system evaluation, assumed to be ,a function of
the number of crew members and is written as

WA = 6.1 + 6.29 -N (65)

The system hardware weight is plotted in Figure 83.

The total equivalent weight depends on the vehicle power penalty and
heat rejection penalties. Figure 84 is a plot of the total system weight
for power penalties of 0.1 and 0.4 lb/watt; the heat rejection penalty is
here taken as one tenth of the power penalty. The plot has been prepared
for a carbon dioxide partial pressure of 7.6 mm Hg. The equivalent weight
for other values of the power penalty or other values of the carbon dioxide
partial pressure is easily obtained from the data presented in this section.
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Concrusions

The analyses conducted in this section are based on steady-state
operation of the molecular sieve system-., Actual systems will be in a
continual tranS!ient state: process air temperatures,, heat rejection loads,
and power requirement will vary all through the cycling period. A compre-
hensive ana-lysis of the transients in a loop such as the one of Figure 67
is very complex and would requi re extensive use of computer techniques.

,Koreover, the characteristics of the adsorption and desorption beds under
non-isothermal conditions are not well known at the present time, and
considerable work in this area is required before a thorough system anal-
ysis. can be performed. However,; the results presented here, are based on
overall performance and provide relatively accurate values for system
evzluation and comparison.

A carbon dioxide removal system using a molecular sieve is fairly
complex, Cyclic uperation of the 14 valves shown introduces a reliability
problem which can be solved onfly by extensive testing of such a system.
In practice, the valves isolating the system from the vacuum would be
dbfled to reduce the rate of leakage and the possibi i ty of system failure.

Deterioration of the adsorption bed after a number of cycles may be
remedied by bed replacement during the missieon. Possibi-lity of -olecular
sieve bed poisoning also indicates the desi rabi I ity of carrying spare
adsorption canisters aboard the vehicle. Provision also should be made
fot heating the beds to high temperature,

Carbon dioxide removal by molecular sieves is suitable for moderate
to long mission durations. Although the system equivalent weight is not
time-dependent, system reliability for long durations would necessitate'
some weight increase as discussed before. The system power requirement
i-s high, and the total system equiVal ent weight is sen-sitive to. the
vehicle power source weight.

For a typical case, the duration of the mission in which a molecular
sieve system instead of an expendable lithium hydroxide system would be
used can be found from the equivalent weight plots of Figures 57, 58, and
846 The break-even point between the two systems depends primarily on the
power Consumption of the molecular sieve subsystem and on the vehicle
power penalty. Vehicle parameters affecting these variables will greatly
influence the field of application of these two carbon dioxide removal
subsystems. Figure 85 is an estimate of the mission duration where the
two subsystems have the same equivalent weight. The plot was prepared for
two values of the vehicle power penalty, 0.i and 0.4 lb per watt, and a
three-man vehicle. The lithium hydroxide subsystem is credited for the
Water of reaction.'

It should be emphasized that other corsiderations, such as state of
the art and reliability, would favor the lithium hydroxide subsystem and
shift Upward the plots of Figure 85.
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CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL BY FREEZE-OUT PROCESS

General

C~arbon dioxide removal by' freeze-out technique has. been. t-he. subject of
an extensive study conducted' recently and. reportedý iln Reference 4- The
study shows that, for space vehicle appli:cat~ions,, the most attracti•v
freeze-out system i~s one in, which both the water entrailned by the. process
gas and the. carbon dioxide are removed, by freezi .,g;, subsequently., the
so-lirds are sublimated to vacuum and the heat of subliimati'on recovered iin
a, regenerative% manner to coo, the irncoming- gas. Such a system is shown in
Fi gure 86.

While the, process gas is. coo-led: i,n a. heat exchanger, water vapor is
successively condensed: andý frozen.;, the ice. formed' adheres to the heat ex-
changer surface. Thi-s process takes p-lace over a whole sectiOn of the heat
exchangery, the freezing; front movingi downstreamr as ice deposits on the cold
surface. Essentially, complete removal of' the water necessitates cOOling,
of the process gas& to temperaturres oný the Order of 3600'R. Freezingq of the
carbon, dioxide, occurs at a, muth- lower temperature, depending on the carbon
dioxide partrial- pressure- iFn the process gas., Irf the range of parrtial pres-
sures encountered in- space vehicle atmospheres, Carbon dioxide wHlA freeze
at aboit 206'R. Removal is practically tota'l at temperatures on the order
of 2grso.

The heat sink required to pull the temperature of the process air to
these low levels is, therefore, well defined. If the heat sink is provi'ded
by the oxygen and niffrogen stored in cryonenic form for b'reathing and Zabin
pressurization, supercritical techniques cannot be used for storing the
gases. Figure 87 is a plot of the oxygen temperature in a superCritical'
vessel for constant pressure operation, and Figure 88, a pressure-enthalpy
diagram for oxygen. From these p-lots it i~s seen that Uiith low vessel
contents, abOut 20 per cenrt, the oxygen temprat-ure after e"i,• a• sn to
system pressure is higher thanr the temperature required for carbon dioxide
-f-reeze-out. In addition, the enthalpy of the cold fluid increases with
fluid usage-until its useful heat sink potential completely disappears
when its temperature reaches that required for carbon dioxide freezing.

Subbcritical storage With positive expulsion appears to be the nrly
storage techniqUe capable of providing the constant heat sink Cotresponditig
to the constant heat load of the system. As discussed it Section IV of
this report, this type of storage vessel is not as reliable nor as advanced
in the state of the art as the sUpercritical storage vessels,. Usage odf
sUbcritical storage with bladder pressurization is, therefore, in itself
a drawback of the carbon- dioxide temoval system by freeze-out.

Freeze-oUt methods also are attractive When an external heat snFk is
available aboard the vehicle, such as hydrogen stored ctryogenically. Here,
ah infermediate trahsfer fluid loop is used between the cold hydrogen silk
athd the process air to ifinhimlze the possibility of liquefying the process
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Simple Carbon Dioxide Freeze-Out Subsystem Characteristics

1. Subsystem Heat Sink.

An analysis of the simple freeze-out system depicted i:n Figure C6
has been conducted. Oxygen and nitrogen are stored subcritically aboard
the vehicle and delivered to the carbon dioxide subsystem as cryogenic
liquids. Evaporation of these liquids by mixing with the process gas
provides the heat sink required by the system. Since the process is of
a regenerative nature, the capacity of the heat sink required is a function
of the temperature difference between the inlet and outlet gas. Here it
is assumed that the sublimating water and carbon dioxide are regenerated
to the temperature of the outlet process gas. Based on these assumptions,
the leakage flow rate from the cabin, insuring system operati-on, was de-
termi-aned as a function of the hot-end process gas temperature difference.
This is plotted in Figures 93, 94, and 95 for three values of the carbon
"dioxide partial pressure in the cabin (7.6, 5.1 and 3.8 mm, Hg)., The zero
leakage flow rate condition describes a system wheree metabolic oxygen only
is used as a heat sink.

2. Heat Exchaneir Optimization

The methods of Reference I were used to optimize the system. heat
4exchanger weight4 The opti.mum heat exchanger is defined here by

dWd (PL)PP) d

d (ASP) (;p 0P)(P (66)

where WHX is the heat exchanger weight

AP is the pressure drop in the heat exchathger

P1 is the pumping power loss, watts

PP is the vehicle pumping power penalty, lb per watt

The heat transfer surface used in the optiMcIzatior procedure is defihed
as- foiiows:

Alumlium plate fin exchanger

Single sandwich constructioh

16 rectangular fins per in., 0.153 in. high, 0.004 in. thick,
1/7 In. offset

0or this surface, the weight of the exchanger can 6e approximated by

NTU' .|66
W 0.01862 w P)O.166 (67)
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where; w is the equivalent process air flow,, lb/man-hrý

P is the system, pressure, psia

AP is the pressure drop, in. H2 0

NTU is determined assumýing, ounterflow arrangement

Silution of EquatiOn 66, y'iel'ds Optimum, heat exchangetr weight ex-
press=ont- of the form

WHK = K. NTUI b, (68>

where K is a function of the ,ystem total pressure, carbon dioxide partial

pressure, and vehicle power penalty. The pressure drop in the optimum
heat exchanger system depends on the, NTU and a Constant, Kzx function of
the System pressure*

P = K2 NTU, in.. H2 . (69),

K| and K2 are listed in Table 16 for various cab-in conditions and a

vehicle power penafty of 0.2 ib per watt.

The subsystem heat exchanger weights corresponding to the cryogenic
oxygen"and nitrogen flows of Figures t3, 94, and 95havebeen calculated
from these expressions and are given in Figures 96, 97, and 98' for variOus
cabin conditions and cabin leakage rates.

3. Subsystem Equivalent Weight

in addition to the heat exchangers, several compOnents are integral
parts of ::he simple carbon dioxide freeze-out subsystem. Most of these
components ate shown in Figure 86; others not shown un the diagram are
the Valve-switching mechanism and the redundant valving used for safety
reasons wherever a valve seals the system against vacuum. For a typical
three-man subsystem, the weight of the system components, other than the
heat exchangers, is given in Table 17. The variabIe portion of the at-
cessory weight for the purpose of system analysis is taken as a function
of the number of creW members.i The we Igt of the actessorles is ex-
pressed by

WA = 5.11 3.715 r (70)

Other factors to be considered in computing the total subsystem

equivalent weight are the Water lost by sublimation to vacuum, the power
losses due to friction, and the use of the cooling capacity of the. gas
supply for tarbon dioxide removali



TABLE 16,

SIMPLE FREEZE-OUT SYSTEM OPTIMUM HEAT
EXCHANGER CHARACTERtS.TICS

ý(VEHrCLE POWER PENALTY: 0-.Z LB. PER WATT),

VALUES, OF KI:

HX INTU, b

System Pressure, psia 5 7 10 ]4..1

Carbon iOx(ide partial presSure, m- H,

7,6 0.0975 0.I126 0.I256 0.1551

5,7 0.1258 6.1,46 -0.164.350 2011

3.9.8 .0,1f83 0.21,05 0,2407 a0.;2969

VALUES OF K2:

AP= K2 NTU, in. H12 0

System Pressure, psia 5 7 10 1 -14.7

K2 0.11 0.144 0,182 0,i38
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TABLE 17

SIMPLE CARBON DIOXIDE FREEZE-OUT SUBSYSTEM ACCESSORY WEIGHT
(3-MAN SUBSYSTEM).

Component Weight, lb

Heat exchanger controf valves (12)** 4.2

Heat exchanger check valves (4) 1.2

Valve actuator and drive** 2.5,

Process air flow control valve 0.5

Sensor 0. 0:

Flow controller** 2.5,

Cryogenic fluid check valve 0.2

Pi~ping 0.4

Total Weight J- 11.6 1 b,

Doubled for safety

Fixed we ight component
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The rate of water exhausted from the system i-s shown, in Figure 91.
The power losses due to, friction can be calculated from the data of Table
1:6 for any cabin cond:ition. The loss in cooling, capacity of the gas
s6upply subsystem is on the order of 90 Btu pe6r lb of gas suppl i-ed to the
"dabin.

Since, the leakage rate of 6 space vehicle is, very d~ifficult to pre-
dict with any kind of accuracy, and since it will most certainly differ
greatly from one vehicle to the other of the same design, it is imprac-
t~icai to base the design of any vehicle system on this unknown parameter.
On the other hand,. the average oxygen metabolic use rate of the crew
members can be estimated and the freeze-out system safely designed to
operate on the crew metabolic oxygen Consumption. Variations in this use
ratee can be, adjusted by use of the inevitable leakage gas supply.

The total subsystem fixed weight is plotted ,in Figure 99 for two values
of the carbon dioxide partial pressure. The plot was prepared for a
vehicle power penalty of 0.2 lb per watt. The subsystem weight depends
somewhat On the value of the power penalty, since the heat exchanger opti-
mization procedure depends on this parameter. The heat exchanger weight
at other vehicle power penalties can easily be 4a'lCuflated noting that :i't
is proportional to the" factor (PP)o''•.

Discus.sions of Other Freeze-Out.Subsystems

A number of carbon dioxide removaT subsystems using freeze-out tech-
6niques are possible. Among them are the simple freeze-Out subsystem dis-"
cussed previously in which the heat sink is provided by an external coolt-
inhg loop. This system is particularly attractive if cryogenic hydrogeh
is kept aboard the vehicle for purposes other than atmosphere control.
Here, because of the danger of liquefying the process air, an intermedi-
ate heat transfer loop must be used. Helium is normally chosen as the
heat transport fluid between the hydrogen and the prOCeSs air stream.
The size and weight of the freeze-out heat exchanger depends. on the avail-
able heat sink as shown in Figure 40r,' However, numerous disadvahtages
offset this apparent advantage:'

a. Two additional heat exchangers are necessary for operation of
the heaFt transfer lobp.

b. A pump is required to circulate the heat teansport fluid,

c. The additional valves and controls of the heat transfer loop
decrease the reliability of the systemi

17.4
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Freeze-out subsystems with wa-ter removal are essentially limited to
short mission durations because of the cumulative weight of the water ex-
pelled overboard in the freeze-out process. Subsystems in which the
water frozen out is recovered are feasible; one of them is shown in, Figure
W Because of the high heat load involved in freezing the water (Figure
92) and because this heat is not recovered regenerative-Iy, the cryogenic
metabolic oxygen supply does not provide a heat sink of the needed capac-
ity for system operation. Even w'ith a reasonable cabin leakage rate, on
the order of 2 to 4 lb .per man-day, the total cryogenic gas supply to the
cabin is still not sufficient as a heat sink. Water recovery in freeze-
Out subsystems, therefore, necessitates the use of an external heat sink.
rn general, a heat sink of the size and' temperature required here will
be found only aboard vehicles where cryogenic hydrogen is stored' for chem-
ically fueled power generati-ng units. This inh i'tself limits the field of
apl: icat ion of the freeze-out subsystemw ith water recovery to missions
of short to moderate duration.

Thus, in a comparison of freeze-out subsystems with and without water
recovery, the wei'g'ht of recovered water must be balanced against the dif-
ference in hardware weight of the two systems. Other factors entering
the comparison are system complexity and reliabili'ty. For a typical case,
comparison on an equi'valent wei~ght bas..is i.s shown i'n Figure 101. The
ptlot was prenAred for a two-man system, a cabin pressure of 16 psia, and'
a carbon diOxi'de partial' pressure in the cab-in of 5.7 mm Hg. The carbon
dioxide removal subsystems cohsidered are the freeze-out subsystem wilth
Water recovery, the simple freeze-out subsystem with water overboard,
the molecular sieve subsysteib and the Ifithium hydroxide sbsySter cred~ted
for the water produced•. The comparson is made on 6e basis of a powk I
penafty of 0.2 lb per watt.

From this ptot, ft is evident that the slight advantale of the
freeze-out system at •isston durations over 10 days does not offset the
reelabilIty problems posed by the comptexity of the system. Ih addi•toh,
imolecufar sieve system state-of-thep'art is more advanced. The system
.as been shown workab~e, whereas .cohsiderable exper menatloi i's needed
tO assess the removal efficiencies and generai performance of tieeze-
out subsystems.

Moreover, tor mission durations in excess of about ikree weeks, it
is unlikely that cryogen•c hydrogte Wodid be stired aboard t6e veh, le
in quantities sUficeiiit to plovtde te heat sknk *e'Wired for water •e-

covery in a freeze-o0t system .

todcl Us ions

the simple freeze-out subsystem described I1n thils section has seveeai
drawbacks which impose severe resirlctilons on its use aboard space vehicles:

a. A iarge numhbee of valves ,is necessary foý cntthndOUs 'sysiefi
operation. •t~htof these valves seal the systemiaga§hsl the
ab6l.ehi vacUUM• aihiý ose a8 el eiablfliy IIobleh wkhih fiekces
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gr'Liatfy the, selection, of the freeZe-out subsystem in. preference to,
simpler systems such as. the, lithium hydroxi-de subsystem.

b'. I, The~ vehicle gas, supol y mustt be stored and del iv'ered' as a cryogeniýc
I iqu'ild-. As the6 heat sink requ'ired fo~r freeze-out u~ses, the heat of
evaporatiýon, Of these cry'ogdnic tliqulds, the del ivery line fro t
sto'rag.e vessels. must be well. i~nsUlrated; and' as short as, pos~silb'le-
This, introdut-es installatibm p'roiblems, i'n- ad'dlition t&' the cited di's-
advantar6s, a~ssociate~d with, the use &f po sthie-expols~ion type
dry'ogenic vessel's- , It should beý noted here that foer short mhissfon
dtiiati'ors, anrd I 1 ivid l'oad's less than' 10'0* fbey pos~itIVe-e)Ouis~ofnl
vesisels are somewha't heavi'er than' their jirdfdrý&O spercritilcal
dounfdrpart ; however,~ the f reeze-ourt sys-tem isý not here penat rzed
fr; thi's addedý qa!§ stor~aqe we~i!ht,

d. tomp'a ratiN& develo~pment r,&lfat ive Ia6toIli& t car bo-n-c i&x id(! re rnOva I
suxbsystemst rep'resentst a thi rd disadvantage& of the f reezeý-oot
suibsystem. The carborr dioxide removwaf eiffi'cineny of Vari'ous heat
transfer surfaes. rs§ not wet! knowfný atsdi informiation isr lackinq
NY' the field of heat trahrsfe'ýr to and from a stibfima:tvnq s'ofid:
1n -the anaf\/6!ýe-6cndicted hderejt was. a'ssumed that theý §U61 at ion

- 61 water and taehon dioxide' takers pface at, a rate itonsitent with'
the. rate 6i sol Id build-upr in the6 freeziýXng pas~sayes, of the heat ex-
t 6haner' tjif the' suifatifig pessif§ Werie hw~'h tlw- fhoft thef
f edelit-ouf ýYrdYe-Cssj addi't biwaf tyafges6 w~uld 6e ttecesarry w!ith I n
the heat 69tahyr at the tost of ictreafsed we&Iyht ahd addli1tiavll

tompare I t6ftd an eqwivallent weilght 6atk, wast eadey kwMýeter to
~esthe ie~tit of the freeze-btit 0uhsysrterri asý a' feans of atttf's-

phei6tl tarthdf dioxIIe tdhtrdl ahbdad spaite vehkltes The compari-
gdn iitially tbhgld~eed tht-duraitltbi missions ot, whfith wtite-
bdahate. it Uhfmtf5tantt 'the tlihftle freeze-bUt tUbtytteffijrioft penal-
lied fde the waiter evatuatted dve o~aedj )s tbrvipared with the 11th-
futh hydbxtde su6§yt~tem Utfng vehicle power penalty of 6i4 lb per
Wbtts j igute iog thw the fre~ee-but tubsysteth hi-ak-eveh mittldn
tithe f~ty va~lbUt t6Oi tuftdititybn bh the basis oyf weight, it ap-
peat§ that the ttuinpe fle";t6-but tubsyttem tah be ttiitdered toin-

titt &P11'-ZUN Alul fdI-IdItb.3 to dAy ati
tl hge t §etdute tit, t6e dkiidvi~tdye§ ttihetett inl the freete-tiut
§ubtystetfi$htiweveel this bfetaký-tvw tfiffe it iti ptittt mfuch high-
tp thah ghbwn,

the simlr~e eee tiu ystem hext wdt ~timpted tih a thedium-
dui-tijtjd ffissitiui b6sitk Here,ý the Pb~tiw pehalty used for the
bbtipd-tbh Wat M lb P&r wdtt, ahd while the feeie-tiut sub-
gysttem Wit PenAl lied frt~ the Watet- eVatuated iver~btard, the I lthl"
umn hydrdxlde subtyttehi wd§ treodite-d for the water genera~ted lb
the ýtA~tilbh; the Uttifltati field bf the Osilo-l freeoze-out
sU69StedhIl hi iti kh ~ th PIUd 0 hd 104 fh 1tii e ~tbh dl-
db,&id 00itldl OhtkUft bf Is6 ,IN dl hd cabin OetUrt tbf
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7' and 1'0 psi'a. Under these conditi'ons, the field of appli cation
of the freeze-out, system is practicai'ly non-existent. Since
the freeze-out system weight increases appreciably with a de-
creasingq carbon di'oxide partial pressure while the lithium
hydroxide subsystem weight is fairly constant, the relative
weight of the simple freeze-out system deteriorates at lower
carbon dioxi'de partial' pressures.

d. Heat si:nk problems al so are involved. Because of the size
of the heat sink required, relative to the large
amount of heat transferred in the exchanger, particul'ar care
in the design of the exchanger must be taken to reduce heat
conduction from the warm to the cold end. Moreover', insulationi
of the heat exchanger to prevent heat 'leaks from ambient poses
serious design problems, since any heat leaking into the heat
exchanger corresponds to an increase in the cryogenic 'heat
sink requirement of the subsystem.

CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL BY ELECTRODIALYSIS PROCESS

General

Efectrodialysis has been proposed as a practical means of control-
=~~~T 4[ngL., rL, uu,, dd u^u concent-rialtion Of -space vehiLeCoua uop=,.=I ing theC Cavuon U1 I 11le atmosphere.

This process appears very promising for long-duration m-issions in which
system reliability becomes a primary factor in system selection. Also,
since the process power requirements are high, its applicability is
necessarily limited to vehicles on which the power source specific weight
is relatively low, as for long-duration nuclear or solar power systems.

A schematic diagram of an electrodialysis cell illustrating the principle
of operation is shown in Figure 105. The ion exchange membranes are separ-
ated by beds of ion exchange resins; as indicated, the carbonate ions,
formed by reaction of carbon dioxide with the anionic exchange resin of
the bed, migrate toward the anode through the anionic exchange membrane.
On the other hand, hydrogen ions formed at the anode and migrating toward
the cathode encounter the carbonate ions in an adjacent cell, where water
and carbon dioxide gas is formed and discharged from the cell. In the

-' resin ,system, hydroxyl ions generated at the cathode are constantly re-
placing those reacting with carbon dioxide in the passages where air flows.
A large number of such cells are manifolded together. Small quantities
of hydrogen and oxygen are discharged at the cathode and at the anode re-
spectively.

Because the electrodialysis process is continuous compared to the
batch type process previously considered for the removal of carbon dioxide,
it offers the advantages of simplicity and reliability for long-duration
missions. Another advantage lies in the ease with which the carbon diox-
'ide removed can be recuperated for further processing.
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Performance Characteristics

At the present time carbon dioxide removal systems based on electro-
dialysis techniques are in the early stages of development. Little is
known about the performance characteristics of such systems;, the weight.,
size, and power requirements of the existing experimental cells should
be-improved considerably in the near future. The effect of total pressure,
operating temperature, and carbon dioxide partial pressure on cell desigh
is not well defined. In this report, the following. values, based on aL
literature search and information received from cell manufacturers, are
used to evaluate this system:

Power requirement: 117.8 watt per lb of carbon dioxide removed per day

Cell weight: 18.2 lb per lb of carbon dioxide removedý per day

Heat rejection: 302 Btu per hr per lb of carbon di.oxide removed per day

Hydrogen produced: 0.000444 lb per lb~of carbon dioxide removed per day

Oxygen produced: 0.003555 lb per lb of carbon dioxide removed per day

Net water consumptlon: 0.004 lb per lbr of carbonT dioxi~de- removed per day

Pressure drop through the cell: aAP = 5 in.. H20

A schematic diagram of a carbon dioxide removal subsystem using the
electrodialysis technique is shown in Figure 106. An estimate of the
weight of the accessories shown in listed in Table 18. The process air
flow through the system necessary for the removal of carbon dioxide at
the rate of 2.25 lb per man-day is the same as that calculated for the
molecular sieve subsystem and is shown in Figure 69.

Part of the heat generated within the cell is dissipated to the sur-
roundings; however, most of it is dumped into the gases flowing from the
cell. These gases are saturated with water vapor at cell outlet. A
considerable amount of water is, in this manner, dumped into the air pro-
cessed in the cell. An analysis of the cell operating temperature was
performed based on the ceil characteristics: listed above; 10 per cent of
the heat generated in the cell was assumed lost to the ambient atmos-
phere. In these conditions, the cell operating temperature was found to
vary between 120°F and 125 0 F, depending on the cell operating pressure.
.The amount of water carried by the air stream out of the cell is approx-
imately 13.8 lb per man-day, whatever the cell operating pressure.

Based on the above considerations, the performance characteristics
of the subsystem depicted in Figure 106 were estimated and are listed in
Table 19 for a one-man vehicle. The carbon dioxide removal rate was taken
as 2.25 lb per man-day, and the carbon dioxide was assumed completely re-
moved from the process .air as it flows through the electrodialysis cell.
The relative humi'di:ty of the air at cell inlet Was assumed to be 60 per
Scent1
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TABLE 18,

ELECTRODIALYIAI SUBS-Y'TEK4 ACCeSSORY' VEIGIT,

ompnentWei~ght, lb-

Air flow controll Valv 0.3

Water flo 16 ontrol Valvt4* 015'

Pressure regul'idtrs 1.

Check vafv~t

Sensor* .

TCO& 14;h ýdflb J
TdWe weiIi I gcessJ& 16

I~A,



TABLE 19

ELECTRODIALYSIS SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS,
(10 PSIA SUBSYSTEM)

Parameter Value

Weight 48.2 lb/man

• Power requirement 265 watts-/man

Cell operating temperature 125 0 F

Heat rejected to ambient 68 Btu/hr per man

Hydrogen production 0.001 lb/man-day

Oxygen production 0.008 lb/man-day

Water entrained by carbon dioxide. 0.208 lb/man-day

Water entrained by air 13.8 lb/man-day

Net cell water conSumption 12.66 lb/man-day J
Conclusions

Although. aCCurate cell weight and performance characteristics are
not available at the present time, the estimates listed in Table 19 are
based on the information presently available and will be used in subse-
quent sections of this report for integrated system analysis and com-
parison. As mentioned previously, several design factors and their in-
fluence on cell. design are unknown. Deterioration of the cell with usage
also is an unknown design parameter.

Carbon dioxide removal subsystems using the electrodialysis process
are, in their present state of development, much heavier than molecular
sieVe subsystems. Their power requirement also is much higher. However,
because of their simplicity and possible improvement with development, they
appear very attractive for long mission duration when the vehicle power
penalty is small and the oxygen is recovered from the carbon dioxide,
(Aeferenoe 6).
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SECTION VII

RECOVERY OF OXYGEN FROM CARBON DIOXIDE
BY HYbROGENATION TO WATER AND METHANE

GENERAL

For space vehicle missions of extended duratjon, it becomes essential
to recover oxygen from metabolically produced carbon dioxide. The first
step in this direction is based on the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide to
methane and water. This reaction also is called Sabatier reaction and ýis
described by the.quation:

CO2 + 4 H2 --- CH4 + 2 H20 (71)

The reaction with suitable catalyst yields high conversion efficiencies
at moderate temperatures. Tests conducted as part of Reference 5 have
shown conversion efficiencies on the order of 95 per cent at temperatures
of 610 0F. with a catalyst consisting of nickel deposited on ki'eselguhr.
These tests were conducted at atmospheric pressure;' at reduced pressures,
the conversion efficiency drops somewhat (85 per cent at 0'5 atmosphere,
as reported in Reference 5)

In Sabatier reactior, which is exothermic, 1600 Btu are liberated per
lb of carbon dioxide converted. This poses a problem of reactor design,
since the reaction is temperature-dependent. If the temperature of the
bed is excessive, the catallyst can be damaged, its life considerably re-
duced, and the conversion effected less efficiently. On the other hand,
if the temperature is too low, little conversion wil] occur. A bed design
used for experimentation with considerable success is- shown schematicall'y
in Figure 107. The heater is used only to initiate the process; once
started, the reaction is self-sustaining, with part of the heat of re-
action carried away by the outgoing process gas.

The largest part of the heat released, however, is conducted from
the bed through the fins and the insulation and dissipated to the ambient
atmosphere. Since the rate of heat released is low, this poses no problem,
Instead of being dumped to the atmosphere, this heat can be recovered for
useful purposes in the atmospheric control system. This aspect of the
reaction will be considered later. A catalytic: reactor of the type shown
in Figure 107 weighs about 3.0 lb for a three-man system. As will be
shoWn, this weight is small compared to the weight of Othe6r components;
a reactor weight of 1.0 lb per man will, therefore, be used in this section
to evaluate the system.

The heat liberated by'the reaction is available for use at other
locations in the atmospheric control system. This heat is available at
a relatively high temperature 'level (600 0F to 8000 F) and is of particular
interest for the desorption of the silica gel beds of the molecular sieve
system described in Section VI. Therefore, Usihg, the reactor as a heat
source in some other part of the system offers a double advantage: first,
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a reducti~on, Of the heat dumped into the vehicle cool] ing, system;. second,.
a saving in the system power requ-irerhent,. since heat a~t the temperature
level considered here. is usually generated by electricalI means.. The heat
fl1ow, rates i~n quest ion here, however,. a~re very small, and greet care in
packagi~ng; the whale atmospheric contro~l system is. necessary to. prevent
dl-Pssi~patio6n to, the ambient atmosphere.

Unader lýow' loading. conditions anid' good: bed' temperature control, the
catalyst 1 ife is estimatedý to- exceed: 4W,' hours'- (Reference 5').

For the conversion of 2.Z5' lb, per man-day of carbon diox(idt,ý Equation
It dof nes: the foll1owi ng; ra~teg.'

Hfydrogen c~nsumpti~n: 0.409 lb/man-day
P(6thane prroduction-' 6.816- lb/man-day
V4ater eVol'Ved: 1,6.41 lbi/man-day

At d6.hvefton effectiveness other than 1.0, Equation 71 is, written

to2, + 4 ff2 ýý' 'l -H 4 + 2"Z6r i~ + (i-TI) t62 + z('1)t (72Z)'

where riis the carbon dioxide conVersio6n effictiency.

Cin the Srabatier reaction1 oXygen is recovered from carbon dioxide
as water. Th-is Watter is noty in tefjavrusfai product on long-
durationi mis~sions hbwever1 by electrolysis the oxygen can be Iliberated
from this water for further use ii, the cabin. Alsoj the hydrogen gene'r-
ited in the electrolytit: prboess can be used as part of that required for'
the Sadbatioe reaction. Additional hydrogen It necessary for the mothan-
Stian process, since only two moles of hydrogen are produce-d by electro-6
lysis of the Water of reaction, While' four are required for the hy-
drogematlon process (see E4uation 1Ii) Fo~r long duration mitss~ont, the
storago ot cryogenic hydrogen for the Sabatier reacti;.on is impractical'i
the hydtogen balaiht6 is, therefbre, achieved by supplying the. electr-o-
I .ytic cell with additioni-al -water from the vehlicle Watert management sub- 4

An oxygen recbovey tUbsystemi featurin~g water elec trtolysis inh con-i
junttion With the 8abatier reaction is depicted schematically rin Figure
l084 A dktscus6o of the major' tbhpbhdhtt Of tho subsytteth followti

I; 0iectrolytlt tell

the heat generated in the electrolytic tell by the Inefficiency of-

heat Is dissipated from the cell itself to the surroundings; second, the

teafinldler Of this heat its used up In vaporizing water which it entrained
bj the outlet 'gases; Sicethesetto yese areý tatUrated with water at the
cell butlett the opterailng dtemperat~iUl bf thea tell is fixed mainly~ by the,

coll oprthny pressUre an by the heot leoklny from the- ttlh Th
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e-lectrolytic cell characteristics used here are the same as those reported
in Section IV, namely,

Power input: 117 watts per lb of oxygen per day

Cell weight: 18.,7 lb per l-b of oxygen per day

Heat generated. withi~n the cell: 74.5 Btu hr per lb of oxygen per day

Using, the above performance parameters, cell. operating tempera-
tures were estimated correspond'ing t, "-ssures of 7, 10, and 14.7 psia.
The heat disipated to the surroundings i-. taken as 10 per cent of the
heat generated in the cell. Temperatures oi 144, 1,59, and 165OF re-
spec-tively were estimated for the pressures listed., The amount of water
entrai~ned by the oxygen and hydrogen streams was calculated as practi-
callIy independent of the cell pressure and equal to 0.473 lb per lb of
oxygen and 7M58 lb per lb of hydrogen, or 1.546 lb per man-day entrained
in the oxygen stream and 3.10 lb per man-day entrained in the nydrogen

stream.

If the water carried by the oxygen stream is dumped into the cabin,
the load on the cabin humidity control system will be nearly doubled,
Since the oxygen' stream is saturated: wifth water at high temp-erature, it
is advatageous to liquefy this water before it reaches the cabin, Re-
moval of 1.i5 lb of the 1.546 lb per man-day entrained can be achieved by
coolIng the oxygen stream to 50 0 F.L

The water vapor carried by the hydrogen stream would greatly offset I
the Sabatier reaction equilibrium If piped to the catalytic reactor with
the hydrogen. It is estimated that less than 15 per cent of the carbon
dioxide could be converted under these conditlons. It is, therefore, Im-
perative to remove as much water as possible before the hydrogen enters
the rea-c-torj Cooling the hydrogen stream to 50OF and making possible the
separation as a liquid of 3,0 lb of water per man-day from this stream.

Removal of the heat dissipated -in-the electrolytic cell insi.tu would
reduce the amount of water carried by the oxygen and hydrogen streams;
however, the cell resiStanCe Would Increase considerably with a cofres-
ponding drop in cell effictency,

2i Catalytic. Reactor

The heat of reactilon, as mentiofied before, is available as a heat
source in some other part of the atmospheric control system; however, if
this heat is to be used, the reactor Itself and the lines carrying the
hot fluid from the reactor must be carefully Insulated. Here, since the
carbon dioxide reduction subsystem is considered by Itself) most of the
heat of reaction is assumed dissipated to the ambient atmosphere. The
methane and water vapor from the reactor are assumed to enter the cooler
condenser at a temperature of about 175 0 F.
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Subsystem Characteristics

1. Material and Heat Balance

Figure 109 shows the material balance for the carbon dioxide re-
duction subsystem of Figure 108. Also shown are the power requirement
and the heat loads generated within the subsystem. The-values g9iven are
for a 7-psia subsystem. In generat,'-the power requirement and heat loads
are practically independent of the operating pressure. Table 20-lists
the subsystem parameters of interest for operating pressures.of 7, 10,
and 14.7 psia.

.2. Subsystem Weight

The weight of the electrolytic cell of the subsystem shown in Figure
108 contributes more than three quarters of the total subsystem weight.
Since this weight is not known very accurately,. a detailed estimate of
the weight of other subsystem components is-hardlTy justified., The total
weight of the carbon dioxide reduction subsystem was estimated withthh3
In mind: Table 21 Is a list of the component weight showing a tota~l' sub-
system hardware weight of 77.7 lb per man-

3. Equivalent Subsystem Weight

An estimate of the total subsystem equivalent weight caný be calcu-
lated from the values of Tables 20 and 21. it can be expressed for a
10-psi:a subsystem by the equation

V 77,-7 N, + 2.05, (WTP) NT + -83WTN (PP).• 4 N (RP) (73)5

where N is the number of crew members

T is the mission duration, days

- (WTP) is the water tankage penalty, lb per:lb of water stored

(PP) Is the vehicle power penalty, lb per watt

(RP) Is the vehicle heat rejectiOn pe.alty, ib per Btu/hr

Obviously, since the recovery of oxygen is the function of the Sub-
system, It cannot be credited for the oxygen produced.

4. Subsystem Utilization

When the subsystem equivalent weight becomes smaller than the weight
of the oxygen supply required with no oxygen recoveryj the carbon dioxide
reduction subsystem becomes necessary for minimum overall: system Weight,
This occurs when the condition

WE =3.273 (OTP) NT (74)
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TABLE 20

CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS I

System Pressure,. psia 7 10 1-4.,7

Power requirement, watts/man 383 383 383

Heat load to surroundings, Btulhr-man 144 152 159ý

Heat load to cooling system
(50*F): Btu/hr-man 296 303 308

Net water requirement: lb/man-day 2.158 2.050 1.946

Carhon dioxide overboard: lbimanm-day 0.3375 0.225 O.1125

Water overboard: lb/man-day 0.0414 0.0249 0.0142

Oxygen supply to cabin: lb/man-day 3,273 3.273 3.2734
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TABLE. 211

CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT BREAKDOWN

Component Weight, lb/man

Electrolytic cell 6,1.1

02 stream cooler-condenser 0.65

H2 stream booaler-cond-enser - -..65 , -

02 stream water separator 0..5

H2 stream water separator 0.5

Reaction products cooler-condenser 1.1

React~ion products stream water separator 0.5

'Watrer pump- reser r !.5

Pump" actuator 1.0

Flow controller 3.0

Electrolytic cell control 1.2

Water flow control valve- 0.2

:Catalytic reactor 1.0

CO2 flow control valve 0.25

Cooler f.2

Subsystem pressure regulator (2) 0.7

Check valves (3) 0.6

Ducts- and piping 2.0

Total Weight 77.65
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is satisfied. Here, (OTP) is the oxygen tankage penilty. This equation
was solved for the following conditions:

Oxygen tankage penalty: 1.16 lb per Ib 02.

Water tankage penalty: 1.05 lb per lb H2 0:

Heat rejectlon penalty:, 0.04 lb/bttt

The resulting. mission duratJon plotted in Figure 110 against the vehicle
power penaltylgives the field of application of the subsystem on a weight
basis alone. Other considerations,, such as system simplicityrand relia-
birty, ... w" shift upward: the po-ot of Figure 1035.ý The: weight chargeable:
to carbon dioxide reduction would alrSoý be increased somewhat 'by integra-
tion with the atmospheric control subsystem.

Conclusions

Recovery of part of the metabolic oxygen by, reduction of the carbon -

dioxide offers the possibilityr of appreciable savings in weight -for long-
duration missions. The state of the art in the actual reduction process
I's fairly advanced; however, major problems associated With oxygen re-
covery subsystems remain,.

- The/'we~ght of the subsystem discussed in- this section is largely
dependent on the electrol-ytic cell weight and power requirement: any
Improvement in these two parameters wou-Id reduce considerably the duration
of the mission when carbon dioxide methanation becomes applicable.

Another problem area is the recOvery of the carbon dioxide from the
carbon dioxi-de management subsystem. If carbon dioxide is to be recovered
from the molecular sieve, two techniques can be used: the sieve can be
desorbed by use of a pump; however, a better technique would be to desorb
the sieve by flowing through it the hydrogen necessary for the reaction.
This necessitates heating of the sieve bed and also drying of the hydrogen.
generated in the electrolytic cell. A control problem also arises to
preserve the stoachiometrtc balance beteen the hydrogen and the carbon
dioxide.

The carbon dioxide reduction system is particularly attractive for
use in conjunction with carbon dioxide removal by the electrodialysts
process. Here, carbon dioxide is continuously removed from the process
air and fed to the methanation subsystem; thus, contrOl problems are
greatly simplified. However', as discussed previously, carbon dioxide
removal by electrodialysts process Is still in the early development stage-
and can only be accomplished presently at the cost of Very high system
weight and power requirement.

At the present time$ carbon dioxide methanation subsystems are appli-
cable to missions in excess of about !00 days' duration. It is felt that,
in the nearfuture, this value will be reduced considerably by thei de-
velopment of electrolytic cells and carbon diOxilde removal procests.
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SECTION VIII

TRACE CONTAMNANT N'ANMMENTW

GENERAL

Trace contaminants may' be expected- to occur Uiýi space cabins As a, result
6f the metaboli[c processes of the crew, vaporization, of insulating; and
pottingý materials tin etectron~ic equiprnent.,V6'at illization Of lubricants anid,
organic coat ings, anid' eakage of stored' materialls and' in-pirocess materi~als
f rom the equi pment. Codmbu'stionh proc~esses or overheiat ig ciýausedd by equilpmfent
mal,&funct i'on toufd' ravidil- gaie rte ag uatV e oftocgse. om
&f the possbible containant s are l isted' in Table, 22. The occdurrence andr the
ex-act amount 6f the contaminanits are impos~sible t6, preedict kased on. the p're-

- seiit7 tfAtd 6f ME aff. These factors dani be de'termfineid only by actual t~st-
F6 aboatd' V6ehlcles.; 6eVdn ifith, ftý accidentaf 6'nrtir f e~olflifnanitt
remain~s an UnknobWe p-arame~er.

V'are fus metd of cohri 6i these- c'n'taminantos' haVe been. tdns4&e66
Thed (methodds su0sted faff tinto sm'eerf1 efatslfef6fisy deiending 'Off the

raidied of t66 mia ad 6on 66rn fentV~f ofedetst 4io~s et flsfed

1. Aet Uiafed ca 6,df

4. Activafted ah~miftia

2.- d1xidiatlo iy sL'poerdxcle

6. bxidt oli by molybdMUMw diid tdfi~st~ii t~xdAW
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TABLE 22

P~OSSIBLE cONTAKI'rANTS OF SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE

ATllowable.
Contaminant Conicentration, PPM(

iKydrogen,4~ O

Carbon Mono)(ide 10

IKehand 5 10',

Ifydrogen- slffide 2

Ifydrogenv cyanf& 10

Aldehydest 6.5 to 200

Ketonts 50 to ZO0

iHvdroca rbofs 500 to6 1000

Hydrogens avvd haio~haittd oigootcs Oi.l to, M0

&Oone 0



II. Ions, Aerosols, and Particulate Matter

A. Filtration

B. Electrostatic precipitation

C. Ultrasonic agglomerat;ion

Activated charcoal has a high adsorption capacity for many of the
anticipated trace contami;nants. It adsorbs effectively the vapors of most
materials that are liquid at temperatures of OF or above. This classifi-
cation includes most of the toxic or odor-causing materials likely to be
present or generated in a space cabin. The major trace contaminants not
effectively adsorbed by activated carbon are hydrogen, methane, and' carbon
monoxide.

Although synthetic zeolites.are available which will adsorb hydrocar-
bons and other contaminants from the air, they have less capacity for these
materials than activated carbon. They do not adsorb hydrogen, carbon mon-
oxide, or methane effectively at r.oom temperature. Furthermore, since a
polar substance such as water displaces less polar materials from molecular
sieves, the process air flowing through the mo•ecular si2eves muist bet thr
oughly dry. Molecular sieves do not appear to offer as sattisfactory perform-e
ance as activated charcoal for the trace contaminant control system and,
therefOrewill not be discussed further.

Other solid adso-rbents for gases, such as silica gel and activated
a~umina, are7 much lesS ef~fecti~ve thah act iVated chaarcoat! for the adsorpt ion1
of the trace contaminants expected to occur in space cabins.

Low molecular weight contaminants which cannot be effectively adsorbed,
such as hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and methane, may be-.onvetted by cAtaltic
oxidation into other materials which are adsorbable or are non-toxic. The
best known catalyst for carbon monoxide and hydrogen oxidation is hopcalitej
a mixture of copper and manganese oxides. Hopcalite is an effective cata-
lyst for the oxidation of carbon monoxide and hydrogen at moderate tempera-
tures, but methane is only approximately 30 per cent oxid-ized at 750"F.
Recent work has demonstrated that other catalystsy tntably cobalt oxide and
palladium or alumina, .are more effective than hopcalite for oxidizing meth-
ane. The hopcalite catalyst was chosen for consideration in this analysis
because of the relatively greater amount of experience and information
aVailable for the newer materials. HoweVer, it is possible that improved
performance could be achieved with the use of other catalysts; this,
however, requires a comprehensive test program.

Other methods of oxidation have been considered, but the available
information does not indicate effectiveness comparable to hopcalite. Super-
oxides appear Of some value in oxidizing various odorous compounds.
Molybdenum and tungsten trioxides have demonstrated good ability to oxidize
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Ozone is ineffective in non-toxic concentra-
tions. Ultraviolet radiation does not seem practical for space vehicle
application because of its Power requirements and the associated ptoductlon
of undesirable compounds such as ozone.
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Fiberglass filters appear the most satisfactory means of removing aero-
sols and particulate matter. These contaminants may also be destroyed dutr-
ing "passage through the catalytic bu~rner. Bacteria are also destroyed, in a
catalytic burner and, in addition, are adsorbed by, activated charcoal1.

System Description

The trace contaminant control system considered most practical on the
basis of present experience consists of an activated charcoal canister and
a hopca'lite catalytic combustion bed with filters, valves, and piping. A
sketch of the proposed system I-s presented in Figure II1. The activated
charcoal, which adsorbs most of the organic, toxic,, and odoriferous impuri-
tieOs in the air, ifs contained as a hollow' cylinder w'ithin a canister. The
ai-rflow passes from the outside surface of the cyli~nder to the inside through
the one-inch-thick carbon layer. Figure 112 i-s a diagram of the activated
Carbon, canister.

A porti-on of the air coming- from the activated carbon adsorption bed is
piped through a heat exchanger andý an electrical heaaer in succession before
being, circulated through a hopcal ite bed. The temperatu're of the air enter-
i-ng the hopcalite bed is 7506F; the hot process air from the catalyst is
cooled by the' inComing ai:r in a regenerator before being' returned to the
main atmosphere control circui:t. In practice; the' regenerator,- heater, and

hopcalite bed can be integrated' as a' unit wl-th'tih a- sie canitster. Fi!'ters
are located at the outlet of each, unit to trap the particulate matter carried
by the air stiream.

The air circulated through the hopcal ite bed is first partly decontam-
inated in the charcoal bed io reduce the load' on tIe Catalytic bmuner, A
ftberglass filter is provided at the exit of the hopcalite bed tO insure
that no catalyst particles enter the process air. As the air processed
lon the burn-e- fi•returned to the maim air stream upstream of the fan, most
of it flows through the main charcoal bed before being returned to the
cabin.

System Anal ys is

Since little is known about the nature of contaminants and their produc-
t rionl rates within space vehicle cabins; assumptions form the basis for Systet
analysis. The following assumptions appear reasonable and should yield
system weight, which is somewhat high; hbwever, it is felt thatj as the
state Of the art progresses in the field of trace contaminant management,
lighter systems will be designed.

a. The cabin atmosphere available to each crew member Is 1425 fts.

b. No cigarette smoking is allowted.

c. The activated charcoal bed and hopcalite burner operates
cont inuousl y.

c. A volume of air eqUal to the cabirn volume is processed through
the charcoal bed evity hour.
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d. A volume of air equal to the cabin volume is processed through
the charcoal bed every hour.

e. The flow through the 'hopcal ite bed under normal conditions isý 5.21
ft3 per hour, corresponding to one cabin volume per day.

f, The activat, ed charcoal bed life is taken as six months,• and th
weight of activated charcoal requi-red in that period is. 1,0 lb
per man.

5. The" hopcali'te catalyst life is assumed indefinite, and the weight
of catalyst required for the emeirgency case i's taken as f,6 lb
per man.

considerable amounts of high-boil ing-point acidicy, odor-producing con-
taminants, are remOved from the process air stream in the humidity control
and the carbon dioxide management subsystems.- This stomewhat alleviates
the load on the. activated charcoal bed under both normal and emergency con-

,o dit Ions-,

One important factor in the design of the contaminant removal subsystem
is the trade-off between the regenerator weight and silze and the power
expnde4d 'M. 'h4aflnq the- proie-" al r thrihe .M hopc-alite bed to M5F

Ca•lculations performed on the weight of the regenerator show an optimum Sde'-'
sign at an effectiveness of about 90 per cent under normal condtilonS..
Obviouslyý, this value depends- on the actual design of the unit and also on
the vehicle power penalty, Here, a penalty of 6,2 1b per wt was used.,
the electrical power consumed by the uniit under. normal operat rng condftions
ft, §showf p 11ated finIi - u1[f~ I t3

The trace contaminant removal subsystem must be designed to handle a
normal contaminant production rate within the cabin, In addltlon, emergency
conditions in the case of a fire or electrOnic equipment breakdown must be
constidered. Two approaches to the solution of the emergency situation are:"
first, the contaminants can be disposed of by dumplng the cabin atmosphere
overboard; second, the system can be designed to process the air at~an
accelerated rate, The optimum solution will evidently be the result of a
trade-off study between the- additional system weight Incurred On designing
for emergency and the weight of the atmosphere dumped to Vaacuum, Because
it is impossible to predict emergency conditions, both means of contaminant
control will be made available to the cabin occupants, Figure 114i showing
the wtilght, of the gas contained in the cabin• is given for reference. The
hbptal !te unit is designed for very low pressure drop in normal operating
conditlons, and the air exhausted frtom the hopcal ite unit is returned to the
Mait atmosphere control loop upstream of the fan. Thus, in emergency condil
tih-s the flow through the hoptcalite unit can be fncreased considerably by
Using all the available pressure dropp

The electrical heater must also be designed with sufficient capacity
to maintain the temperature of the catalyst bed at 7500F. The additional
power used~in this case cannot be charged against the system, since I-ts
occurrence cannot be pedicted, and other nondessentia-| electrlcalt equipment
could be shut off duriefg the eergentcy period,
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An estimate of the subsystem weight is shown plotted in Figure 114 for
a cabin pessuire of 7 psia. The plot is given for a vehicle power penalty of
0.2 lb per watt of power consumed. The weight of the subsystem will, vary
siightly with the cabin pressure:;, however, in view of the assumptions used
in the design, it is felt that the plot of Figure 115 Is sufficiently accur-
ate for any cabin pressure.
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SECTION IX

LEAKAGE DETECTION AND REPAIR

The problem of leakage detection and repair in a space vehicle is
largely a problem of leakage detection, and a question of access to the
leakage area. The first requisite is, of course, to know that the leak
has occurred. For large leaks a noticeable drop in pressure will take
place and no special instrumentation is required to detect it. For inter-
mediate size leaks, perhaps the most satisfactory warning indicator will
be a, drop in the nitrogen partial pressure. This is more satisfactory
than a drop in the total pressure, since total pressure may vary somewhat
for different levels of crew activity or for heating or cooling of the
capsule. However, since it is not a part of -any of the metabolic pro-
cesses, the nitrogen tends to act somewhat as a trace gaS. A satisfactory.
nitrogen partial pressure sensor should be a good indicator of leakage.

On a long-range basis, even minor leaks not accountable by other
activity such as use of the airlock could be shown by a careful log of
gas inflow. The fundamental problem then is whether or not the space
vehicle walls are exposed or covered; that is, whether or not they are
access ible to the- astronauts. For acces•-a- .e wa Ills- or portions of • ]:I,,-
a number of ideas may be considered. For example, the wall could contain
a visual color indicator responding to- any leakage. The cabin oxygen
could react with a sublayer and cause a color change. The reactants caus-
ing a color change could be stored'in adjacent films or capsules, as in
som-n of the modern carbon papers, coming in contact only on puncture. A

A wall puncture could cause an imbalance on an electrical capacity
Gircuit, and, if this circuit were well subdivided for the small areas of
the walls, this would immediately localize the leakage region. If it
were feasible to go outside the vehicle to detect the ieak, numerous
oxygen-sensitive or possibly nitrogen-sensitive detectors could be used.
They could be ele~ctrical, electrochemicaly or chemical type, or they could
operate on a physical property of oxygen such as paramagnatiSm. If it is
possible for a man to go outside the vehicle, it should be quite easy to
detect location of leaks, and this may well prove the most.satisfactory
method for detecting smaller leaks difficult to determine internally. If
the capsule contains two solid walls Which could be broken up into iso-
lated sections, much like the watertight bulkheads on a ship, then it
might be possible to isolate the leak by checking pressure of each of
these sections. Possibly, too, a small amount of helium could be intro-
duCed in the cabin and then standard helium leak detectors utilized.

Once the leak has been found, a number of sealing techniques are
possible. The holes could be hand-sealed by the astronaut; solder, var-
nish, various plastics., or bonded patches could be used. However, it
would be desirable to have self-sealing walls, with hand-sealing used
only as a backup, or for large holes. For exa'ple, the tubeless tire
principle could be used, where a plastic coating would flowunder a
slight pressure and repair small leaks, The leaking air could react
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chemically with an exposed material and thus seal small holes. Also, self-

foaming plastic, containedý in small cells under pressure, could fill the
pu ctured area by foaming action if the cell is peoetrated.
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SECTION X'

ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL SYTEMSt

GENERAL

Bansed On the results of' the subsy'stem analy'ses performed inf the Ord-
ceding. sections of this teport,, complete spa-de v~hiclii atniosphe ControtI
sy'stems are described liltegrating' the fo'llow'lrig. sidbt/sidftus'

Gas supply'
Carbon dioxide management
Humidity' control,

Although gas suppl Iy is,, in general,o the heaViest subsystdrh,, the atmosA-
phere control system arrangement is affecdted C'A'i6 b9- the6 car6'ef d'i'6xidc
redifiVal subsy/stemn. Systems constidered are~ i~tirif6#6i isifi~d~ ty' iir6
diibh dioxide management Methods:

- L.i'th-ium hydroxi'de
Freeze-out technique
kIoleculat si'eve
0lec trod i'a ys is process
$Ioleculae si'eve and o xygen. eet6V,§y by ca~&i'66 dslrd M I616

tlecttodialysts, and oXygeh ecv~eiy by caAMo d~f6xid& hMiiY&dft

ini this section, fhýe above arpeic ~on'ftd s66'.ysem;S aeib des-
cribed. Schefifitc diclaffas sho~iin4 6'e ajr aW0meftf of 66e compon-eftfs Ahd
subsysteffs aee qf'veh In Fildts 016, 1`20, f28, 1`'33j. 134j atid 136. Thie

* sste 4Wifh, power redqurerhht, he6at ioad dh i6e v6ehice codilhv systemv
andý material bal'ance are' pr~eseinited th 0araMele #Hc . S&~i~titf dta-d
areq giveft to Miake pdosslie Ifte#ratio of the dt~ds6H'et ýdftei1 t~t~
wIdk th odici Veýifcie sy~tb, fia'Mey" Obb SdUi-t&ý JhijtVj~ Yid~~
waier Mhajaement syt6M~.

T1he gas sdoppiy stibsystdffi is alit~ ly heavWe tkativdi the d~tki dtfwvs-
0herI' control sU&S~ySterih. i tts weflyt, it hIdedd Ift the tWlputatidtt cif
total system WeIght, tefids to disguise the dbvedll ctikeiasttktfs tit aIi

Oaticul,!a system:. tFor this re~asw,. the dais stioly sU~systiti tliiti
zf~e excituded from t66 paraffettic data P~esented ~N this gbcrttdH. it should
ýe noted here that tie 46s suPPiy subsysteff is the S6166 fd Sil tihb steiwlf
~i.ýSd6ied, eXcekt wheh oxygeti is recovered fi-om tsrb66H dioxide by htethsh-

4tfon and carlon Jldoxide retwdved 6'N fi'eeze-dut.

By simp~le Iihsoectioh of th6 schghidtic didgi-a~it, It is tvidmit that(
several feafil~es are cdoh to~t 611 sysjteit . to s~hioilty the diewihottli
of e6ch dht of the systems alid to I-e;veht Uhhoiiectssýy i.~ttilliHS4 tkiisb

)diif 2)3htSh elviJ6tw

fl1



Gas- Supply' gubsyttem

The prefefrred gas supplyi sub~system fa6r space! veh~icleý applIicat ion, uses
supercritical storage qf gases. at cryaogenik temperatures- ('See- Sec-tion IV')--
This- subsyt~tem is incorporated- in. a-ll. the; atmospheriýc control sy~stems, con-,
W'idered- here, except when carbon. dldiodde Cs. removed: by, freeze-oýut Process.-

frn this, case, subcriticatl storage, witith. pos~itiv'e expultsion is- necessary' to,
rOtvide the' heat s-ink requrired for freeze6-out. Ther syttems- fea'turting, oxy1-

gen, recovery' from carbanv d4oxide- by methanatiiion, requ~ire lyd'roqen, for this-
Orc6css,; storage- of hydrogen as, A, cryogeniPc fluild for lonj duration is-
i'tff~acti-Fcal;. in ths case-y h~ydvogen' is-! produced by eldetrolysis, of water.-
the, oxygen, genera-tt& iin the pr~cess- iis- used iin the cabin-. The pertinhent
characteristics- of the gas- supp'1y 5-sa"ystems are given, in- gect~ori- IVI.

11anti~ty' gages- art i'nstaFiec% in- the, cain, shoovinq the amount of oxyý-
§66,k and n'itrogen' left in, ther storage Vtssets. Th-is it; done by dens ity'
MeAsiir~ftn-t in' th-e dattr of supercritical storage vetsses.- Subcritical
tt&ra4 vetssel qUa0thy measureme~tt are estimated fromw tht pressuriz Ing
0mý st~orage prestures

UelVerty of oXy~tew froui the storage Vessel it~ controlled by the oky-
160~ par t Ia-1 pressurt et fin e aefrifln, and the tabin' total Or~ssurt is Usied to
Atodufalte th*' flow if~ft the vVI'tr~oryn !torgi* t~ik.-

fhe OvtraOer tate of flaW froM the *t~orEfg Atssel is measured anid
tdmavslted givid cabiti leaktot rafte Ofiimol aft el hstrtemt tlirisi tko tabi,~ hi

in dll the, atmtospert contital systtms confidered, cabin humid~ity
cdfittrol Is effete~d by codler-conhdenser process With sUbsequenit separ-
ationv of the Water afts a11401ud, Wti titchnique it discussed in detail.
Ili ~etibn V, Wheret the subsysteM characteristics are qiVen paeametri.-
tiily, ini sc'mt systems described later, several coole6r-condenstr-sey-
aeott orae6 used to conitrol the milsture content of different gjas streams.

tabiti Oelatve hUtwidity heasurement Is used to control the coolant.
floW tio thd tblJr-ctdhidetsr, This mvodulates the pricess air te"peratture
ait the oUtlet of the ct~Per a hd the late of conidensation of the water
VCJpdt;

the liquid sepdeatbd fewn the Oeotiii tit I~ - ituhemd to thii oehitli
Watio MaahegiotA tsistm.

TI-ace tOh~tdMlhAht IKehowAl Subsyte

Ahothte featUle canunoh to illý theý systems conisidiered is the tiemovail
df ted-ae cohtd1OhAhtt by Ofiiculathin cabi, aisl theough ah ActiVatid that-
tbal, beW. IPirtO thit flo bWit thih dl~ecittd td A hbpta-l tig Uhlt tbhtlst-
IN~U A~ ebhbeAtWj blbttrit liatott ohd hbotalito tataivitt bed Wheiet



low boi'l ing point contaminants are oxidized. The flow from the hopcal .ite
burner i2s returned to, the system fan inlet for two reasons: first, the
Oxidization products from the hopcalite unit are themselves contaminants,
and second, in case of emergency, the flow through the hopcalite &dnit can
be increased considerably by manual ly opening:. the circuit flow' control
valv6. All the pressure differential across the fan is then available to
itrculate cabirn gas through the unit. A discussion of1 this subsystem and-

parametric data is given in Section VIII.

Redundancy for Safety and Rel iabi I i ty

In all the systems considered, two fans are installed in parallel tor
insure the flow through the atmospheric control system. Each fan can handli
all the flow. For missions of ltOng durat-VO,, thiree faas are used in the
SyS tem.

Valves sealing the system against vaCuum are aIso redundant for safety'
an[ trel iabi I ity reasons.

The system Studies were conducted for the folli'owinq data assumptions

odefining cabin conditions and crew average metabolic processes:

Cabi'n temperature: 70oF
Cabin relative humidity: 60%
Cabin pressure: 5 to 14.7 psia
tCarbon dioxide prOductiOn rate: 2.25 lb/man-day

- XflY,"ei nnmmttm n lb/man-day
SVater evolved in respiration and perspiration: 2.2 fb/man-day
Cabin oxygen partial pressure: (see Figq re 4)
Cabin caerbon dioxide partial pressure: 3.8 to 1.6 6Au H
Leakage of carbon dioxide from the- cabin: negligible
Leakage of water from the cabin: negligible j

these assumptions are common to alI the systems analyzed; other assumtptions
applicable to patticular systems are discussed with the system descriptions
and analyseS.

t The wei~ghts plotted in this sectbion are not a true criltrion for sys-
tem €onparis6o. The other parameters relating the atmospherti control sys-
teM to other vehicle systems must be considered to establish the relative
merits of the Various atmospherit control systems.

Thermal control of the cabin attosphere and ecLuipmtent is not considered
in this report; howeveoj it should be pointed out that part of the heat gener-
sted in the cabin is removed from the process air flow necessary for atmnospheric
toMpbsltioH control. First, the water vapor produced by the cabin occupants,
through respiration and perspiration, is condensed in the atmospheric control
"isysteni. Secondj the process air is, in gaeneral, returned to the cabin at a

tempratre ower than tht cabini air temterature, Thliedj the cryogentic gigs
Supply provides a hieet sihk whith' must bt tonsidemed in the overtall vth~i-tie
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LITHIUM HYDROXIDE ATMOSPHERI.C CONTROL SYSTEM

General

This system, as seen from Figure 85,. is applicable to mission durations
up to, 30' days, depending on the cabin pressure and the allowable& carbon dio-
Xide Concentration in the cab-in. The main advantage of th-is system,, other
than weight, is i.ts great s impi icity and reliability'. AIso, it is the m6st
advanced in the state of the art.

Sys•tem Descr i pt ion

The Syý-temn, shown schematically in Figure 116,, uses supercritical stor-
age of oxygen and nitrogen for metabolic and leakage make-up gas supply to,
the cabin. Humidity control is effected by cooler-condenser-separator tech-
nique4. Trace Contaminants are removed by activated charcoal adsorption and
by catalytic oxidation in a hopcalite bed. Carbon dioxide is removed by
adsorption in two lithium hydroxide beds. This subsystem arrangement is
discussed in Section V of thi~s report.

The flow through the system is. clearly indicated o6 the system diagram.
The carbon dioxid6 partial pressure in the. cabin is used to control- indirectly
the fltow .... h .t ; u-r' xmde can i'sters

The humidity control is effected downstream of the lrithium hydrOxid*
beds to remove the water evOlved in the carbon dioxide adsorption proress
without increasing the flow through the systemi.

System Characteri'sties

1, Ideight

An estimate of the weight of the complete system, exclusive of the gas
suppiy subsystem, is ShoWn in Figure 117 plotted against mission duration
#or one- to five-man Vehicles. Slight variations in Weight, due to cakiin
pressure and carbon dioxide partial pressure in r.the cabin, are not shodk,

2. Power Recquirement

Figure 118 is a plot of the system power requirement against the cabin
pressure. Small deviations due to carbon dioxide partial pressure in the
cabin and number of creW tembber are neglected. The plot showil here In-
cludes the power necessary for loop tbonhtrol

3. Heat Load

The heat rejected to the vehicle cool ihg system through the cooldr-
condenser is plotted in Figure fi19. Here, it is assume4 that all the power
Input to the system, including the power expended for loop controi, is
dumped into the process air stream and removed at the cooler-condenser.
it should be noted that the air returning to the cabin from the cooler-
cbndenser is saturated with water at 450P) While the process air from the
cibih: eht:rs the systemi at !DIF and 60 Per cent reAat t.ve humidity.

21.6
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4ý Material Bilance

The atmospheric control system removes carbon dioxide from the cabin
atmosphere at the rate of 2.25 lb per man-day and water vapor at the: rate,
of 2.2 lb per man-day. Liquid water separated from the proces., a-ir is,
returned to the water management system at the rate. Of 2.92 lb per man-
day,.

FREEZE-OUT ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL SYSTEM

General

Freeze-out processes, although relatively undeveloped, appear pro-
mising as a means'of carbon dioxide removal. However, the. water evaCuated
overboard limits the field of application of simple freeze-out systems to
short-duration missions., System reliability is consdiderably less than for
other short-duration Systems using chem-ical processes.

System Description

The system uses a simple freeze-out heat exchanger where carbon dio-
xide and moisture are frozen and subsequent.ly evacuated overboard in a
regenerative manner. Figure t20 is a schmatic dI .ag.ra. m, of th- sytm .a
ing the component arrangement and the process gas. flow through the system.

Subcritical Stora~geof atmospheriC gases with positive expulsion is
used here to provide the heat sink required for the freeze-out process.,

The oxygen and nitrogen vessels are pressurized from two separate
- - helium bottles. This greal!y simplifies quantity measurements, and no

weight penalty is incurred by the use of two bottles, other than the pres-
i ~SUrizing subsystem accessofy weight.

The liquid oxygen flow fromo the tank is regulated by the oxygen par-
tial pressure in the cabinj and the liquid nitrogen flow is controlled by
the cabin total pressure.

Moisture from the process gas is removed in a cooler-condenser-sep-
arator subsystem upstream of the freeze-out heat exchanger to reduce the heat
load on this exchanger and also to reduce to a minimum the amount of water
evacuated overboard. Trace contaminant removal is achieved by activated
charcoal adsorption and catalytic oxidation in a hopcalite bed.

Operation of the carbon dioxide freeze-out heat exchanger is control-
lid as follows: the flow of cabin air is modulated by the carbon dioxide
partial pressure in the cabin. The Valve switching mechanism is activated
when the pressure drop of the process air flowing through the exchanger
exceeds a preset value. This occurs when the heat exchanger passages where
freezing occurs become blocked by deposited solids. The flow of cryogenic
liquids, oxygen, and nitrogen to the freeze-out heat.exchanger is controlled
by the temperature of the process gas at the heat exchanger outlet. The
excess cryogenic liquid delivered from the storage vessels is, dumped into the
process air retuthing to, the cabin.

' 220
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System Characteristics

I. Weight

The weight of the system is plotted against the carbon dioxide partial
pressure in the cabin in Figures 121 and 122 for two values of the cabin
pressure: 7 and 10 psia. This weight estimate was based on a cabin leakage
rate of 2.5 lb per man-day, Thins. value seems reasonably conservative forshort-duration mission veh-icles where the: simple freeze-out system applies.

2. Power Requirement

Figure 123 gives a plot of the system power requirement on a one-man
basis. Power is, plotted as a function of the cabin total pressure for a
range of carbon dioxide parttial, pressures, The smalTl variations due to
the number of crew members are neglected,

S- Heat Load,,

The heat rejected to the vehicle cooling system at the cooler-condenser
is plotted in Figure 124. The process air at cooler-condenser outlet is
taken as 45 0 F. The cryogenic heat sink required for the freezing process
iS- provided by the fIowr of 4.5 lb per manA of l i-quid oxygeh and nitrogen
from the subcritical vessels; this corresponds to a heat sink of approXi-
mately 26.1 Btu per man-hr at a temperature on the order 6f 2256R. More
accurate values are given in Section V- where freeze-out subsystems ate
discussed.-

4. Material Balance

Carbon dioxide is removed from the process air and evacuated overboard
at the average rate of 2.25 lb per man-day. Part of the water vapor pro-
duced in the cabin at the rate of 2.2 lb per man-day is frozen in the carbon
dioxide removal process and evacuated overboard with the carbon dioxide. The
rate of water lost in this manner is plotted in Figure 125 as a function of
the carbon dioxide partial pressure in the cabin. This water is not recov-
ered by the water management subsystem; however, the flow through the humid-
ity control subsystem is considerably reduced, since complete water removal
is effected in the freeze-out heat exchanger. Calculations were performed
to determine the amount of water carried by the process air required for
carbon dioxide removal. This is plotted in Figure 126 as a function of the
cabin relative humidity for a cabin temperature of 70 0 F. This plot shows
that at low carbon dioxide partial pressure, water is removed from the air
stream at such a rate that the cabin relative humidity cannot be kept at
60' per cent. Tho amount of water removed inrthe cooler-condenser and returned
to the Vehicle Water management system is plotted in Figure 127 for.the cabin
relative humidity shown in Figure 126 (60 per cent maximum).
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MOLECULAR SIEVE ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL SYSTEM

General

For missions of moderate to long duration,, molecular sieve atmospheric
control systems presently appear the most attractive means of control Iing.
space vehicle atmospheric compositions. The system, however,. is. comp.lex
and incorporates a large number of valves.,which makes. It unreliable, espec-
ially for lOng-duration mitssions. This stets. from ther cyclic narture of the,
adsorption-desorptioni processeds of the dessicant and. mrolecular sieve beds..

System Descript ion

The system is Shlmn schematically in Figure 128.. Both oxygen and
n nitrogen are stored supercritical ly cabin humidity i's controlled byi the
4ooler-condenser-separator process; trace- contaminant removal, isý effected
in activated charcoal and hoptalite catalyst beds.

The carbon dioxide removal subsystem is basically; that described in
Section VI of this report. A cooler is. shown on the, switching silica gel
beds-. Its purpose is tod cool the beds between the desorption and. adsorption
CyCles to prevent poisoning of the molecular s~ieve- -y! water entreined through
the desiccant at the beginning of each cycl.

The valve-actuating mechanism of the Silica gel bed arrangement is. acti-

vated when the water partial pressure at the desiccant bed: outlet reaches a
fixed preset value. Srimilarly, cycling of the- molecular sieve beds is con-
trol led by- the carbon dioxide partial pressure at the molecular sieve outlet.

For safety, three fans are used in the main system and in the carbon
dioxide removal subsystem. All: the valves controlling. the fl w through; thet
m6olecular sieve beds seal the system against vAdUuAmandare redundant. A
c4mplete analysis of the carbonf dioxide management subsystem is giiven ia
Section VT of this report.,

System Character ist is-

i. Weight

The weight of the system shown in Figure 128 is ai function of alli4 the
cabin parameters and of the number of men aboard the vehicle. An, estimate
of the system weight is. plotted in Figure 129 as a, function of the number
of crew members. The plot was prepared fora carbon dioxide partial pres-
sure in the cabin of 5.7 ndn Hg and ar cabin pressure of 7 psia.- The system,
weight is sl ightly dependent on the carbon dioxide partial pressure. The.
analyses of Section VI shows' a carbon dioxide removal subsymstem hardware:
weight variation of approximately 10 per cent When the, carbon diokiC&e par-
tial pressure varites, from 1.8 to 7.6, r", Hg. ThiFs cOrresponds to a system,
w4iight var iation of about 5 per cent,
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1lfe s"term total! pte• requ, ritremat is shomm fin Frigure 1130 pllotted ver-
sms the cabiim pressure for warris carbom driowide partial pressures in the
Caiim. •thie110ttws prepared for a out-m system. Small variations for
the mm•nerr of crew ro mamlers nere igmared.

HIffeat ris du~mped fraom thle attnopifrric coa~ling syhstem rinto the vehicl~e
co11 ilms sy/stem at thfrIee, Ilocatia~ms f rirst,9 thiroujLm the ol--ies
Wkere, the Frocess a Dir ijs aswrnme& coolledi to 4r5'iF secandý, through the cooler
mgbmrenm ofF the mollecular sieve bed, Where the aTir temperature is dropped
to 569F; tilnird), rim the sil P ice Sell bed c11oling, process betmeen the desorp-
tiam amd tihe adsogrption cycles. The total anoint of heat rejected to the
ehicie'* c=•ooglim system at these three locatlens is plotted rin Figwre 131

as a fwmctLiar Of t1he carbon dlioKide partial presswure in the cabin.

lHlleat aliso is carried to tyhe scabin from the hot air discharged" from
the carbonm iiide n~mangeent sbsystam. This amount of heat, calculated
as the difference between the subspstem heat content at utlet and inlet,
is sibomm plotted in Figuere 132.

These plots are based ca a"wage values and do not take into account
the transient nature of the cycle; mainmi heat loads in am actual system
Sare kigher them sham here.

4. iMterial Balance
T

Carbon dicuide is removed from the cabin atmosphere and evacuated
overboard at the rate of 2.25 lb per man-day. Mater vapor generated- in
the cabin is condensed, separated from the process air as a liquid, and
returned to the vehicle water mnagemnt system at the rate of 2.2 lb per

EL•CIR9•IALVSIS CELL ANT MElRIC CWIIltOL SYSTEM

System Description

Carbon diacide removal by electrodialysis has been discussed in Sectioni
VI of this report. An a phberic control system using this technique is
sham schematically in Figure 133. The system uses supercritical storage
of atmospberic gases, bumidity control by cooler-condenser-separator pro-
cess, and trace contaminant management by activated carbon and hopcal ite

-catalyst. The. system 5is CSOItialIy for 1cn-daration missions because
of its high pomr requirent and high specific weight; therefore, three
fans are installed in parallel to insure process air flow through the
system.

liumidity control is effected doustream of theeiectrodialysis cell,
because the air processed in the cell is saturated with water vapor at cell
outlet. This moisture is r-mee- in the sme coolir-candenser-separator as
the humidity fram the cabin. 4
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The processý a~ir flow tothe cell1 is ind-irectly control led, by the- carbon
d-ioxide Partial pressure in the cablin.- Th-wtr 0lw tte ei smd
ulated by; the amount of air processed In- the-cl, i~tsý re.ati~ve- humdi~lty, -

anid. the cell operating, tempe~rature.ý

SyterCac ateristics,

9y) far, the- heaviest subsystem (extludIng gas Storage) of the: atmos-
pO'eric contr'ol system depicted in Figure l33ý is the electrod~ia-lysis carbon
d'ioxide removal subsystem.- It ~dopris~eg about 7-5- per cent- lof the- total1
system weight.ý Similarly,,, the other characterisýti~cs of the 6electrodi'alysis.
c1*11 f ar outweigh thos6 of the- other, subs-ystems.. Since the. electrodialysi~s
ceJll parameters cannot be estimated- accuratelyi, onl1y, rough estimates. of the
&6vtral]l system character~istics Can! be made. The atmospheri~c control s-y~stem,
pdrame~tders of interest are listed. on a, one-man. basis in. Tab~le Z5. Theý car-
ýbon d*ioxid-6 remov'al, subsystemý parametersý vsed: here- are g-iven i~n Section V1i.-

A~TMOSPHERIC CONTROL BY' PM)E(WlLA SI-EV WrH (ARBONi DrIOXIDE MtTHANMT-rOW

tystemf D6esription

-For long-du'ration- miss-ions' (in extess. of M00 days'),y recovery of oxygen,
from the carbon dioxide produted, 6y res~piiration becomes a, necessity.- A
complete artmos~pheric controlý system, in which. the carbon, d'ioxi'de Is, removed"
by moledcular sidve adsorptiomy redov'eredy and reduced to methane- with- hyd'ro-
ger4. is. showen schematicafl-y int Figure 1U. This, system Is- bas-ica'l~y the same
at. the molteculiar sievde syttem- described previouvly with- three adrditi~onal-

leeaure. Fistthe carbon dioxilde is, recovered from the aolecular sieve,
instead of bei~ng evacuated overboard'. Second, the hydrogen neccessar y for
metfianat ion of~ the, carbonf dioxide is, produced by water, electralysis; the
efectrfo~tic cell isý alsor used as, an oxygenr supply for the cabi4n. Third,
6he system Incorporates; a catailytic reactor where the methanat ioh- processý
takes! place. The methanation tubsyt-temw incorporating aft electrolytic cell
is, desribed and discussed In Section MeU flerey only the' Integration
aspec6ttof the subsys-temsý Is discussed.

Syste oprtf s asfowý5-es: hydrogen produced by Water electro-

tys-it is first circulated and cooled In- a cooler-condenser-separator unit.
Mott of the moisture carried by the stream, is condensed, separated, and
reeturned to the vehvicle water managem-ent system. The hydrogen stream is

-futhet dried by ffowing it thirough a silica- get bed. It is then used to
desorb the *off-stream" molecular sieve bed. The mixture of carbon dioxide
And hydrogen exhausting from the, bed is introduced itrs the catalytic re~ictor
*her Iehnto tae pae Part of the heat of reaction leaks through
0he reactor Waill Into the molecular sieve bed to make possible the desorp-
tiorl process.- The hot !Yasts EýXhausftedl from tib reactor are- coofied b~y the,
incominig hydrogen and piped to a cooleor-condeuiser -separator Unit Wh~fe the
*6ate of r~teatioft it recovered and rdtrirnd to the Water manteiq6*umt tiib-



TABLE 23

ELECTROD•IALYSIS. CELL ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTER ISTrCS
(10' PSIA SYSTEM),

Parameter Va I ue

Wrh:t 62 l7b,/man

Power requirement 3IO watts/man

Heat. load on, the vehicle cooll Ftr: system 900 Btu/hr-man

Heat rejrected' to, ambient 68 Btu,/hr-man

Temperature of process air at system outlet 45 0 F (sat. with H2 0),

Water returned to vehicle water management system 14.2 lb/man-day

RWydrogen, overboard O. 001 lb/man-day

-'Carbon: dioxide overboard 2.25 lb/man-day

Water overboard 0.208 lb/man-day

Oxygen product ion 0.008 1b/man-day

Water required for system operation from
vehicle water management system 12.20 lb/man-day
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The catalyti-c reactor is built into. the molecular sieve bed. In this
manner, the temperature of the catalyst. bed. can be maintained at a reasonably
low level by, allowing most of the *heat of reaction toý leak out. Fins- are
used to. carry the heat of reaction to the, sieve and to increase the contact
area between the.heat source and, the:molecular sieve pellets.

Heating. elements are provided within the molecular sieve bed to insure
desorption at the start of operation and to mai'ntain stoichiometric composi-
tion of the mixture entering the methanation reactor. To, initiate the meth-
'anation process, a start-up heater al'so is provided within the catal!ytic
reactor.

The valves controlling the hydrogen flow path into the molecular sieve.
beds are actuated by the same mechanism operating the process a'i'r fltow, vaives.
darboh dioxide partial pressure at sieve outlet signals valve switching'0  The
hydrogen dryi'ng sili:ca gel bed valves are sWitched when the moisture cOntent
of the' hydrogen stream reaches a preset val.ue. The•i1 ica get bed' is desorbed
by hot ai~r from the main atmospheric control' system.

The flow' of hydrogen to the methanati~on circdit is regu-l'ated' by the
amount of hyd'rogen and carbon dioxide present in the gases exhausted' from
the catalyti'c reactor. If thFs stream is hydrogen-rich, the hyd'rogen flow'
is reduced and the pressu're inside the electrolytic cell' builds up. The
power and Water inputs to the cell also are reduced when the cell Operatinh
pressure reaches a maximum val'e. if the gases at reactor odtlet are cafabo
dioxid'e-rich, the hydtogen. fl'* is ihncreased witha co'frespoiiig ice as•

1p-e and Water inputs Id the eiec olytic el,.

System Characteristics

i. Vitei4h t

The weight of the electrolytic cell of.the system shown in Figure 134
comprises mote than half of the total systeý weight. Thus, the effect of
parameters such as cabin pressure and carbon dioxide partial pressure can
6e ignoted, since the electrolytic cell weight cannot be predicted accura-
ftely. An estimate of the system weight Was made Using a cell weight-of
18.7 lb per lb of oxygen peOt daY produced; the corresponding system Weight,
exclusive of the gas supply s1'sys6e6h is theh estimated at Jio lb e'P iMah

2. Power Requiremeit

The system total power requirement was computed from the, subsystem
parametric data given ih preceding sections. FigUte 135 is a'plot of the
power reqhuired for system operatioh. Again, the pOwer input tW the etec-ti-
lytic cell fat outWeeghs thakt of the est ot the systemi ti hiis Odt) the
power necessary for molecUlat sieve deStdotioH1 was he§Jectie.

3. Heat Reiection Load

The amount of eat ýtejec-ted to the vehcide cttbdii systti OW tht

athlospheric cohtl sysftei ls~estli~tedf io e LabOUt 75ýtu* f ~h2 h3ai.
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Heat also, is, dumped from the system to the. surroundings, at the rate of
about 50( Btu/hr per man. The he'at generatedd w-ithin the carbon- dioxide,
removal subsystem and carried: to the cabi:n by the process ai r ifs shown -
p~lotted in Pi-gure 82.

4. Iraterial Balance

rn Table 24 are isted data pertinent to, the system material balance.
A large amount of water is circulated to and from the water management
system. This water is pumped' into the electrolytic cell where part of it
is, converted into hydrogen and oxygen; a larger portion of it, however, is

entrai-ned by the gases, produced in the, cell and subsequently condensed
and Separated from these streams to be returned to the vehicle water man-
agement subsystem.

ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL SYSTEM BY ELECTRODIALYSIS PROCESS VITHI OXYGEN RECOVERY

SyS-tem Descr ipt ion

This, system offers the advantage of great simplicity over the mole-
cular sieve system with oxygen recovery discussed previously. This stems
-from the fact that carbon dioxide removal by electrodialyss is& a con-thn-.
uous proCess, compared to the cyclic type of operation of the moleculIar
sieve System, Figure 156 is a systcia schematic diagram. The basic system
has been described before; the only addition here is the methanation sub-
System. This subsystem has. also been described previously in Section VII.
Integration of the carbon dioxide removal and carbon dioxide reduction
subSystem presents no problems,.as seen from the system diagram. As shown,
the electrolytic cell is c'rntrolled by the carbon dioxide flow from the
eflecttodialysis cell. 14ost of the heat generated in the methanation pro-
eeS- i- dissAiaeted to the surrouiAdingsf and contributes to the load on the
vehicle thermal management SySem,

tystem Characteristics

The weight, power consumption, and effectiveness of the two major
compOnents of this system are not well-known at present, and only a rough
estitm.te of the system characteristics can be made. Table 25 lists the
p•etin.ent system paramter5i and material balance data.

*1
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TABLE 24

ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL BY MOLECULAR SIEVE
WITH CARBON DIOXIDE METHANATION

SYSTEM MATERIAL BALANCE

Flow Rate,.
Parameter lb/man-day

Oxygen production 3.273

H2 0 from water management system 8.275

H 0 to water management system 8.42
2

H2 0 overboard 0.025

CO2 overboard 0.225

H2 overboard 0.041

CH,4 overboard 0.736
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7/, TABLE 25

ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL SYSTEM BY ELECTRODIALYSIS
WITH OXYGEN RECOVERY

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

.. Parameter Value

Weight 135 lb/man

Power requirement 710 watts/man

Heat rejection to vehicle cooling system (45-50 0 F) 1200 Btu/hr-man

Heat rejection to ambient 220 Btu/hr-man

Oxygen production 3.281 lb/man-day

Water consumption (from water management system) 20.28 lb/man-day

Water to water management system 20.42 lb/man-day

Carbon dioxide overboard 0.225 lb/man-day

Methane overboard 0.736 lb/man-day

Water overboard 0.0300 lb/man-day

Hydrogen overboard 0.0409 lb/man-day
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SECTION XI

CONCLUSIONS

In this report, analyses of the various subsyst';ms,, which are integral
parts of complete at:,p,,pheric control systems, were performed. Parametric
data~were given, and subsystems that perform particular functions were com-
pared on an equivalent weight basis. The parameters introduced in the con-
cept of equivalent weo~hr were the subsystem hardware weight, power consump-
tion, heat rejection 1oad, and material balance. Subsystem reliability also
was discussed. Trade-off studies were presentedl delineating the field of
application of particuiar subsystems.

The studies performed on gas supply subsystems have shown that, at the
present state of the art, supercritical storage of atmospheric constituents
is preferable to other storage methods. Subcritical storage with single-
phase delivery poses operating problems which are presently being studied
experimentally. None of the chemical methods of atmospheric gases genera-
tion appears competitive with cryogenic storage techniques. However, water
electrolysis will be applicable as a source of hydrogen for long-duration
missions when oxygen is tecovered from carbon dioxide. Intensive experi-
mental work is requixred to develop an efficient, lightweight, electrolytic
cell for zero-gravity operation. Experimental work also is necessary'for
the development of a reliable subcritical cryogenic storage vessel with
liquid delivery. This type of. storage vessel is very attractive for use
in conjunction with carbon dioxide freeze-out systems. It provides the
heat sink necessary for, the f reezing process which appears to have a defin-
ite field of application in vehicles where water is plentiful.

Cabin humidity control by the cooler-condenser process, with subse-
quent liquid water separation, seems to be the only suitable method of
water removal at present. The subsystem based on this process is very
simple and offers a double advantages first, it can be used for complete
thermal control of the cabin atmosphere; second, the moisture removal
from the cabin air is recovered as liquid water.

"An excess production of liquid water aboard a space vehicle is desir-
able, since it can. be used in an evaporator as a 1ow-temperature heat sink.
Sink temperatures on the order of 40 0 F are not easily attained with liquid
loop cooling systems; however, evaporation of excess water can, for a very
low weight penalty, produce these sinks with a considerable overall cooli,ng
system weight reduction.

While the selection of subsystems, such as gas supply and humidity
control, are virtually independent of time, the choice of a carbon dioxide
management subsystem is essentially based on the vehicle mission duration.
The design of the atmospheric control system is, in this manner, critically
dependent on the carbon dioxide management subsystem. A number of such
systems were analyzed in this study. Parametric data have been presented
and trade-off studies were performed. The results of trade-off studies
are given in Sections IV through IX of this report.
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For short-duration missions, lithJum hydroxide appears the only
attractive chemical means of carbon dioxide control,, Depending on the
design cabin conditions, carbon dioxide removal by freeze-out technique
is definitely applicable to missions shorter than two weeks. Freeze-out
systems, however, are inherently les,s reliable than lithium hydroxide
systems. Experimental testing of freeze-out heat exchangers is recommend-
ed to determine the characteristics of the freezing process,.

For moderate to long-duration missions, carbon dioxide removal by
molecular sieve adsorption is indicated. Problem areas here are the high
system power requirement, the system reliability arising from the large
number of valves, and the desorption characteristics of the desiccant
and! molecular sieve bed's. Considerable analytical and development work
is required to full~y understand the complex mass and heat transfer prob-
lems involved in these systems, and to establish realistic design criter-ia.

For long-duration missions, carbon dioxLde removal by the electro-
dialysis process. appears attractive be.auý-e of the simplicity resulting
from the cýontinuous nature of this-process. Considerable development,
however, is indicated to reduce the electrodialysis cell weight and
power *requirersenst. .

The problems associated with oxygen recovery from carbon diexide
arise from the integration of the carbon dioxide reduction subsystem with
the rest of the atmospheric control systen. Hydrogen required for the
process is produced by water electrolysis, which has been discussed
previously. A control problem is associated with the desorption of
molecular sieve beds at a rate consistent, with stoichiometric compo-
sition of the gases entering the catalyst bed. Heat recovery from the
methanation process also presents a problem.

In the present state of the art, trace contaminant removal sub-
system design is based on assumptions relative to the contaminant
production rates within the space vehicle cabin. Efforts should
be expended on the determination of the nature and the generation
rates of these contaminants. Once the problem statement is establish-
ed, a better design can be effected with present methods of control.
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